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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 2.30 pm, and read prayers.

STATEMENT - PRESIDENT
Motions Nos 1-5, R emoved from Notice Paper

THE PRESIDENT: Order! Before I call for petitions 1 advise members that I have
directed the Clerk to remove motions Nos 1 to 5 from today's Notice Paper. The debate
on those motions cannot be resumed because of the application of the recent amendment
made 10 Standing Order No 72. Under the amended rule, no provision exists for
adjourning or holding over a debate on an urgency motion to a subsequent sitting.
Moreover, speeches ame subject to tine limits that did not apply when those motions were
first moved. Under the circumstances, debate on motions Nos 1 to 5 is not permitted by
Standing Order No 72.

STATEMENT - MINISTER FOR HEALTH
Auditor General's Report - Public Hospital Waiting Lists

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) [2.37 pm] - by leave: I
am pleased that the Auditor General has confirmed what we in the public health system
have, identified as the shortcomings of the former arrangements by which waiting lists for
elective surgery were managed. Not only has the Auditor General drawn attention to the
inappropriate financial incentives that used to exist, with additional throughput funding
being related to the size of the waiting list, but he also highlights in the tidle of his report
the fact that the crucial issue is waiting time rather than the overall size of the list. These
factors have been implicitly recognised in the arrangements put in place on 1 July 1994
under which hospitals are paid on the basis of work done, and the provision of funds for
additional throughput is dependent upon the hospitals' having no patients in the urgent
category waiting more than 30 days for elective surgery.
Early indications are that under these new arrangements throughput in hospitals is
increasing. What is now needed is the cooperation of all parties, particularly the doctors
on whose lists patients appear, to ensure that the potential of arrangements which allow
proper management of the problem can be fully realised. We have made proposals on
appropriate urgency categories, the development of waiting lists at non-teaching hospitals
and improvements in the accuracy of lists whereby duplication is avoided, and we are
seeking clinical agreement on each of die three issues mentioned in the Auditor General's
report along lines which he clearly supports.

JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE COMMISSION ON
GOVERNMENT

Leave to Submit Minority Report
HON LA. COWDELL (South West) 12.39 pm]: I seek leave to move that the minority
report of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commission on Government lay on the
Table and be printed.
The PRESIDENT: Order! We now have a conflict. Before I put the question whether
the member can have leave to do something, I should point out to him and to the House
chat it is my belief that that would be out of order and in very serious conflict with our
standing orders. Our relevant standing order suggests that when the chairman of a
committee or whoever presents a report does so, that report must contain the minority
report. It goes on further to say that that is the only way the minority report can he
submitted. Because it was not attached to the majority report, I cannot allow the minority
report to be submitted at this stage.



It may well be argued that when that joint committee was established, it was established
with the proviso that die standing orders of the Legislative Assembly should apply. It is
my view - I would certainly rule that way - that that provision refers to the activities of
the committee while it is carrying out its functions as a committee. The Legislative
Assembly's standing orders do not carry forth into this Chamber, even if the Legislative
Assembly's standing orders allow for the two reports to be tabled separately. I do not
know whether the standing orders of the Legislative Assembly provide for that. We
should vigorously oppose any suggestion that a standing order of the Legislative
Assembly should take precedence over a standing order of our House. In addition to that,
it so happened that prior to my coming into this Chamber I had my amplifier switched on
to the Legislative Assembly.
Hon Tom Stephens: Did you want some noise pollution?
Thbe PRESIDENT: It was actually pretty quiet, which made me think that I was tuned
into this House and it was operating without me. That aside, and back to the serious
matter of what we are talking about, the House may be interested to know that the
minority report was not tabled with the majority report in the Legislative Assembly.
Therefore, even if it were to be suggested that we would be following suit with the
Legislative Assembly, we would not be, because it did not table the report. The
Legislative Council's Standing Order No 361 states that a minority report may not be
presented separately to the Legislative Council. I suggest, therefore, that Hon John
Cowdell reconsider what he is wanting to do.

Points of Order
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Mr President, you might recall that -
The PRESIDENT: Is this a point of order?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is more a request for clarification from you.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Members, the Leader of the Opposition is endeavouring to
make some points.
Hon JOHN HALD)EN: Yesterday I rose to draw the attention of the House to this matter.
I hoped to resolve some of the problems that might have arisen. As it turned out, that
was not to be the case. My understanding and the Opposition's understanding on this
matter is that the chairman of the committee, the Speaker in the other place, had granted
permission for four members of the committee to bring forward a minority report. I
further understand that those members asked of the chairman of that committee, the
Speaker, whether he would be prepared to delay the tabling of the report yesterday. That
was declined on the basis of a commitment that the minority report could be tabled today.
I am not aware of what has subsequently happened in the past half hour in the Legislative
Assembly; however, members of the Opposition, both from the Assembly and from the
Council, were under the clear impression that they had an agreement with the Speaker
and chairman of this committee on the tabling of a minority report.
Mthough I do not disagree with what you have said, Mr President, I would hate to think
that the views of the minority have in some way been impinged upon, not necessarily
here, but in another place. I understand that there was a commitment, and that
commitment should be honoured. The approach being taken by Hon John Cowdell in
seeking the leave of this House to table a minority report to allow the House to consider
that view has been put forward by him, and I hope leave is granted, based upon a clear
agreement that had been reached between certain members of the committee and the
chairman of that committee. If that were not to be the case, it would be necessary for a
series of questions to be asked. I do not know that that would necessarily be appropriate
for the integrity of the Parliament and that committee. I hope that some commonsense
can prevail here, and perhaps leave can be granted so that the views of the minority can
be heard.
Hon George Cash: Mr President -

The PRESIDENT: Order! Again, we start a long, drawn out debate, when no debate is
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pernitted. I understand very clearly what the Leader of the Opposition is saying. I am
not unsympathetic to that. However, it is my responsibility having been elected to this
Chair to uphold and maintain the privileges and rules of this Chamber. The rules of this
Chamber say clearly that what Hon John Cowdell is proposing to do is not permitted.
Bearing that in mind, there are a couple of things that can be done.
Hon John H-alden: Mr President, what is that standing order from which you quoted?
The PRESIDENT: I will read it to you. It states -

The Chairman shall sign the unanimous or majority report. A minority report or
dissent, confined to issues in dispute, may be added to the report but may not be
presented separately to the Council.

There is a very good reason for saying that. Incidentally, this standing order applies to all
standing committees or select committees; it does not apply only to joint select
committees. If it is not required to be tabled at the same time as the majority report, three
months after a majority report has been tabled, for example, somebody can stand up and
seek permission to table a minority report. There is no difference in my view between
one day, one month or one year.
Hon John Halden: Except the commitment of the chairperson in this case, as I
understand it.
The PRESIDENT: This House cannot concern itself with the failure of a chairman of a
committee to honour an obligation. If members would speak to me when they have these
radical - for the want of a better word - things to do, perhaps we would not head down
these paths because I could tell them how I would react. Members do that from time to
time. I would like to accommodate the honourable member in some way. If 1 set my
mind to it I could probably think of a way to accommodate him. However, at the
moment I am not concentrating on that; I am concentrating on making sure that we do not
create a precedent that will be difficult for me or some futur person in this Chair to
ignore.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr President, you have demonstrated that Standing Order
No 361 should apply in this case. Because of the wording of Standing Order No 361, 1
do not intend to support Hon John Cowdell's request for leave. Like you, I believe that
there are a number of ways to accommodate Hon John Cowdell's proposition and those
options are contained in the existing standing orders.
Hon Tom Stephens: Why won't you grant leave?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Because it would be in breach of Standing Order No 361. There
are other ways of achieving exactly the samte objective.
Hon Tom Stephens: If that is the only technicality, leave could be pranted.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Tonm Stephens says that it is a technicality and that we can
afford to set aside this standing order this minute and another standing order the next
minute. I do not think we should work that way.
Hon John Halden interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! We will not have an argument about this.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is the very point. The standing orders provide that the
House can sit beyond 11.00 pmn if the proper procedure is put in place and the House
votes on it. The House can set aside Standing Order No 361 if it wants to and it will
probably achieve Hon John Cowdell's objective. However, under the circumstances, I do
not intend supporting his request for leave. Everyone else can support it if they wish.
However, they should remember what the standing orders also say about the granting of
leave: It only takes one voice to deny leave. If Hon John Cowdell cares to discuss the
matter with you, Mr President, me or the Leader of the Opposition, I amt sure that we will
be able to accommodate the matter in due course.
The PRESIDENT: That is not a point of order.
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Hon MARK NEVILL: Mr President, I undersan the position you are in with Standing
Order No 361. However, as a member of the committee, I was not aware that the report
was to be tabled yesterday and I was not aware that Hon Bury House had been given the
right by the committee to table the report It was a surprise to me because I was involved
with Hon John Cowdell and the other two members of the committee in putting together
the minority report. I suggest there was a lack of consultation about the tabling of that
report, which is the reason t Opposition is seeking leave to table the minority report at
this time.
The PRESIDENT: There is no point of enter. I allowed the member to give his
explanation under that pretext. I, as the Presiding Officer, understand very clearly what
Hon John Cowdell wants to do. I assure members that I will endeavour to find some way
to facilitate that which he wants to do because I accept Hon Mark Nevil's word that be
was not aware that something was to be done yesterday. The House is entitled to know
what the minority report says and there are ways of allowing that. I do not want the
member to think that I am ignoring what he said. Hon Peter Foss' point of order will be
the last one I want to hear on this matter. I will allow Hon John Cowdell to say
something because he might tell me that he is prepared to rake some other action.
Hon PETER FOSS: I have no knowledge of yesterday's events other than that which is
on the records of the House. A minority report is nonetheless a report of a committee and
the motion moved by Hon Barry House yesterday was for the report of the committee to
be tabled- An order of the House says that a report must be tabled.
Hon Mark Nevill: I was not aware that it was going to be that report.
Hon PETER FOSS: I understand that. I assume that, prior to that report being tabled,
there was a motion by the committee that that be the report of the committee. Therefore,
under those circumstances, the only way that there can be a minority report is if the
committee decided to accept a minority report. Only then could both reports come to the
House and be tabled. However, once a report of a committee is tabled, the House has
accepted that report as the report of the committee and it would not be logically or legally
possible for a minority report to be tabled by leave. At that stage, all that has happened is
that some people have produced a minority report which, if it had been brought to the
committee, would have been a minority report, but not having been brought to the
committee, is not a minority report.
A further objection on top of the one that you raised, Mr President, is that, logically, that
report does not exist. It is a document that has been prepared outside the committee
because, until it is accepted by the committee as a minority report, it does not exist. It is
something which members who made up the minority have prepared but which has not
become a minority report of the committee. There is, therefore, that further problem that
needs to be addressed
The PRESIDENT: Hon Peter Foss may have put it better than I put it. However,
because of the necessity under our standing order to have the two presented together, if
we deviate from the standing orders by one day, there is no reason why we cannot
deviate from them for one month or thre months. We could end up with having a
minority report presented to this House a long way down the track.

Debate Resumd
The PRESIDENT: Hon John Cowdell has been wanting to say something while the
points of order were made. I hope he has taken some notice of what I have said.
Hon I.A. COWDELL: I was looking for the opportunity of withdrawing my request for
leave on the basis of assurances of alternative ways of dealing with thi matter. It would
be unfortunate if we arrived at the situation where the Legislative Assembly could
receive a report of the joint standing committee involving a majority and minority view,
but this House was not able to receive a similar foil report. I will no longer seek leave to
move my motion.
Hon George Cash: There are 33 people who want to help you.
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The PRESIDENT: Order? Until die minute I canto into the Chamber this afternoon, I
assure the member that the other place had not received a report which contained a
minority and majority view.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I was aware of your advice of that, Mr President. I said that the
other Chamber may well receive such a report, given that the Speaker is currently
considering die matter. Therefore, the other place may well receive both reports, yet this
Chamber may be precluded from that.
The PRESIDENT: I reassure the member and the rest of the Chamber that I wiU be
doing something regarding the facilitation of what the member wants to achieve.
However, I will not be doing it right now as we do not have time.
Hon George Cash: The one hour rule will apply!
The PRESIDENT: If all members are happy, we will proceed to motions.

MOTION - NO CONFIDENCE
Minister for Transport, Taxi Bill

HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [3.03 pmt]: Mr President -

Hon PR. Lightfoot: This had better be good.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It will be, Mr Lightfoot.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let me run the show.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I move -

That this House has no confidence in the Minister for Transport because -

(1) He deliberately misled the House on 29 September as to the view of the
Taxi Council of Western Australia and its attitude to the Taxi Bill 1994.

(2) In misleading the House the Minister has caused it to make a decision on
the motion to refer the Taxi Bill to the Standing Committee on Legislation
which it might otherwise not have made.

(3) He has failed in his duty to adequately consult with the taxi industry since
the Taxi Bill was introduced.

In normal circumstances the Opposition would not raise this issue; it accepts that it is
possible for anyone in circumstances as will be described to make an honest mistake. It
is possible to misread the intentions of a person or group of people at a brief meeting,
such as that which took place on 29 September between the Minister for Transport and
members of the executive of the Taxi Council. To put in some context the evidence the
Opposition will present. I must outline a series of events.
firstly, it gives me no great pleasure to move this motion. Over a period of years I have
been able to work cooperatively with the Minister to the benefit of our mutual
constituents. However, in this matter the Minister made a statement with the clear
intention of convincing the House that I had misled it and had in some way
misrepresented the opinion of the Taxi Council. He suggested that I indicated that the
Taxi Council had no problem with the Taxi Bill in its present form. On ITursday,
29 September the Minister said in debate, as reported on page 5194 of Hansard -

I have spent time with the very people that the member has been referring to in
this debate, and I have just met with them. They have also been told that the way
the second reading debate was introduced was most wnusual. T'he fact is tt the
Bill was introduced in the tight and only way that legislation can be introduced
into this place. The Bill has lain on the Table of the House since 13 September so
people have had the opportunity to consider it. The people involved have been
totally misled, and led up a one way street on this issue. These people can have
the legislation properly discussed with them, to give them a proper understanding
of what the Bill stands for and what can be done. I have just asked those very
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people what points in die legislation they are unhappy with. They told me they
are not unhappy with any of it. They have not been able to find anything at this
stage that they are unhappy about.

I then said by way of intatjection that the Minister was not speaking to the same people
to whom I had been speaking. The Minister replied chat he was speaking to chose people;
he said, "Those people are in my office right now." For the want of finding another
word, I said that I found that "incredible".
On the following morning I called the Taxi Council and spoke to its executive officer,
Mr Peter Lazberger, and its vice chairman, Stephen Weeks. I spoke to them because 1
was concerned that they might have changed their minds on important parts of the
legislation. When the Minister said that the Taxi Council was not unhappy with any part
of die Bill, I certainly found that incredible, yet I felt inclined to believe the Minister.
Hon Mark Nevill: More fool you.
Hon KIM CHANCE The Minister had given me what I felt was correct information
from the meeting he had held. He had spoken to the people to whom we were referring,
and he had spoken to them after I had held discussions with them. Therefore, I thought
the Minister had better information, and neither I nor the House had a choice other than
to believe die Ministek. I was concerned about that information because I wondered why
the Taxi Council had radically changed its point of view. I had spoken to those members
of its executive for two hours on the morning of the day of that debate - roughly from
9.30 to 11.30 am - and I thought that the views held by those people were strong. They
had indicated a resolve regarding the majority of the issues, and they had informed me
earlier that they were in conflict with the wording of the Bill. I asked both Mr Lazberger
and Mr Weeks whether they stood by the concerns they had expressed to me at the two-
hour meeting held that morning, and I was instantly assured that chat was the case;
namely, that the Taxi Council remained committed to the point of view previously
expressed to me.
I was also told that these people had waited all day to see the Minister. Obviously, they
had not arranged a meeting earlier, and apparently the Minister had an overloaded diary;
however, by dint of perseverance the Taxi Council was accommodated and secured a
meeting with the Minister late- that afternoon around 4.30 pm. It was necessary for the
Minister to interrupt the meeting with the Taxi Council representatives to speak in the
Chamber at approximately 5.10 pm as the Minister was informed that debate I had
initiated to refer the Bill to the Standing Committee on Legislation had begun. I had
previously informed the Minister during afternoon tea that that was my intention. I then
told Mr Lazberger and Mr Weeks what the Minister had said in reporting that they had
told him that they were not unhappy about anything in the Bill. Mr Weeks was upset and
angry when he heard this, and he asked me if I could send him a copy of Hansard as soon
as it became available. I later sent Mr Weeks and Mr Lazberger a copy of the daily
Hansard of 29 September. After receiving the copy of Hansard, Mr Weeks wrote to me,
at my request, to list the points of view that he had put to me verbally on chat day while
they were still fresh in his mind. I asked him to put his view of the meeting and the facts
surrounding that meeting. The addressee of the letter is Steve Weeks, 5691 West Swan
Road, West Swan, and the letter states -

Dear Sir,
I write this correspondence to you on a personal basis, even though I am the Vice
Chairman of The Taxi Council of W.A., as I want you to know my personal
movements and views on the following.
On Thursday the 29th September, 1994 1 was present in a meeting at Parliament
House between 4.30 and 5.45 p.m. which was between The Taxi Council of W.A.
Inc and the Minister for Transport, Hon EJ. Charlton. During this meeting
Mr. Charlcon was called to the chamber in relation to the Taxi Bill at
approximately 5.10 p.m. to 5.15 p.m. At a lacer date I read the Hansard report of
the day and in particular page 20, paragraph 5, line 3 "1 have just asked those very
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people what points in the legislation they am unhappy with. They told me 9Wc
are not unhapp with any of it. T'hey have not been able to find anything at this
stage that they are unhappy about."
According to my calculation Mr. Chance I was in that meeting waiting for
Mr. Charlton's return frm chamber to voice our concerns which Mr. Charlton
was await this was the sole purpose of the meeting.
Earlier in the day I personally contacted Mr. Charlton's office to make an
appointment that day to see him advising his office that The Taxi Council had
major concerns in relation to the proposed legislation. I was told by Mr. G.
Harmon of Mr. Charlton's office we would not be able to see him today as his
diary was overloaded as it was. I then contacted the Premier's office and the
committee of The Taxi Council had a meeting with a W. Reed a representative of
the Premier. This resulted in the Minister for Transport's office ringing me and
advising of the above meeting time of 4.30 p.m. at Parliament House.
I personally hold the opposite view to that of Mr. Charlton, along with the
executive committee of The Taxi Council, in that I was unhappy with the bill and
Ilwas sum Ilhad made this clear to -

1. Mr. Harman of the Ministers office.
2. Mr. Reid of the Premiers office.
3. Mr. Charlton himself.

I ask you "If I wasn't unhappy" why else would I have spent hours and hours
away from my work trying to talk sense into the Ministers office, the Premiers
office and other members of parliament.
Please raise this point in parliament and advise in due course.

The letter concludes, "Yours faithfully", and is signed "S.G. Weeks".
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Will you seek leave to table that letter?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I will be pleased to table it.
It is clear that even prior to that meeting at 4.30 pm on Thursday, 29 September, the Taxi
Council had conveyed its concerns both to the Minister and his office and the Premier's
office. If the precise natur of the Taxi Council's concers had not been spelt out in that
process - and that might have been the case - it could be said at the very least that dhe
Taxi Council was unhappy about certain areas of the Bill. Mrt Weeks' letter is clear on
this point when he states in the third paragraph that Mr Charlton was aware that the sole
purpose of the meeting was to enable the Taxi Council to voice its concerns.
The evidence that Mr Charlton was well await of the Taxi Council's unhappiness with
the legislation is not confined simply to the meeting of 29 September. In goes back prior
to that. In a letter dated 17 September 1993, the Taxi Council raised issues about the
1992 BIDO report, which forms the basis of some of the principles of the Taxi Bill 1994,
including the abolition of the Taxi Control Board and the assumption by the Department
of Transport of regulatory powers. The Taxi Council was clearly concerned at that early
stage about a fundamental principle of what has become the Taxi Bill 1994. 1 also have a
letter from the Minister addressed to the then Chairman of the Taxi Council of Western
Australia Inc, Mr KB. Foley, dated 28 January 1994, ministry reference 32962, which
states in point 2 that -

The TIB will have management, driver arnd owner representatives from major taxi
dispatch companies, a management company representative and possibly a
representative of other taxi dispatch companies. It is envisaged that t
representatives will be selected by those they represent.

The letter states in the second paragraph of point 6 that -

Regulation will exist to protect both the public and industry from unscrupulous
practices. However it is envisaged that the flB and taxi dispatch companies will
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be responsible for setting their own industry standards beyond the basic
requirements that will be set by Transport.

In itself, that is not an issue. Clearly, both responses are directly contrary to what is
contained in the Taxi Bill 1994.
Hon E.J. Chariton: Such as?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I do not think we need to go into that.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Yes you do. What is the difference?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I itself, that is not an issue.
Hon E.J. Chariton: You do not know enough about it, obviously.
Hon KIM CHANCE: If the Minister wants to waste timie by going through the details of
it -

Hon John Halden: The Minister's credibility is on the line!
Hon L.D. Maclean: At least he has credibility.
Hon John Maiden: More than you, my friend. Do you know what people think of you -
fool, idiot!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon KIM CHANCE: I assure the Minister that it is irrelevant. The Minister has every
right to change his mind about clauses in the Bill while it is in preparation. Indeed, there
would be not much point in having a consultation process if significant issues such as
those could not be changed while the Bill was in preparation. However, in framing
legislation which so contradicted the information which the Minister had given nine
months previously, the Minister must surely have been aware at that early stage that
people had some concerns about the changes. As recntly as 26 September of this year,
Mr Chariton received a facsimile of a letter from the Taxi Council, advising in detail of
its concerns, yet on 29 September, just three days later, the Minister came into the House
and told members that I had misled the House and the Taxi Council was not unhappy
with the Bill. I submit that the Minister knew full well that the Taxi Council was very
unhappy with sonic aspects of the Bill, and that he improperly and knowingly misled the
House by stating that this was not the case. I further submit that he did this for the
express purpose of discrediting the Opposition's case that the Bill be referred to the
Legislation Committee - and to discredit me personally.
When an industry meeting of some 400 taxi operators was informed of the Minister's
statement that those people were not unhappy with any part of the Bill, the 400 members
unanimously carried a vote of no confidence in the Minister, so clearly the members
attending the meeting did not agre with the Minister's statement that there was nothing
that they were unhappy about.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Were there 400 operators at the meeting?
Hon KIM CHANCE: It is an estimate.
Hon EJ. Charlton: It is like the estimate of the numbers yesterday by The West
Australian.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It is not my estimate. It is an estimate that others have provided
for me. With my limited experience in counting numbers in a room I would say that
400 is close to the mark.
This is a Taxi Council issue. The Leader of the Opposition has received a facsimile frm
the Taxi Council in which is reprinted part of Hansard that day. Inserted below that copy
are the words -

We cannot accept the statement by the Minister that we are "not unhappy" with
the Bill in its present form. WE ARE UNHAPPY. Why else would we have
spent hours away from our jobs trying to talk sense into Members of Parliament.
WILL YOU LISTEN!!
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I said at tke beginning that in normal circumstances the Opposition would not have made
an issue of what may have been a simple mistake. The circumstances of the Minister's
statement on 29 September, however, cannot be regarded as anything other than a
deliberate attempt to mislead the House, because it is clear that he was well aware or he
should have been well aware of the disquiet which was held by the Taxi Council. Yet he
was prepared to state otherwise in the House. for his own purposes. I ask members to
support tie motion because I believe it is the right of the House to determine whether it
was misled in Ike Curst instance, and in the second instance to determine whether it was
misled deliberately. I submit that we have been misled deliberately and, more
importantly, that as a result the House made a decision on the motion to refer the Taxi
Bill to the Legislation Committee, a decision that it otherwise would not have made - and
it is that point that makes this issue so serious. It is clearly a just cause for the House to
consider that this vote of no confidence should be carried.
That information was given to the House which caused it to vote possibly in a way which
it otherwise would not have voted on a matter which is central to the conduct of the Taxi
Bill is a serious consequence of die Minister's actions. It also involves malice in that
allegations were made by the Minister that I had misled die House in my argument in
support of the referral motion. The House should not have to tolerate allegations of this
nature. I ask members to support the motion.
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.25 pm]: I
support and formally second the motion. The issues raised by Hon Kim Chance in
relation to the Minister for Transport are really a case of deja vui. This is not the first
time that the Opposition has alleged that the Minister for Transport has misled the House.
To be honest and blunt we are sick to death of the Minister misleading this House. I refer
members to the multirider ticket issue. In our view, the Minister misled the House on
that issue. I refer members to the Staceships issue. In our view, the Minister misled the
House again. I refer also to the most blatant of misrepresentations in this House by the
Minister for Transport; that is, in die Estimates Committee hearings when he answered
seven of my questions in the affurmative. However, when I asked the same seven
questions word for word at the next opportunity in question time he gave me exactly the
opposite answers.
For how long must this House tolerate a Minister who provides answers that cannot be
backed up, and can be refuted by the evidence before us? The evidence comes from the
Minister's mouth on every occasion. One can only make the assumption that the
Minister is either very stupid or has a propensity to not want to inform the House in a
correct way. I do not believe the Minister is particularly stupid. Other people may have
a contrary view. However, members on this side are sick and tired of not receiving
correct answers from the Minister.
Based on that history it is not surprising that the matter was raised yesterday. It should
be remembered that Order of the Day No 1 was the third reading of the Taxi Bill. It was
our clear view then, and it remains our clear view, that the Minister had given incorrect
answers to the House with a view to deliberately misleading the House regarding the
position of the major representative body in the taxi industry. That is one issue, but it is
even more serious because on my reading of Hansoard the Minister did that in a blatant
way. He actually tried to prescribe his motives and actions in this Chamber to Hon Kim
Chance. We are affronted by that sont of tactic. If the Minister thinks we are stupid
enough to accept be can suggest an opposition member, with the best of intentions, is
misrepresenting the position of the major representative body in the taxi industry, he is
wrong because we know that it is the Minister who was doing that. The Mimister may
think that we will accept his conduct as a reasonable political tactic, but that is not the
case.
[Resolved, that debate be continued.]
Hon JOHN HAL DEN., I refer to some media statements by the Premier, the then Leader
of the Opposition, and quote from one of 4 November 1992 on ABC regional statewide
radio -
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The other area that we've covered are the Parliament itself. During the last ten
years we have seen members mislead the Parliament. There's been gross
deception of the Parliament, and Parliament simply can't work if that sort of
behaviour is talking place.

The Premier is right. Parliament cannot work while Ministers in his Cabinet continue to
mislead this place. The standards of ministerial propriety by the Minister for Transport
are abysmal. It is not just this one matter, a litany of sins have accumulated against this
Minister. They all revolve around his not being able to present factual information to this
House and his makting statements to this House which are shown to be wrong. How can
a person be a Minister of the Crown with a track record such as that?
Hon Bruce Donaldson: Ask Brian Burke and David Parker.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We have done the history bit and we are now referring to the
Minister for Transport.
Hon N.E. Moor: That is not history.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I think it is history.
Hon N.E. Moore: You cannot tell people it did not happen.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have never done that.
Hon NAE Moore: Your leader is trying to tell us that.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is not true.
Hon N.Y. Moore: He is trying to rewrite history.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: We will deal with Mr Halden on a very important issue shortly.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Is that another threat? I will be delighted to accommodate
Hon Ross Lightfoot. I am glad he has now entered this debate. I know he received a
letter about Mr Charlton recently and I thought I would include that in Hansard.
Hon Mark Nevili: What are Mr Lightfoot's views on the Taxi Council's position?
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You can't ask me to interject for that long.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What a cop out.
Hon Mark Nevill: We will listen to your speech.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Don't hold your breath.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We all know about Hon Ross Lightfoot. I thought it would be
approriate to read a letter addressed to him at Parliament House, Perth from the Taxi
Council of Western Australia and signed by Peter Laxherger.

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It is not confidential, is it?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I quote -

Pursuant to our telephone conversation of 6th October, 1994, we wish to advise
that the scheduled industry meeting indeed took place on Tuesday I11th October,
1994. The outcome of this meeting was expressed quite emotionally by those
members and exceeded the response that we had previously anticipated. Views
expressed by the whole assembly indicate that the sloppiness and ambiguity of the
Taxi Bill and the swift processes adopted in passing it through Parliament coupled
with blatant mistnzths and misgivings by the Minister for Transport, have resulted
in a unanimous vote of 'N4O CONFIDENCE' in Hon Eric Charlton.
Subsequently, as the whole spirit of the Bill is to place total authority and control
(without responsibility) of the taxi industry into the hands of the Minister for
Transport, a unanimous vote to reject the Bill completely was motioned and
passed by the assembly. It appears that a total lack of professionalism and the
inability to heed the calls of the industry since the draft Bill was released, has
adided fuel to the fire and provoked bitter reactions and insecurities amongst
industry members as they ponder what sort of dictator could possibly control their
industry.
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Perhaps if the task of introducing the Bill had been undertaken by a different
person who adopted a higher level of liaising with the industry after the Draft Bill
was circulated to the industry and did'nt renege on prt-election promises, the
situation today might indeed be very different. Nevertheless, .. . with the
problems also looming within Transperth, it appears that the Transport portfolio
will eventually attract high levels of public scrutiny and unfortunately, this could
also have a detrimental effect on the Court Government.- So far, industry
members have yet to include the Court Government in their persecutions but the
industry is an emotional one and as you know, the public is always seeking to
blame as high an authority as possible. Already the industry is organising a
protest to include some 300-400 taxis who wish to display their (supposedly non-
existent) disgruntledness to Parliament House.

That is a letter from the executive officer of the Taxi Council which quite clearly puts
forward the view that no suitable or real consultation was held by the Minister with the
industry. It also rejects the Minister's statement in Mansard that the industry had no
problems with the Bill.
What sort of Minister do we have? I will continue with the perceptions of the taxi
industry about the Minister for Transport- It is not only those in the Opposition who
clearly are offended by the words and deeds of this Minister, but also the industry most
affected by the Taxi Bill. I will quote from a submission which I and, I presume,
Hon Kim Chance and other members received from the Taxi Council of Western
Australia. The sheets I have art not dated, but I am only too happy to provide Hansard
with a copy of this document; in fact, I seek leave to table the original document to stop
the stupidity of Hon Ross Lightfoot interjecting at a subsequent stage.
Leave prantedL [See paper No 414.J
Hon Mark Nevill: Hon Ross Lightfoot can use it as the basis for his speech.
Hon JOH4N HALDEN: I will start briefly at page 7. Members might recall the comments
of the Minister when he said, "The industry had no problems with this Bill'" I refer to the
industry's submission to highlight the problems, clause by clause, it had with the Bill.
They had problems with the interpretation section, clauses 3(3),(4), (8) -
Hon E.J Charlton: When did this become available?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: As I recall, I received it on Monday.
Hon Reg Davies: I received it yesterday at 4.30 pm.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I met with the council on the date I explained and yesterday was
when I received my copy.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Perhaps it has more faith in Hon Kim Chance and me than the
Minister and that is why it sent us the first document
Hon George Cash: it was asked to put things in writing because it had difficulty
identifying the problem areas in the Bill.
Hon Kim Chance: Those areas were identified in the letter of 26 September.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am prepared to accept the comment by the Leader of the House
that these points were raised after Hon Eric Charlton had made his points. I refer again to
the letter from the Taxi Council dated 26 September 1994, written, as I recall, three days
before the Bill was introduced into this House.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is nr 'orrect.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand the Bill was introduced on 29 September.
Hon Kim Chance: It was introduced on 13 September and the second reading was on
27 September.
Hon JOHN HAL.DEN: The letter reads -

The Taxi Council has indeed disec ted the draft bill in some great detail and as a
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result have formulate questions pertaining to certain arma of the legislation which
we wish to bring to your attention. These questions will hopefully be put to you
at the industry meeting so as to give you a fair opportunity to voice your opinion
and clarify any misconceptions. For your perusal, I have included a copy of the
16 questions which we seek clarification.

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: At that stage they were happy with some of the Bill.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I would suggest that they may well be still happy with some of
the Bill, but are so aggrieved by this Minister that they have now voted unanimously to
have the Bill thrown out
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Except for one voice.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: There may well have been one.
Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! Hon Sam Piantadosi is out of
order by inrerjecting, and particularly out of order by interjecting from that chair.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am not sure whether it was a unanimous vote or a unanimous
vote minus one. Whatever, the number is of no concern. Quite obviously the industry
expressed concern on 26 September, and quite obviously in the letter Hon Kim Chance
read to this House a few moments ago the industry expressed its concern to a
representative of the Premier and to a representative of the Minister's office, Mr Harman.
It believed it had also made its position clear to the Minister himself. Why else would its
members wait around from 9.30 in the morning to 4.30 in the afternoon if they were
delighted with this Bill? Let us get to the realities of this. Quite clearly the industry put
the view that it was not happy with aspects of this legislation and wanted to negotiate that
with the Minister. What is not clea is why the Minister came into this House and said
that the industry was not at all unhappy with the Bill. I suggest, as Hon Kim Chance
suggested, very clearly it was an attempt to mislead this House to ensure that it voted in a
certain way so that the passage of the Bill would not be encumbered by a referral to the
Legislation Committee.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Is it an encumbrance?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is an encumbrance in getting the Bill through quickly.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I could almost ask you to withdraw the remark.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: If the member thinks it is unparliamentary I suggest he rise to his
feet and do that. For the record it is important to view the Taxi Council's significance in
this industry. It is an incorporated body with approximately 630 owners, who include
owners attached to Black and White Taxis and Swan Taxis. It represents 80 per cent of
all owners, as some are multiple owners. Something like 729 taxis are affiliated with that
body. This submission goes on to say on page 2 -

During the past five months, the Minister's office has had no formal
communication or consultation with this Council prior to Appendix 4
(20 September 1994). I find this extremely contadictory to the correspondence
enclosed and marked Appendix I ...

The penultimate paragraph reads -

"I have previously given an undertaking that the new legislation will be discussed
with the industry and as one of the industry's representative bodies, the Council
will be consulted".

Five months before the Bill there was no consultation.
Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.00 pmn

Hon JOHN HAILDEN: I have been developing the argument with regard to paragraph
(3) of the motion that the Minister has failed in his duty to consult adequately with the
taxi industry since the Taxi Bill was introduced. I quote from page 5 of the submission
from the Taxi Council of Western Australia. to which I referred earlier -
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From the above, the First to Second Reading of 13 September to Resumed Second
Reading of 27 September, a total of 14 days, is not sufficient time for the industry
to consult its members and be heard - and also the Government did not consult
with the Taxi Council of WA Incorporated during this time. Plus the commitment
by the Minister's office to consult with the Taxi Industry Council after
26 September was just an absolute FOB OFF because the Bill was back in
Parliament on 27 September and as you have just read, we bad to bring pressure
to bear from die Premier's Office to even get to see Mr Charlton.
The result of this meeting of 29 September at 4.30 pm with Mr Charlton was that
Parliament was in recession until 18 October and we had thre weeks to report
back to him. Consequently an industry meeting was arranged at the South Perth
City Hail for Tuesday I11 October at 2.00 pm. Set out below ame the results of that
meeting, which was attended by four hundred members.
The motions from the floor which were moved, seconded and carried
unanimously, were as follows:
1. 'The Taxi Bill of 1994 be opposed in 100% of its entirety and the

Executive Committee to convey this motion to Parliamnt." (This motion
was unanimous except for one vote.)

The second resolution is most important Hon Ross Lightfoot questioned it, and
therefore it should be on the record. It reads -

2. 'That there be a vote of no confidence in the Minister for Transport,
Hon Eric Chariton. The Executive Committee to convey this motion to
Parliament."

3. 'Thbat there be a protest rally of taxis against the Taxi Bill to rly through
the city and convene at Parliament House as and when Parliament
resumes."

The reasons behind these motions raised at the meeting and given from the floor
were that:
1. The new Taxi Bill is a dangerous impediment to the future of the taxi

industry due to its ambiguity.
2. The public are not aware of the proposal by the Minister to have no age

limits on taxi cars. The next thing may be taxi plates on FJ Holdens - and
they say this Bill is to improve the industry.

3. The Minister is full of broken promises and broken commitments and yet
he wants the ultimate power and authority for decisions over the taxi
industry and its future.

4. How can we ever trust die Minister for the future of our industry when he
himself, by his actions up to now, has caused a deterioration of his
credibility? Tell the Minister to get the hell out of the taxi industry. We
are happy with the current legislation.

5. We take over the transport services to the public when the public transport
services stop. We are private enterprise and we don't want to be dictated
to by the Minister.

6. There was no power under the Act to permit a ceiling with the lease
agreements.

7. T7here was no provision to recognise management companies'
responsibility and/or registration. There are currently 20 management
comnpanies.

8. Theme is no provision to recognise agents or agency agreements or for
them to be registered or accountable. There are currently 250 agents or
agency agreements at the Taxi Control Board. Further to 7 and 8, there
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are 432 taxis currently under management or agency agreements. Thbis
represents 46% of die total fleet.

9. There is no degree of security over the taxi plates.
10. The industry members do not want the transfer fees abolished.
11. They do not agree with the age limits on taxi cars being lifted.

Quite clearly the industry has made a statement about the Minister's credibility, his
willingness to consult and his actions in terms of consultarion. Clearly little consultation
has taken place. I refer to the point made by the Leader of the Government in this House
in connection with the letter I read to the House dated 26 September, in which the Taxi
Council of Western Australia outlined 16 questions on which it sought clarfication. That
letter was faxed to die Minister for Transport, lHon Eric Chariton at the twelfth floor of
Dumas House on 26 September. It would be appropriate for the record to assure
members that the taxi industry was clear about its concerns. It raised a number of
specific concerns some of which are as follows -

Section 8. Taxi Industry Board
Q. What method of criteria selection will be applied when appointing board

members?
Q. What will be the composition ratio of industry members/consumers?
Section 15. Taxi Plates
Q. Is the prescribed penalty in subsection (3) supplementary to those sections

of the Act for which a separate penalty is already provided for?
Section 17. Form of Tender
Q. With regard to the prescribed penalty in subsection (3) of $1 000, would it

not be more effective if this penalty was increased to $5 000?
Q. With regard to subsection (4), are directors of companies and shareholders

of companies also deemed to be an owner of taxi plates, thereby limiting
their ownership/interest to 5 sets of plates?

Section 18. Issue of Taxi Plates
Q. Could you please elaborate on the meaning of '..to any particular

vehicle.', stated in subsection (3)?
Section 20. Conditions
Q. With regard to section 20(1), if, known or unknown to other parties

concerned, a driver is found to be in breach of section 20(1)(a), are all
panics subject to a $5 000 penalty under section 20(2) and a further

r nalty of $5 000 according to section 15(3), and a further penalty of
1 000 according to section 21 (1), and a further penalty of $1 000

according to section 32(5), thereby penalising each party a total of
$12 000, equating to $48 000 in penalties, per offence under this section?

Thte Taxi Council asks further questions about clauses 26, 14. 9. 32, 36, and 43. It is
interesting that the M~inister somehow presumed that those sorts of questions were
supportive of his Bill. The Leader of the Government interjected and I decided to answer
his question, but I now want to refer to die Taxi Council's current point of view and list
the clauses that its opposes in the Bill, which include the interpretation clause, 3(3), 4, 8,
10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 24, 26, 29, 29A, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, and 43.
That does not seem to show a lot of support for this Bill from the Taxi Council.
Seemingly the Minister was in some other world when he was speaking to representatives
from the Taxi Council. The advice he received before that meeting by way of fax, and
the advice he now receives, would not lead any sane person to believe that the taxi
industry was happy with die Bill.
Having clearly established the taxi industry's point of view, that it has documented
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clearly, there does not seem to have been any degree of consultation with this industry by
the Minister. On the surface it appears that the only way the industry got to meet the
Minister on 27 September was by pressure exerted on the Minister by the Premier's
office. That is a sorry indictment of a Minister responsible for a significantly important
area of the transport industry in this State. On that basis, paragraph (3) of the motion
moved by Hon Kim Chance is substantiated; but, of course, we will wait to hear the
Minister's response. The first two paragraphs of the motion are the most important.
Ir is clear from the record of the Taxi Council's involvement with this Minister that he
was aware that it had concerns and complaints. The Taxi Council was talking to the
Minister at the moment he chose to come back into the House. The council had to go
through the Premier's office to get that appointment. It advised Mr Hanman, an officer of
the Minister's staff, of its concerns. Ame we to presume that none of that information
managed to get through to this Minister? I do not think any reasonable person would
assume that If chat is the case, we are drawn to one conclusion; that is, the Minister
came into this House with two motives. The first was to besmirch the character of
Hon Kim Chance. He went straight for the throat and attempted to do that. The second
was to mislead this House, so that the passage of the Bill could be enhanced.
Hon Tom Helm: Is that called a railroad?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is called railroang. It is important to read the Hansard record
arid to go over what happened when the Minister camne back into the House. At page
5194 of Hansard the Minister stares -

Hon Kim Chance is going a long way cowards totally discrediting himself and the
taxi industry as a whole.

Hon Mark Nevill then interjected and asked why the Minister had to be personal.
Hon Eric Charlcon said -

I am not being personal. I am stating a fact, because of the member's attempt to
send the Bill to the Standing Committee on Legislation. The member is
obviously misleading people in the taxi industry about the facts.

Hon E.J. Charlron: He still is.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister does not learn; he just keeps digging the hole. The
Minister continues -

One of the most important facts, as I reminded the member last night about the
point he raised, is that it can be done by regulation. It is in the legislation now
without being specified, and that is an option which is open to the industry if it
wants to put it in there in the future. The member's comments are based on that
point.

The relevant points then start to appear. It continues -

I have spent rime with the very people that the member has been referring to in
this debate, and I have just met with them. They have also been told that the way
the second reading debate was introduced was most unusual. The fact is that the
Bill was introduced in the right and only way that legislation can be introduced
into this place. The Bill has laid on the Table of the House since 13 September,
so people have had the opportunity to consider it. The people involved have been
totally misled, and led up a one way street on this issue. These people can have
the legislation properly discussed with them -

That does not seem to be their view or a view that is supported by anyone else bar the
Minister. The Minister continues -

- to give them a proper understanding of what the Bill stands for and what can be
done. I have just asked those very people what points in the legislation they ame
unhappy with. They told me they are not unhappy with any of it. They have not
been able to find anything at this stage that they are unhappy about.
Hon Kim Chance: The Minister was not speaking to the same people that I spoke
to.
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Hon BiT. CHARLTON: I was. Those people are in my office right now.
Hon Kim Chance: I find that incredible.
Hon E.J. CH-ARLTON: Perhaps, but I am not surprised about what the member
finds incredible lately. Some of the letters being distributed around the
countryside by the member are as inaccurate and misleading as his statements to
support having the Bill referred to the Legislation Committee.

The views of the Minister and the Taxi Council on all matters in regard to this no
confidence motion are totally opposed to one another. The Minister said there was good
and proper consultation. The Taxi Council says that is rubbish.
Hon AJ.G. Mac~iran: The council represents only 80 per cent of the industry.
Hon BiT. Charlton: That is obviously all Hon Alannab MacTiernan knows about it as
well. She is another uninformed misfit.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: You tell us, Eric.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister for Transport is denigrating someone else.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You have done that far yourself.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It must be remembered thar it is not just the Taxi Council that has
concerns about this matter. the other major contributor, but minority stakeholder, in the
industry is the Western Australian Taxi Operators Association which also has concerns
about this Bill, and has put forward two amendments on its concerns. If one takes the
views of WATOA and the WA Taxi Council into account, one finds that almost 100 per
cent of the industry has some concerns about the legislation. Itris not the case, as the
Minister would have had the House believe on that day, that the industry was not
unhappy with any of it. The inister is shot down with words from his own mouth and
by the evidence that dhe Taxi Council has provided to the public because of the
intransigence of the Minister in consultation and his unpreparedness to amend the Taxi
Bill.
That is why they are agreed. Thai is why the Minister finds himself in this enormous
difficulty about the Taxi Council in this motion today. He may take this motion lightly
bearing in mind that he has the numbers. Eventually the credibility that he lacks will be
reflected in the broader society. As the Taxi Council has so clearly said and expressed
through the words of its executive officer, basically this Minister has lost credibility in a
total sense in it. The statements almost become derogatory.
One line in Hansard stares: "They told me they are not unhappy with any of it."
Correspondence I received last week from the committee of the Taxi Council of Western
Australia is in line with other correspondence, and I am only too happy to table this if
Hon Ross Lightfoot would like me to do so. Admittedly this is a handwritten notation,
but the Taxi Council states that those words are a blatant disregard for the truth. That is
typical of the problem that the Minister for Transport has and which he indicates in this
place on a number of occasions to the detriment of this place and the Government.
I put on record that the taxi industry's concerns about the proposed amendments or the
new Bill do not relate to recent days. weeks or months; they go back to correspondence
that dates back to September 1993. At no time has the taxi industry supported what the
Minster proposed. The taxi industry wrote to the Minister on 17 September 1993 to
raise concerns about the proposed changes to the taxi industry. From 17 September 1993
unti toda Yit has been expressing concerns; but the Minister has the temerity to come in
her andsa, 'They told me they are nor unhappy with any of it." As I said, since
September 1993 the taxi industry has been expressing concern.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: Concern about what?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Concern about the proposed changes to the taxi industry.
Hon E.J Charlton: That is a pretty smart statement about being unhappy with dhe taxi
industry. Where is your credibility with a loose lipped statement like that?
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: After what the Minister said, I have no problems with credibility.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I know you have bad for some time.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That may well be the case. The difference is that I am not a
Minister of the Crown and I do not have a responsibility -
Hon E.J. Charlton: God help Western Australia if it were the case.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: - to come in hem and mislead this place quite deliberately. I do
not suggest that I have ever done that. On the record I suggest to the Minister that on
Thursday, 29 September 1994, he did exactly that. He did it with motive and with malice
because be knew what he wanted and thought he could get away with it. More
despicable than anything else, to use his words, in the event of trying to achieve his own
aims, he decided it would be quite acceptable to have a go at Hon Kim Chance. He
considered Hon Kim Chance was fair game. The Minister gave him a bit of a flick on
this on the way through. Hon Kim Chance had done the hard work. He knew whate the
industry stood on this matter. He should have been complimented but instead he was
given a flick on the way through.
Hon E.J. Charlton: When you sit down he will get another.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: If the Minister thinks that he can play games with people around
this place, I will take him on.
Hon Mark Nevill: I will jump this table in a minute!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: And run out of the door! The Minister said -

I am stating a fact, because of the member's attempt to send the Bill on the
Standing Committee on Legislation.

The Minister has failed in his duty to consult with the taxi industry since the Taxi Bill
was introduced. I know that evidence has very little to do with outcome in this place,
that logic and fact have very little to do with outcome in this place. However, on the
basis of evidence this Minister has been found to be culpably guilty of those three
charges. There is only one course of action for this House: It must support this motion.
To do otherwise is to reinforce what this Minister has done and to allow him to continue
to mislead this House, continue with his inappropriate behaviour in this House, the House
of Review. If we are to stand for that sort of behaviour, that son of temerity by a
Minister of the Crown after all of the homilies we heard between 1983 and 1993. our
credibility is absolutely blown out of the window.
Finally, I will remind this House and especially this Minister for Transport of the
comments made by the Premier on 4 November 1992 when he said that the other area
that we have covered was the Parliament itself. He said that during the past 10 years we
have seen members mislead the Parliament. There has been gross deception of the
Parliament, and the Parliament simply cannot work if that sort of behaviour is taking
place. The Premier is saying that the Parliament cannot work while that sort of behaviour
is taking place. For the fourth time we amc making allegations substantiated by fact that
this Minister has mislead this House. It is now incumbent upon this House to make an
appropriate and effective decision, based on the facts, and for the Premier to remove this
Minister forthwith.
HON Li. CHARLTON (Agricultural - Minister for Transport) [4.27 pm]: The
comments by the two Opposition speakers got a little bit of a rally towards the end to try
to make the points. However, both failed to address the two components of their
accusations. As to the allegations about misleading the House, it amazes me how people
opposite can base their attacks, as the Opposition has chosen to do on a couple of
occasions, on the evidence that the two Opposition speakers put before members of the
House today.
I will make two points at the outset. The whole basis for this motion is about a meeting
that I had with the representatives of the Taxi Council of Western Australia. The Taxi
Council did not respond by having its members talk to me. It was an initiative they had
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taken. Ilonly wish they had initiated that action through the lead-up period like all other
sections of the taxi industry had done. There art a few things all people should know
about this. There is a very strong power game going on within the taxi industry, If
people do not recognise that at the very beginning, they will never be in a position to
know what people did, what people saw and what actions people instigated for their own
benefit. I do not criticise them for that. It is a very important factor. The taxi industry is
totally regulated. It is governed by the Government through the Department of Transport
on how many cabs art capable of being on the road. The taxi industry has its fares set.
The number of cabs is totally restricted and regulated and even the fees are set by the
Government. When people make a stand to control that totally regulated industry, and
they have a particular slice of the action, there is no way that people in their right mind
will sit idly by and allow that position to be eroded - nor should they; hence the recent
actions of some in the industry. That is not a criticism; that is fair. That is the first point
I want people to recognise.
Prior to coming to office a commitment was given by the coalition parties that they
would not deregulate the industry. The industry considered that commitment was crucial
to its wellbeing. We gave that commitment even though a report commissioned by the
previous Government recommended that deregulation take place. We gave a
commitment to retain regulation, but we also gave a commitment that changes would be
made to the taxi industry legislation. We invited a range of people - as many people who
wanted to present themselves on behalf of those sections within the industry - to put
forward their point of view about the changes they believed should occur.
Hon Reg Davies: What method did you use to invite them?
Hon El. CHARLTON: We sent letters to all the kniown organisations within the taxi
industry which the Department of Transport and the Taxi Control Board had on their
records - owners, radio companies, management companies, full time and part time
drivers, and wedding car operators. Some of those sectors were not controlled by the
Act, but because they were competing for a market they were invited to choose their
representatives and attend the Minister's office to discuss what they considered to be
important for the future of the taxi industry. To ensure theme was continuity we asked a
set of questions to ascertain those organisations' views about the taxi industry on matters
such as regulations and fares, and the numbers and types of vehicles.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: When did you send out the letters?
Hon El. CHARLTON: This is going back to last year.
Hon NJ). Griffiths: When last year?
Hon EJ. CH4ARLTON: I do not know off the top of my head. I will give a copy of those
letters to Hon Nick Griffiths if that is what he requires.
Hon Kim Chance: It was probably September 1993.
Hon Reg Davies: Did the Taxi Council have representatives at those meetings?
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: I will come to that in a moment.
In going through that process it was discovered that people had particular interests in the
industry which they wanted preserved and which other people wanted to get into. It was
known from the outset that the legislation would not be supported by 100 per cent of the
industry, just as occurs with a lot of other legislation. Because the Taxi Council had
made public statements that changes would be made to the legislation and the Taxi
Control Board would be changed, some people in the industry - particularly at Swan
Taxis, under the direction of its chief, Kevin Foley - put together a taxi council. I had
intimated that with the new administration of the taxi industry the Government would do
away with the Taxi Control Board and put in a group of people representative of the
whole industry. There was much criticism of the current Taxi Cotrl Board because it
was not representative of the industry. Some took the initiative, put two and two
together, and selected people from across the spectrum. They got together
representatives from Black and White Taxis, Swan Taxis, and the country taxi
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association, and set up the Taxi Council of Western Australia; however, it was under the
management of the same people who ran Swan Taxis. When the Government was going
through that process it was dealing with one and the same people - the Taxi Council and
also Swan Taxis. When people were invited to represent their members' point of view,
some were one and the same people. I cannot say off the top of my head who they were
representing in particular however, they were members of the taxi industry, and they
were representing a point of view.
Hon Reg Davies: Is it fair to say then that I could read the council as being the Taxi
Council of Western Australia Inc (Swan Taxis)?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It is fair to say that it was an attempt to bring all those sectors
together. However, at later periods, one by one various organisations have pulled out
from that council.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Are you able to say which organisations have withdrawn from it?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yet. Black and White and the Western Australia Taxi Owners
Association have withdrawn from it. As a consequence of yesterday's happenings the
comment was made about the support of country taxis for the council. The president of
the country taxi council telephoned my office the day before to say that it was having no
more to do with the Taxi Council. I am not being critical of those people for doing that;
nor am I being critical of the council.
The other important matter which must be recognised is that when die council was set up,
people were asked to contribute $1 a week towards it. They did so, and I suppose that
most still do.
Hon Reg Davies: Voluntarily?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes. It was not that people were asked to become members of
an organisauion in the sense of WATOA, die Taxi Industry Federation or other
associations. This was done, firsdly, to form a fighting fund to deal with the taxation
situation and, secondly, to get one voice to represent the taxi industry. I repeat that I am
not critical of anybody for their actions in doing that. However, following an annual
general meeting of the council this year it was agreed that a new executive would be
elected. I was not aware of a commitment by those people to show that from then on
they would try to demonstrate to the taxi industry that they were nit the same people as
those involved in Swan Taxis. That commitment is fair.
The Government then proceeded down the path of further consultations to develop the
Bill and had it ready for introduction into the Parliament. When it was brought into
Parliament the Government again distributed the Bill to all the organisations of which it
had the names. The content of the Bill was not news to many people because they were
the very matters the Government had discussed with them. A number of points of
concern were raised and clarification needed to be made on sonic aspects. From the time
of the second reading of the Bill in Parliament I had no contact with the Taxi Council
representatives.
To set the record straight, I certainly did not receive a telephone call from the Premier's
office that I had better meet with those people. My office received a request from
representatives who were coming to Parliament House to see me. My office told them
that I was booked up for the day, as I am every day. However, through my own initiative
and because I was keen to talk to the representatives, as they had not had an opportunity
in the previous day or twoto talk to me, Itold themlIwould see them on that day. I
cancelled an appointment to ensure that I had that opportunity. That meeting took place
on the evening that has been mentioned. The very point the representatives made was
that they had problems with this Bill. I asked what those problems were, and they replied
that they wanted it to go to the Legislation Committee. I asked why, and they said so that
it could be reviewed. I told them that we do not send legislation off to a committee
unless them is something to be reviewed, and asked what their problem was.
Hon Mark Nevill: The Bill.
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Hon EJ. CHARLTON: They said, '"We want two things. We want it sent to the
committee and we want you to give us a time guarantee so that we can put in a
submission." I said. "No worries. You have plenty of time to put in a submission
because die Bill is still in the upper House. When it finishes with it, it has to go to die
Assembly. It has to lay on the table of the Assembly for a week and Parliament is in
recess for two weeks. T'herefore, you have a minimum of three weeks." They said, "We
don't want to know about that. We want you to give us a commitment" - they were very
aggro - "of a month to give us time to put in a submission." I said, "I don't have to give
you a guarantee. I am telling you that it will not go anywhere for three weeks. So, go
and do what you like and tell me what your problems are." I asked them over and over
again to tell me what was wrong with the Bill. They said, "We do not have a problem
with the Bill; we want time to put in our submission." I said, "You are fixed because you
have the time." The result of all that is that I got the submission yesterday. I do not
know how long it is from the time I spoke to them until yesterday. I thought that if they
were fair dinkumn concerned about it, they would have got the thing to me a little earlier.
However, I am not criticising them for the delay.
Hon Reg Davies: About a month.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Okay. I said, "If you can demonstrate to me that there is a
problem in the Bill, there will be plenty of opportunities of having it further amended. I
want the Bill to work for the good of the industry, so you tell me what you want and if it
does not defeat the structure of the Bill to make a change, it Will be done." We should
remember that the industry has significant problems. However, I want to tell the House
how badly the industry views the Bill! The value of plates has increased by $10 000
since I introduced the legislation.
Hon Tom Helm: Including the ones that were here yesterday?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes.
Hon Mark Nevinl: Do you apply that same argument to the mining industry and Mabo?
It is a meaningless argument.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: Hon Mark Nevinl is an intelligent man. He should know that if
our decision to deregulate the industry was detrimental to the industry's viability, the
plates would not increase in value. It was a pretty stupid comment. I would not want
him investing my money if that is the basis upon which he makes his judgments.
After I invited the Taxi Council to give me its submission, it organised a meeting of the
industry and a drive on Parliament House. I would have thought its time would be far
better spent putting its energies into the submission, pointing out the problems it has with
the legislation and getting it to me. However, no; it had another agenda and it still has.
Sooner or later, people will wake up to that.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: What is its agenda?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yesterday, following the agreement to meet with the drivers,
whichlIwas looking forward toto go throughball of these points -
Hon Tom Helm: Oh yeah!
Hon Graham Edwards: It was a very photogenic picture, too. What is its agenda?
Hon ELL. CHARLTON: The photogenic bit is the agenda of The West Australian. I am
not the best looking bloke in the world. I probably deteriorate more for every month and
every year that I sit in here with the mob opposite. I thought Hon Nick Griffiths looked
beautiful. I did not know it was him on the front page of the paper. He did not look like
the girl I see in hene at two o'clock in the morning.
Hon Graham Edwards: What is the agenda of The Wes: Australian?
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: The agenda of The West Australian has to be an inability to
report accurately or to mislead the public because, in this morning's paper, it was said
that the Bill bad been witddawn. Has it been withdrawn? Why did not someone from
the paper ask me whether it had been? Reporters from that paper are in here all the time.
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Hon Mark Nevill: They might have though: that was not the honourable thing to do.
Hon ESJ. CHARLTON: It is Rot a matter of whether it is honourable; they are the facts.
Hon Tom Stephens: Why didn't you withdraw it?
Hon E.J CHARLTON: Because it is such a great piece of legislation.
Before I go onto the meeting, I want to go back to the accusations by the Opposition thai,
following my speaking to that group of people, I caine here and misled the Parliament I
totally reject that. When I asked those people in my office what was wrong with the Bill,
they said that they did not have a problem with it. They said that their problem was than
they wanted me to send in to the Legislation Committee and they wanted me no give them
time to put in a submission. I said that I would not send in to the Legislation Committee
but, if they had a problem, they had the time to give me a submission.
Hon ND. Griffiths: What is their agenda?
Hon ES. CHARLTON: Hon Nick Griffiths should go out among the rea people in the
real world instead of running around the corridors of Parliament with his Labor Party
colleagues. In that way he will find out what is going on.
Those people then gave me a submission and it is a very good submission. I went
through each section with them yesterday and I have tallied up char there arm
approximately 30 clauses of the Bill with which they have a problem.
Hon Mark Nevill: You said they did non have a problem with the Bill.
Hon ES. CHARLTON: Yesterday, Mr Mcviii, they had a problem.
Hon John Halden: What about the letter of the 26th and the 16 problems?
Hon El. CHARLTON: The member made a big play of reading out those clauses of the
Bill. He said that they were the clauses with which the industry was unhappy. Why did
they not do what everyone else did and get their concerns to me in the firs: two weeks
prior -
Hon Mark Nevill: They did not have time.
Hon El. CHARLTON: Nobody else is complaining. Swan Taxis, Black and White
Taxis and the Western Australian Taxi Operators Association are not complaining. No-
one has asked me to amend the Bill.
We went through all of those clauses and there were three area about which they were
concerned. The first is a problem with the interpretation of a word 'employee". That
point was rad also in the Committee stage. I told them that I understood where they
were coming from because it had been discussed already. We were told during the
drafting that the terminology did not apply in the sense of employing someone in the taxi
industry. They are concerned that the industry is a subcontracting type of industry and
they do not want any wording in the Bill to give some other interpretation. We will seek
advice from the Crown Law Department and if it recommends that the word be changed,
that is fine by us.
The representatives of the taxi industry with whom I me: yesterday expressed concern
about an issue which Hon Kim Chance raised during the second reading and Committee
stages of the Bill; that is, there is no right of appeal to the courts. I explained to them that
the reason the Government did not accept the amendments moved during the Comittee
debate was that currently whenever a person appeals to the court system against a penalty
or infringement imposed under the Act, the issue is automatically referred no the
Minister. The penalty is an industry penalty, not a common law penalty. The Bill before
the House is simply short cU'iritng the operation and instead of going through the court
system, which refers it to the Minister, the issue can go straight no t Minister.
Therefore, those concerned would non be subjected to the costs incurred by going through
the court system. The industry representatives cold me that they understood the situation,
but some people felt than they did not have the right of appeal. I told them that I had
gone through this issue with Hon Kim (lance and if it would give them peace of mind I
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would include a relevant provision in the legislation. I impressed upon them that if their
members complained about the costs they might incur from this provision, they must be
informed that the industry requested it. The Government will not pay for services the
taxi industry demands, if their requests require additional work and staff the industry
must pay accordingly.
Another issue raised was that under clause 17(3) a penalty of $1 000 will apply if a
person furnishes any false or misleading information in a tender for taxi plates. The taxi
industry representatives considered that the penalty of $1 000 was a joke and requested
that it be increased to $10 000. It is no skin off my nose to increase that penalty if they
believe it will be a deterrent.
Hon Reg Davies: In the submission they talk about $5 000 and then $10000.
Hon Kim Chance: It all depends on the clause to which they were referring.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: They were under the misapprehension that the $5 000 penalty
was a set penalty. I informed them that the Crown Law Department's ruling is that the
figure stated in the legislation as a penalty is the maximum penalty.
The final issue which was discussed at length was the role of the management
companies. 'Mhe taxi industry wants responsibility for the condition of vehicles placed
with management companies. I told them that the Government was happy about that, but
one of the overwhelming complaints that had been made during the consultative period
was that management companies could not take any action because no responsibility was
placed on the owner. For example, if someone buys a cab for $130 000 and hands it over
to a management company, while he is waiting for the lease or plate money he is not
responsible for the condition of the vehicle. The management companies say that they
cannot force the issue, and that is the reason that total responsibility has been placed on
the owner. The owner must ensure that the management company is doing the right
thing. That issue was debated at length in this Chamber. If the Government can find a
suitable way of including a provision in the Bill to the effect that the management
company must have responsibility, without taking away the owner's responsibility, it will
do that
The three main issues which were discussed with the taxi industry representatives were
the management companies, an increase in the fine and the right of appeal to a court.
Several aspects of the Bill were clarified. A range of issues are contained in the taxi
industry's submission and I outlined some weeks ago in this House that they are covered
by regulations. I explained to the taxi industry representatives yesterday that transfer,
annual and leasing fees will be covered by regulation. I said that I wanted the new board
to recommend that If that did not occur we would be taking away the right of the board
Hon Kim Chance: Have you sought Crown Law opinion on the question of regulations?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes, on more than one occasion. I will now come back to the
motion before the House.
Hon Kim Chance: I wondered when you would do that.
Hon ES. CHARLTON: I wanted to take this opportunity to advise members what
occurred at the meeting I had with the taxi industry representatives yesterday because I
thought they would be interested.
With reference to the motion, I advise that I did not mislead the House. The people who
voiced their disapproval of the Bill did so in very strong terms. I knew that not everyone
would be happy with the Bill. However, the Government wants a piece of legislation
which will ensure that the taxi industry prospers and that people have the opportunity to
get a quality cab when they want one. Incidentally, the age of the cabs will be covered
by way of regulation.
I take this opportunity to indicate how people can mislead individuals. In moving this
motion Hon Kim Chance said that by my comments I misled the people of Western
Australia and this House. I reject that. Like other members I am required to make
personal sacrifices. For example, I did not watch the AFL grand final until last Tuesday.
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Several members interjected.
Hon ElJ CHARLTON: I know that members feel sorry for me, but I amn just outlining
some of the sacrifices I have to make.
Hon John Halden: Are you going to say something about the railways?
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: Talking about the railways -
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order!
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: I have with mnc a letter that fell off the back of a road train. It is
from the Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union to the now Leader
of the Opposition and the subject matter concerns Hon Kim Chance.

Point of Order
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The motion die House is debating is a no confidence motion in
the Minister and it relates to the comments he has made in this House and his lack of
consultation in this House. The letter from the locomotive engine drivers union bears
little relevance to this debate. I know the Minister has not read it -

Hon E.J. Charlton: You don't want to hear it!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Opposition members know what is in the letter and they know
that at some stage the Minister will use it. To uphold the standards of this House the
Minister should not be allowed to embark on a character assassination of Hon Kim
Chance by referring to a letter which has nothing to do with this motion. Mr Deputy
President, I suggest that you advise the Minister that the letter must be relevant to the
debate. If you do not do that:Iwill ask thattletter not be read into the record. I do not
mind if it is read out because Opposition members have their speech notes ready, but they
expected that the letter would be referred to in another form. It does not have any
bearing on this motion.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: We have not yet heard what is in the letter to determine
whether it is relevant or irrelevant. We have not heard the substance of the letter. All the
Minister said is that it is a letter from the locomotive engine drivers union and that it fell
off the back of a mad train. Mr Deputy President, I urge you to dismiss the point of order
and allow die Minister to read out the letter.
Hon MARK NEVIL L: The Minister is moving right away from the motion before the
Chair. We had 20 minutes of speech regarding what occurred in a meeting between the
Minister and the taxi industry yesterday. The Minister now refers to amendments, which
has nothing to do with the motion before the Chair.
Hon George Cash: The debate has been fairly wide ranging.
Hon MARK NEVILL: We should not digress further down the path of irrelevant debate.
Hon H.F. Moor: Gutless wonders.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): I have heard the comments. We have
been engaged in wide ranging debate. Therefore, there is no point of order.

Debate Resumned

[Questions without notice taken.]
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: As members will have noted, I have been allowed to cover a
wide area, but I wanted to demonstrate that I consulted a range of people in the industry.
The Taxi Counciis agroup ofpeople who pay $l in fees;it started as afighting fund in
order to play a particular a role in the industry. That is not a criticism, but a fact of life.
It began by being part of a total representation of the industry for a purpose other than to
represent people in this way. I respect them for their aims and have met with them.
Members must acknowledge the agreement I have comeo to with them. I hope to see it
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blossom into their support for the changes to the industry. The Bill will proceed when I
receive that confirmation.
I have not misled die Parliament, I met with thawe people that night and I gave them an
opportunity to put forward their view. They did not show apposition to the Bill at that
time. It took diem until yesterday to deliver their views to me. I have examined die
legislation clause by clause with them. If they had done that in the beginning the matter
would have been resolved and die taxi industry would have been well on its way to
having a bright and prosperous future providing a proper service to the travelling public
of Western Australia.
Hon Max Evans: Hear, hear!
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [5.33 pm]: The Minister has failed to
demonstrate any probity in his dealings in the House on this matter. In his speech and his
interjections during the debate he failed to show any regret or remorse or even to offer a
part apology to the House. All we heard was the usual spite and arrogance.
Hon N.F. Moore: He just told you, you had it wrong so he has no reason to apologise.
Hon MARK NEVILL: A considerable amount of irrelevant material has been introduced
into this debate. However, it centres on a fairly simple point
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: The irrelevant material is the debate itself.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Minister deliberately misled the House over this issue simply
to have the Bill passed through this House. I do not believe it was a case of
incompetence or ignorance; it was quite deliberate. I refer to the debate when the
Opposition tried to refer the Bill to the Standing Committee on Legislation. The Minister
said the Bill did not need amendment and that he would not refer it to the Legislation
Committee. I said during that debate that the main two concerns could perhaps be
reduced to clauses 20 and 21. Still the Minister did not believe anything was wrong with
the Bill and that it should not be sent to die Legislation Committee.
Later, when Hon Kim Chance again trie to refer the Bill to the Legislation Committee,
the Minister got into trouble. He could see die storm clouds gathering and that
opposition towards this Bill was brewing as die information about its contents became
widely known. He referred to the power struggle that was going on. That happens in
almost every sector of public activity where there axe competing interests. One must deal
with that. The previous Government dealt with that in 1985 with die Taxi-Car Control
Act It had not only to deal with the warring parties but also to pass the Bill through this
House with an Opposition majority. We did not have the luxury of assuming members
opposite would Support it. We had to get the diem Opposition's agreement on every
clause.
This is the second time this Minister has had a no confidence motion moved against him.
It is no accident that he is the only Minister in this House who has had a no confidence
motion moved against him. This Minister is vulnerable and accident prone because he
takes short cuts when he should go through the proper processes. It was stated before - it
should be stated again because this is the crux of the debate - that on 29 September the
Minister said, "I have spent time with the very people the member has been referring to
in this debate, and I have just met with them." He then accused Hon Kim Chance of
deliberately misleading taxi drivers and the public in this State when he said "The people
involved have been totally misled, and led up a one-way street on this issue." He was
completely wrong, but if he applied that statement to himself he would be correct He
also said, "I have just asked those very people what points in the legislation they are
unhappy with. They told me they are not unhappy with any of it They have not been
able to find anything at this stage that they are unhappy about" We have heard of three
different letters about the 16 points the taxi control people have raised with die Minister.
It was clear that they were unhappy with the Bill. What did the Minister tell the House?
Hon Reg Davies: Did he not explain that as being covered in regulations as opposed to
being included in the Bill?
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Hon MARK NEVILL: The matters raised in those letters are substantial, as are the
matters raised in the Taxi Council report today. They were the matters that presumably
the taxi control people had in mind when they came here, sought the meeting through the
Premier and waited for discussions with the Minister.
Hon N.E. Moore interjected
Hon MARK NEVILL: They were substantive matters in the Bill. The Minister said that
those people were happy with the Bill as it was. Hon Kim Chance said, 'The Minister
was not speaking to the same people that I spoke to." The Minister's reply was, "I was.
Those people are in my office right now." I was sitting next to Hon Kim Chance and saw
his jaw drop because the Minister had pulled the rug out from under him. The Minister
said that the people in his office did not agree with Hon Kim Chance and they did not
have any problems with the Bill, that they were happy with it. Hon Kim Chance said to
the Minister, "I find that incredible."
Hon EiJ. Charlton interjected.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It is still a problem with the Bill.
Hon E.i. Charlton: Is it?
Hon MARK NEVJLL: Yes it is a problem with the Bill. The Minister is telling us the
taxi drivers are happy about it.
Hon LiJ. Charlton: They had their time. How many times do you have to be told?
Hon MARK NEVILL: After Hon Kim Chance said, "I find that incredible," because his
whole opposition had dissipated -

Hon E.J. Charlton: Hon John Halden read the whole context. Do you want to read it all?
Hon MARK NEVILL: Thie Minister sad the people he talked to were happy with the
Bill. Hon Eric Charlton continues -

Perhaps, but I am not surprised about what the member finids incredible lately.
Some of the letters being distributed round the countryside by the member are as
inaccurate and misleading as his statements to support having the Bill referred to
the Legislation Committee. There is absolutely no need for this to go to the
committee.

Now we have discovered that there is a need for amendment to this Bil. That would
have occurred in the Legislation Committee, because those people would have been able
to put their case.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It did not need to go there. There may have been sections which
did.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Government was not entertaining any amendments to it. The
Minister says that the Bill does not need amendment.
Hon . Charlton: No, it does not.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It does not? So those 659 taxi drivers are fools, are they?
Hon LiJ. Charlton: What were they told?
Hon Kim Chance: They read the Hansard. Minister.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The honourable member must stick to the terms of the motion
and not debate the Bill. The motion has very strict terms of reference. It does not
suggest that the member should debate the merits of the Bil. He can certainly debate
what was said, which he was doing until he got into this cross talk about the Bil.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Thank you, Mr President. It is quite clear that this group did
have problems with the legislation. The Minister came into this House and said that they
were not unhappy with any of it. If that is not misleading the House, I do not know what
is. That is blatant If they had not finished giving their argument to the Minister because
he was interrupted during his discussions with them, he could have said to the House, "I
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am having discussions with the taxi control people. They have raised some issues, but
they have not been finalised. We will adjourn the Bill until a later stage when I have
heard their case." He did not. He misled Hon Kim Chance so that he could finesse this
Bill through the House. He knew that once he had it through heme his problems would be
solved, because he could send it to the other House and it would be guillotined in three
days. It would have made his job easier. He saw the storm clouds of trouble brewing
and he just warned to get rid of it. I cannot see any explanation other than a deliberate
attempt to mislead this House. The Minister still seems to have the view that the Bill
does not need amendment and that theme is no substance to the mattrs raised by Hon
Kim Chance on behalf of the Opposition. He still seems to ignore the fact that 650 taxi
drivers awe upset. Maybe some of them do not know what is in the Bill, but,
Mr President, you can bet your life that the vast majority do because they have a very
strong interest in this Bill. These taxi drivers are independent people and do not want
their livelihoods disturbed. The vast majority of those 650 taxi drivers knew exactly
what were their problems with this Bill, and they were unhappy about it. That is why
they drove here.
Hon E.J Charlton: You are a joke, Mark.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Why?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon EJ Charlton: Do you know what it will do to the taxi industry?
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Minister has just been given a 16 page report.
Hon EJ. Chariton: Did you listen to what I said? I went through 30 points with them,
27 of which were not a problem.
Hon MARK NEVILL: That is after the Minister misled the House. That is quite
irrelevant.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Ogler!
Hon MARK NEVILL: I am quite pleased the Minister has gone through the grievances
with the taxi indusnry.
Hon George Cash: It demonstrates he is prepared to consult.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Yes, after he has been caught out. He did not show any
preparedness to consult on Thursday, 29 September. He tried to bluff Hon Kim Chance
into believing that those people had changed their view and they were happy with the
Bill; that all the grievances they raised with the Minister were groundless; that they now
agreed with the Minister and so we should let the Bill go through; and that Hon Kim
Chance did not have a leg to stand on. I cannot see any clearer example of misleading
the House.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: The truth of the matter is that the taxi drivers accepted the Bill in
substance until Hon Kim Chance stirred them up.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon MARX NEVII: In misleading the House on that Thursday this Minister denied
the House any opportunity to scrutinise this legislation. We saw yesterday an absolutely
humiliating back down by the Minister. He has not die fortitude or probity to apologise
to the House for this clear example, and we can see from the members sitting behind him
he is an cmbanrssment to the coalition. His head should roil.
HON BEG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) 15.48 pm]: First, I support the member's
right to move this motion of no confidence in the Minste for Trasport for deliberately
misleading the House. The procedure is designed to ensure that Ministers are
accountable to the Parliament and ultimately to the people of Western Australia. In 1993
the Liberal and National Parties went to the electorate with their major issues of
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ministerial responsibility, accountability and probity. They were elected on those issues.
I can recall the Minister himself debating those issues on several occasions in ibis House.
The last time I participated in a debate of this nature was a censure motion against
Hon Joe Berinson QC, a member for whom I had a great deal of respect, as I do for
Hon Eric Chariton.
Hon John Halden: I hope you are not suggesting they are in the samne league.
Hon REG DAVIES: I sin suggesting that I have an immense amount of respect for both
people. What I said and how I voted on the occasion in relation to Hon Joe Berinson is a
matter of record. I did it without great emotion. I looked at the issues and listened to the
debate. This issue appears to me to involve merely different interpretations by the
Opposition and the Minister, and perhaps even the Government. I am a great believer in
consultation with the public. Anyone can come to my office any day of the week and se
the fax machine working overtime and the telephones ringing quite regularly with
requests from many people and organisations to have meetings with me on issues. If
members cast their minds back to a few weeks ago on the issue of the great milk debate,
we were inundated with correspondence from people opposed to the legislation that was
to be introduced. My fax machine was running hot and as a result of that very well
orchestrated campaign, the Government saw fit to put that legislation on the back burner.
It appeared that those people were well aware of the proposed legislation and what it
meant to them and their industry. They managed to convince members of Parliament that
the legislation was not in the best interests of the industry.
That has not been the case with the Taxi Bill. In fact, I received no correspondence
whatsoever from the taxi industry prior to the introduction of the Bill in this House.
Hon Kim Chance: There has not been time for it.
Hon REG DAVIES: In fact, I first received correspondence from the taxi industry when
the Bill was being debated in Committee.
Hon Kim Chance: They had only just seen the Bill.
Hon REG DAVIES: I listened intently to the Minister's explanation about the
legislation. From time to time I listen to various radio stations, and I take particular
interest in atback programs. Fmom time to time I even listen to the Howard Sattler
program, but I would not like that repeated outside this House! This morning I heard
several callers to that program speak on this issue. One said that he supported the
Minister for Transport, and that several months ago a copy of the draft Bill was sent to
every recognised organisation in the taxi industry in this State.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It was not a copy of the Bill, but was a draft of the proposed major
changes to the legislation.
Hon REG DAVIES: Perhaps he was speaking in layman's terms, as I amn now. That was
his interpretation of the document received.
Hon Tomn Helm: Do you know that he works for Mr Charlton?
Hon REG DAVIES: This caller said that no-one in the taxi industry commented on the
proposed changes, although some people said they could not understand the document
because of the bureaucratic drafting.
Hon John Halden: How would he know that?
Hon REG DAVIES: I have no idea.
Hon Kim Chance: Was his name Graham?
Hon REG DAVIES: I cannot recall, but I am sure we could obtain a transcript of the
radio program if themember could berto listen to the whole program to findthatzpartof
the conversation. After hearing that progrnan I contacted the Minister's office. It was
difficult to get hold of the Minister's advisers because they were fairly busy.
Hon Kim Chance: They were probably on the telephone!
Hon KEG DAVIES: Thut is beside the point. I have been convinced that the Taxi
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Council and others were aware die legislation was, before the Parliament. They were
aware of the proposed changes, but they did not contact me, and I am sure they did not
contact many other members of Parliament either.. until the Committee stage was reached
in this Parliament. The faxes were then coining in on a regular basis. The first arrived
about 3 October and others followed on 10, 11, 13 and 14 October. I was quit offended
by the tone of some of die correspondence, but I understand these people thought their
livelihoods were at stake. It was said today that people cannot believe everything they
read in The West Australian, because it employs some inexperienced reporters who
sometimes do not grasp the meaning of the debate. Perhaps we do not help them by die
way we present our points of view.
Hon Kim Chance: Anyone listening to one of Mr Charlton's answers would be in
trouble?
Hon REQ DAVIES: 1 was offended by one particular comment that I should remember
how many taxi owners and drivers live in my electorate and how many people they talk
to every day. That was the general theme of the faxes. However, they were not received
before the Bill was introduced, nor after the second reading speech, and nor after it' had
been reported in the Press. The correspondence began after points were raised in this
House on 29 September.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: After Hon Kim Chance had been to see them.
Hon REG DAVEES: Hon Kim Chance and other members.
Hon Kim Chance: My first meeting was the morning of 29 September.
Hon REQ DAVIES: I very firmly believe in consultation with the community and I am a
great believer in the committee system. If we had the time I would be happy if every Bill
wene referred to the Standing Committee on Legislation to allow for further review and
consultation. I can remember standing in this House during debate on the juvenile justice
legislation trying to send the Bill to the Standing Committee on Legislation before the
second reading debate. However, no-one would second the motion, and the then
Government of the day - the Labor Party - and the then Opposition denied me diat
opportunity. As a result, it was referred to the committee after the third reading. History
has demonstrated that I was probably right on that occasion.
It probably would have done no harm to allow this Bill to be referred to the Legislation
Committee to give people in the industry the opportunity to put forward their concerns.
in my view many of the concerns outlined could be remedied in the regulations and, of
course, those regulations could be disallowed by this House.
Hon Kim Chance: Depending on Crown Law advice, which we do not yet have. I will
not accept that assurance until I have seen it.
Hon REG DAVIES: I am a little more easy-going and understanding than Hon Kim
Chance. I do not believe the Minister deliberately misled the House, as stated in the
motion. He may well have failed in his duty to adequately consult with the taxi industry.
However, that is a matter for personal judgment and assessment. I do not support the
motion moved by Hon Kim Chance; however, I defend his right to introduce such
motions.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [5.58 pm): I support the motion of no
confidence in the Minister for Transport. I like to think I am as forgiving as Hon Reg
Davies, and I shame some of his concerns. I will firstly comment on the work of the Joint
Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation. I should not have been, but I was,
shocked by the arrogance of this Minister who decided in this House during the debate
that if there were any problems with the Bill, they could be fixed up by regulation. The
Minister told die House that he would put a note in the Governemw Gazette and Bob's
your uncle. He does not seem to understand that the Joint Standing Committee on
Delegated Legislation looks for explanatory memorandums to accompany gazetted
regulations. Does the Minister propose to issue an explanatory memorandum stating that
he made a mistake but will fix it up by regulation? That action would be frowned upon
by die committee. I remind Hon Reg Davies that the arrogant treatment of thax
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committee by some Ministers in this place and in another place has upset the chairman
and other members of die committee. The Minister for Transport displays his arrogance
when he says he is able to fix his mistakes by regulation.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 730 pm
Hon TOM HELM: The Delegated Legislation Committee does not look kindly on
Ministers, CEOs, or representatives of Ministers who provide an explanatory
memorandum which says, "Oops, I made a mistake. I have to correct that mistake by
way of regulation." If they think that is good administrative practice, something is wrong
with their heads. The Chairman of the Delegated Legislation Committee, and previous
chairmen, have gone to great pains to explain to this Administration and to the previous
Administration that legislation should come before the Parliament so there is an
opportunity for debate. The Opposition has moved this motion of no confidence in the
Minister for Transport to demonstrate to not only the House but also the public of
Western Australia the arrogance that has been demonstrated by this Minister and others -
as The West Australian referred to Peter Foss. The Minister for Transport and the
Minister for Health have been spending too much time together and the arrogance of one
is rubbing off on the other. The Minister for Transport displayed his arrogance to this
House by saying that consultation had taken place with the industry that this Bill was
designed to assist. How Hon Eric Charlton can assist somebody without asking their
opinion is something only Ministers opposite would be able to explain. Surely it is
understandable that the Opposition would move a motion of no confidence in someone
who is not prepared to listen to the people that this Bill was designed to assist.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You would move a vote of no confidence in Mother Teresa if it
suited you.
Hon TOM HELM: That is the sort of stupid, inane remark we have come to expect from
Lord Justice Lightfoot. It is the kind of remark he makes when he has nothing else to
say. If that is the kind of remark he intends making he should keep his mouth shut until
he has something sensible to say.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Like you?
Hon TOM HELM: Hon Ross Lightfoot should not make the same mistake his Minister
makes; that is, to make just another inane remark. The Minister avoided listening at all
costs. We know that, because he did not listen to the taxi industry. He did not talk to
representatives of that industry at all.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: That is a complete misrepresentation. He spent hours and hours
negotiating with them. That is completely untrue.
Hon TOM HELMA: It is recorded in Hansard. The industry said he was not listening. He
would not even talk to it. Even if we were to forgive his not consulting with industry, the
Minister demonstrates his lack of understanding by the kind of legislation he brings to
this House. Not only that, but he is far too arrogant to accept that somebody else may
have another opinion.

Point of Order
Hon PETER FOSS: I want the member to address the motion. It is a very serious
motion, and ifhe has something to say with regard to it, it should be dieceto the
Minister who is the subject of the motion.
The PRESIDENT: 'There is no point of order.

Debate Resumned
Hon TOM HELM: Thank you, Mr Psident I donot knowwhat is wrong with
members opposite with their stupid interjections.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Just because I said there was no point of order -

Hon TOM HELM: That is right, they are not points of order.
The PRESIDENT: Order! When I am talk talking, do not tal When I say that dhere is
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no paint of outer, it does not follow that the member can then start making comments
about the person who raised the point of order. I will keep order in this Chamber, and I
will chastise those members who need to be chastised. The member should take the hint
that perhaps he should be more careful and ensure that he directs his comments to the
motion that is before the Chair.
Hon TOM HELM: I was doing that. I was not chastising anybody in particular; I think
they are all the same. I take your point, Mr President, and I will address the no
confidence motion.
We should not have any confidence in this Minister because it has been demonstrated by
more than one previous speaker that this Minister misled the House. He tried to rush
through this legislation because he had an idea that it would upset people in the taxi
industry. The Minister stated that he was in touch with all the relevant organisations in
the taxi industry that he thought needed to be informed about the Bill. We cannot refute
that statement. He did riot mention placing advertisements in the newspaper. Even for
this Government it is usual that it advises the public that things will change and asks for
public comment. Obviously the Minister has not heard me, or, if he has, he did not put
any advertisements in the Press. If that is the case he missed another opportunity to get
some advice from people in the industry and was not able to advise the House correctly
on industry's feelings on this matter.
The Minister also failed to ask the opinion of the travelling public in Perth. I am not a
resident of Penth, so I cannot comment about how the public feels about taxi services.
However, I read the newspaper, and I use taxis to and from the airport or Northbridge. I
have probably used taxis in Perth more than most people in the Chamber, because I did
not have a car in Perth and I had to get a taxi to and from the airport and Parliament
House. Taxi drivers for the most part were not aware of the changes that were taking
place in the industry. They commented that although they thought Pam Beggs was not a
very good Minister for Transport, this Minister was 100 times worse. They are sorry they
waged a campaign against Pam Beggs and if they had known what they were in for, they
would have supported her. They did not expect the coalition would appoint somebody
with such a lack of talent as the current Minister for Transport.
Hon Mark Nevill: He knows all about the Tammin taxi service.
Hon TOM HELM: The Minister may know about that and about farming, but so far he
has not demonstrated any ability as a Minister. He would be better off driving a tractor
on the farm than standing in this place making inane comments and telling the industry
that he is legislating for it.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: As opposed to the intellectual contribution that you ame making?
Hon TOM HEELM: It is better than the contribution of Hon Ross Lightfoot so far. It has
been demonstrated that neither the industry nor the general public were advised of the
changes that were proposed.
I received a letter from Jean Rickards who I mentioned in my contribution to a previous
debate. She is a former deputy principal of the South Hedland Primary School. She is
wheelchair bound and suffers badly from osteoporosis and has always been a worker
within the community. She has a few things to say as a regular member of the travelling
public because she has to use multipurpose taxis. As a society we do not provide regular
transport buses for people in wheelchairs. She states -

Thanks so much for the Hansard reports you sent, and for the way you debated
the problem. Unfortunately, since the co-ordination contract was, once more,
given to Black and White, ALL taxi services have deteriorated dramatically. Did
you see a copy of the new contract for drivens? Instead of treating drivens as
small business men, which they arn, the Minister - like in your story of the rowing
teams - paid highly for a Consultant to produce a document which set up shocking
confrontation problems. Most persons who deal with people learnit years ago, that
consultation and conciliation can work to get a result acceptable for all. It is basic
for all workplace agreements, that discussions on the rights of anl parties, will
give a fair solution.
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That Taxi agreement horrified me. As someone who has had to make sure many
ages and cultural differences receive a 'Fair Go', the idea of holding a big stick in
my hand to enforce only my ideas, went out with button up boots.
In your position as leader -

This lady likes me -
you know shouting, "! know what is good for you" and confronting instead of
consulting, would get you exactly nowhere.
One part of dhe agreement, allows base to ring a Driver at home any time of day
or night to answer a call! It also allows anyone directed by dhe Board - or a police
officer, to enter Drivers' homes to look for records. Orwell's 1984 looks mild,
when the implications of this agreement are spelled out!
While I was in a Taxi last Monday, Base was calling for help to cover crying
patrons waiting several hours for Mfl service. Why call on drivers already fully
booked? Why not a call to Mr Brian Griffin, owner of Black and White?
I don't know how checks will be made on the co-ordinator and late pick-ups,
although there is supposed to be only a 20 minute delay at present, finally
reaching less than ten minutes!! As die co-ordinator has the records, who can find
out the delay time?
While several friends have asked me to take a class action through the Disability
Discrimination Act for accessible buses, I have declined, as I feel the
Discrimination I suffer, is not having accessible transport at the same fair rates as
anyone else using public transport. Realistically, I can see an action for buses
against the Minister for Transport, Transpertb, or utility, will be a cause of much
hilarity to him. The real discrimination, is not having comparable cost structures.
Even if a Federal Court made a judgement for accessible buses, theme could be
20 to 30 years lead up time to replace the present fleet - and nobody presently
involved in trying to improve the problem will live to see it! A Defence case of
undue hardship to purchase 300 plus accessible buses, could possibly be made.
Every person who uses a bus, train or ferry, has a subsidized fare, at a level
suitable for the economic climate. A 50% subsidy for the MPT's is not within
cocee of the subsidy enjoyed by every other member of the public. Here IS
discrimination.
The announcement of a wonderful Personal Public Transport, using small buses
for "pick-up on demand" doesn't impress me as having much credibility. At the
haunch of this policy, the speaker, Ian Kerr, said they would not be for wheelchair
users! Surprise, Surprise! There seems to be plenty of Arthur Tunstalls alive and
well in the Ministry of Transport, who apparently think we are an
'embarrassment' as we try to lead the same lifestyle as the rest of the population.

The PRESIDENT: Order! Does this have something to do with the debate?
Hon TOM HELM: Yes, Mr President, I am trying to demonstrate that this House is
obliged not just to pass a vote of no confidence in the Minister but to do it on behalf of
the people that we represent. This person is an ex-constituent of mine. The people of
Perth, along with the taxi industry, will have to pay if this Government has got it wrong.
As is stated in this motion, we were misled. It has been demonstrated that consultation
within the industry has not taken place and theft has been no consultation with the
travelling public.
Ifthe Minister can laugh during adebate of this importance and we donot pass avote of
no confidence in him, there has to be something wrong with us. If the Minister for
Transport thinks it is funny that a person in a wheelchair is not able to get around in this
city in 1994 - not someone who has lived of the fat of the land, but someone who has
lived in remote areas and who has devoted her life to children who are less fortunate than
herself - there is something very wrong.
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Hon E.J. Chariton interjected.
Hon TOM HELM: The Minister is the one who laughed, not me. I do not find it funny.
That is the problem: The Minister does not answer questions that he is asked, he merely
smirks.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I do not want to hear the Minister and the member having a
pmrncted argument across the Chamber. The member is supposed to be addressing me,
and I will not intrject.
Hon TOM HELM: I apologist, Mr President. I agree with what other members have
said in support of this motion. I paint out to this Minister and other frontbench members
that the Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation has not seen fit to accept a
regulation because a mistake was made in primary legislation. We have tried to paint out
as a committee that there is a proper use for regulations, but the proper use is not to
correct mistakes that have been made earlier.
All we are asking is for this Minister to find within himself the ability to apologise for
what he has done. In the long run it is in the interests of this State. the Minister, the
Government and the Cabinet to consult as widely as possible. As a committee we advise
that that should occur in every instance. When an explanatory memorandum is given to
us we ask who has been consulted. We are halfway borne when we know that the people
who will be affected by our decisions are satisfied with what is being done. We have
seen in Hansard a suggestion that Hon Kim Chance had misled the House. It seems to be
an upside down world when Hon Ross Lightfoot is defending someone who has misled
the House. The Minister did not consult. The Minister did not apologise,
notwithstanding all the evidence about his saying that he had consulted widely.
Hon Ross Lightfoot has made out that it would not matter who was involved. However
this is not the first time a motion of no confidence has been before the House. We have
often complained to you, Mr President, about our frustrations when questions are not
answered. You have explained to us patiently that there is not much that can be done
about it. After a long time we feel that we have no choice. Mr President, you have
advised us that there are ways in which to address these issues, and this is the way that
we have chosen: To move a vote of no confidence in the Minister.
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral) [7.48 pm]: This matter has come full
circle with this motion before the House. It is very important to put it in context. Only a
few days ago I rose in a debate in this Chamber on the Taxi Bill and expressed, not on
behalf of the Opposition but on my own behalf, my opposition to the processes that were
being unleashed by this Minister for Transport in proceeding with the Taxi Bill in the
way in which he was. In my comments that were recorded in Hansard in the week
starting Monday, 26 September, I expressed my grave reservations about the process that
was unleashed and about the situation that 1, as a member of this Chamber, was faced
with. I was being told that the assurances of the Government and the Minister about the
Taxi Bill should be taken at face value, no matter that the Opposition had not had the
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am left with having to be gentle because I must follow the
Opposition's spokesman who has carriage of this motion. He is kinder and more gentle
thanL1
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Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Most people ame.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: That may well be the case, certainly in regard to dealing with
the likes of Hon Ross Lightfoot.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: They are trying to ruffle your feathers.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Unsuccessfully. This matter has come full circle. I was the first
to rise in this House and express my concerns about it. I do not want to say, "I told you
so." However, those words do conic to mind, If someone else wants to say, "He told you
so." I will not disagree, because I did - 'I told you so." We were faced with a M~inister
rushing forward with legislation about which we in this House had not had the chance to
consult the affected parties. We were told that we had to get on with the task and get the
Bill through the House in double quick time because it had the support of the industry.
That nearly happened. Now, through the processes of the debate that unfolded, arid the
subsequent consultations that the Opposition spokesperson had with the industry, we find
that the assurance of the Minister could not be relied upon.
My fears were justified. We have subsequently seen that the Minister was endeavouring
to pull the wool over the eyes of the Opposition by saying that all was well with the
industry's attitude to the legislation. He subsequently used words to that effect. Those
words are now the subject of this motion that seeks to express no confidence in that
Minister because, to that extent, he misled the House and the Parliament. That is a
serious charge. I had not even looked at the Taxi Bill because I did not know it was
coming on. When I looked at it, every clause in the Bill filled me with concern. I was
stunned to think that an industry would allow itself to become subject to that type of
legislation and to be reduced to that status of a mendicant industry dependent upon the
word of this Minister from the bush on the operations of the metropolitan taxi service,
and to see the discrtion that that legislation would leave in the hands of the Minister. I
could not believe that the Minister would allow himself to have the Taxi Control Board
removed and instead have a board put in place that had no relevance, no powers and no
use. It was a board that would be able to say nothing, do nothing and be noting. To
think that we were being told that the industry was happy with that filled me with
extraordinary alarm. In the days that have unfolded since then we have seen a
demonstration, which occurred only yesterday, that has reflected my concerns.
Hon Mark Nevill: All those taxi drivens have a hidden agenda.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: is that what the Minister said? The West Australian has a
hidden agenda and the taxi drivers have a hidden agenda. Everybody has a hidden
agenda except this Minister.
Hon Kim Chance: You would be paranoid too if everyone was plotting against you.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The Minister has been found out and exposed yet again. The
honourable thing for him to do is not to have to face a motion such as this, but to resign
forthwith, because he has misled thi House.
Hon EJ. Charlton: Do you mean join the Labor Party and get shown how to do it
properly?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The Minister should not wait for a motion such as this to be
brought forward. He would know that this shadow Minister, Hon Kim Chance, is a kind
and gentle man in his dealings with the Government. He has endeavoured to bring in a
regime in the operations of this place that is based on a desire to cooperate with
government members. Look how they have treated him. They give all sorts of
assurances that all is right in the state of Denmarkc. Now the Minister is shown to have
misled that shadow Minister. No wonder he is incensed sufficiently to bring forward a
motion such as this. He has been kind to the Minister. He wants only to censure him;
however, the Minister should resign. He knows that, and his colleagues probably know it
by this stage.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Rubbish.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Hon Derrick Tomlinson does not, but he would not know
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anything. It is time that some of those on the back bench opposite stood up to the front
bench and said that the standards adopted while in opposition are the same standards that
it should adopt while in government. From the bottom end of this Parliament to the top,
members opposite are filled with hypocrisy, as is demonstrated by their behaviour and
treatment of this motion.
Hon E.J. Charlton: What do you think of one-voze-one-vaiue, Mr Stephens?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The Minister and his colleague the Minister for Fisheries have
demonstrated today their disrespect and disregard for the royal commission we were
proud to put in place to ensure that there were appropriate standards in Western Australia
for the operations of government and Parliament. The Fisheries Minister in the other
place attacks that same royal commission and the standards it wants to impose.
Hon EL Charlton: Absolutely right.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Here is another Minister who agrees with the attack on the royal
commission. He has just said that he agrees absolutely with the attack by Monty House,
the Minister for Fisheries, on royal commissioner Brinsden.
Hon E.J. Charlton: On the royal commission findings.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: On the findings of the royal commission? It is extraordinary.
When will die Government get rid of this Minister When will the Government disown
him?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Do you think having one-vowe-one-value is good?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It is unbelievable.
Hon Mark Nevill: I think the rest have disowned him.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Mr Tomlinson has had the good sense to run out of the
Chambet. He has had his little sortie into a quiet defence of the Minister.
Hon Peter Foss: You are laughing to show how rnuwh of a joke you think your motion is.
You are not even takcing it seriously yourself.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Mr President will no doubt want to know why I amn laughing.
The PRESIDENT: Order! When I call order it means that everybody must keep quiet. I
will not tolerate this constant interjection and cross-Chamber talk. As I have said on so
many occasions in this place, members do not have to like or believe what another
member says, but they do have to listen to him.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: One of the other important features of this Parliament is that
Ministers must tell. the truth when they speak in this place. If they do not speak the truth,
they should, when they are found out, resign; and if' they do not resign they should be
subjected to a censure motion such as that now moved by my colleague, Hon Kim
Chance.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Not only Ministers, either!
Hon Mark Nevill: If your leader does not do it, the House should.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The royal commission tried to insist that new standards be
adopted for the operations of government and Parliament- The Minister for Transport
and his colleague in the other place have today attacked that royal commission. He has
the opportunity again of saying whether he really believes that those recommendations
should be disowned.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I will protect the honourable member while he has the floor.
However, he takes advantage of my generosity by deviating completely from the motion
before the Chair. He is raising an issue that has nothing whatsoever to do with the
censur motion. I am pleased he is reading what the censure motion is about at this stage
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of his speech! It has nothing to do with a member in another place. I suggest that he
stick to paragraphs (1), (2) or (3).
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Mr President, I thought you must have bad a different copy of
die motion. My copy refers to the deliberate misleading of the House. That is an
abandonment of the standards that are required of a Minister under the Westminster
system. It is about those standards that the royal commission so recently spoke. That
same royal commission was trying to uphold the standards for which it has today come
under attack because it argued in its findings for the need for accountability in
government through this Parliament.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am suggesting to the member that the comments he made
prior to my interrupting him had nothing whatsoever to do with this motion. If he is
endeavouuing to argue the point with me, I assure him that he will lose. 1, in the interests
of goodwill and the satisfactory handling of this House's business, will not have an
argument with the member. However, if he thinks that my calling him to order was out
of order, I suggest that he think again. The second time, he took a different tack. I amn
telling him that what somebody said in another place has nothing to do with this motion.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I will not persist with the point I was making, Mr President.
However, we do need to protect the processes of this Parliament and those processes
include the expectation as stated so recently that the parliamentary system be based on
Ministers being accountable to the Parliament and that the standards in government be
maintained by Ministers being accountable through this Parliament. That was a
recommendation of the royal commission which the Minister seems to want to abandon.
He abandons it quite demonstrably by not resigning in the face of having been found out
that his assurances to this House were not worth two pinches of whatever it is 'one
describes out there in the bush. lHe has left us with the only avenue that we can pursue,
and that is to move a censure motion. He should not have put us in that situation. He
should have understood through his contact with the industry that the assurances that he
gave to the shadow Minister for Transport before he came into this place and while he
was in this place, were not true. He spoke untruths. He told what amounts to he a lie to
the Parliament.

Withdrawal of Remark
Hon ES. CHARLTON: The member said that I lied to the Parliament and I want that
withdrawn.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I did not hear what the honourable member sad.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I chose my words very carefully. We have before us a
substantive motion that accuses the Minister of doing exactly that; that is, telling a lie to
the Parliament.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Point of order, Mr President.
The PRESIDENT: Wait a minute, I am dealing with a request by the Minister for a
withdrawal of remark.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The language used in the motion is that the Minister
deliberately misled the House. That is tantamount to his telling a lie and that is what I
accused the Minister of doing. Members cannot use that terminology except by way of a
substantive motion and we are dealing with a substantive motion relating to that very
point. I therefore put it to you, Mr President, that the request for the withdrawal of the
remark by the Minister is inappropriate.
The PRESIDENT: I agree with the member.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Notwithstanding that explanation, I find that language
unparliamentary. Itis offensive to call a Minister of this House a liar or say that he told a
lie, which amounts to the same thing. That is highly offensive and I request that he
withdraw it.
T'he PRESIDENT: It is an offensive word and it is unparliamentary except in the
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circumstance that the member referred to. This substantive motion accuses the Minister
of misleading die House. While the language is ungenerous and while the honourable
member should be careful with the way he uses it, I cannot ask him to withdraw because
that is what the motion is about.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: If, which seems likely, the censure motion fails, then that
terminology becomes unparliamentary without qualification. Would it then be proper to
ask for those words that intimated that the Minister was a liar to be withdrawn?
The PRESIDENT: No, it would not be appropriate to do that because the words were
used while the motion was alive. At this point, the House is dealing with die substantive
motion. I will not ask the member to withdraw the remark but I suggest that he be a
little more careful in the way that he addresses the House. I do not know if members
watch what I am doing, but invariably, the minute that my attention is drawn away from
the proceedings of this House, something like this occurs.

Debase Resumed

Hon TOM STEPHENS: Members of the Opposition find the actions offensive, not the
words. It is offensive that the Minister's behaviour has led to a motion such as this. His
misleading of the House is offensive. It is not offensive for the Opposition to identify
that he had misled the House and then to censure him. More importantly, the Minister
for Transport should have resigned before the need arose for this House to censure him.
Hon Peter Foss: What about Mr Berinson?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The level of the Minister for Health's hypocrisy never ceases to
amaze me. He is parr ot a Government that will go down in history for implementing the
standards which have been demonstrated this evening by the Minister for Transport. This
Government has the capacity to do what the Minister for Transport has done; that is, to
disregard the proprieties, and the expectations of the community of Western Australia. let
alone the royal commission, in regard to what Ministers should do in these
circumstances. They should be accountable to the Parliament and tell the truth.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: What about your hypocrisy?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: In view of the motion before this House it is important that
members refer to the speech I made at the beginning of the debate on the Taxi Bill. I
expressed my concern at the assurances given to members of the Opposition about the
legislation. In spice of my reservations this House pressed on with the debate on that Bill.
All the reservations I had about this legislation and the consultation process with industry
and the community have now by the subsequent unfolding of events been demonstrated
to be true.
Hon P.R Lightfoot: Did you express those concerns to Burke in 1986?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The assurances the Minister gave to my colleague and Mrend.
Hon Kim Chance, have been shown to mean nothing. Instead, we are faced with a
situation whereby the assurances that were given in the corridor, and repeated in this
House, have been shown to be untrue. The Minister knew that they were untrue. The
demonstration by the taxi industry in coming up the Terrace to the Parliament -

Hon EJ. Charlton: You cannot bring yourself to admit that 27 out of the 30 matters
raised were unsubstantiated.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am not on trial in this debate - the Minister for Transport is.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You have already been on trial.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The Minister for Transport is effectively on trial in respect of
this most serious charge. He has misled this House and he knows it and many of his
colleagues are slowly becoming aware that that charge is true and has been sustained in
this debat
Hon N.F. Moore: Absolute rubbish!
Hon R.R. Lightfoot: Which colleagues? Name them. You are misleading the House.
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: The charge that has been made by Hon Kim Chance reflects the
concerns that I expressed just one day before the debate on the Taxi Bill and it has now
been demonstrated that they were justified. I feel let down by the Minister for Transport
Hon N.E. Moore: You should feel let down by the support you are getting from members
on your side of the House!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Members opposite have an obligation to keep up a quorum in
this place.
Several members interjected.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Members opposite are now trying to introduce red herrings.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I feel let down by this Government because when it was in
opposition it demanded the highest of standards fr-om the then Government. In the area
in which I had responsibilities the previous Government made sure that the standards
demanded by the then Opposition were maintained.
Hon N.E. Moore: What about the use of the Kingair aircraft on election day?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Tell us about that aircraft.
Hon N.E. Moore: Tell us how you breached the rules.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It is amazing to hear the red herrings which this Government -

Hon N.E. Moore: It is all about accountability and abiding by the rules.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Mr President, if you will allow me I will be more than happy to
spend the next 15 minutes explaining to members opposite why the charge which is now
hurled across the House is incorrect
Hon N.E. Moore: Did you pay for it?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I advise the Minister for Education that members of the
Government backbench are prancing around this State in Government -

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Point of Order

Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I have sat in this place since the House resumed after the dinner
suspension and listened to Hon Tom Stephens stray from the subject which is before the
House. His comments bear no resemblance to the motion, even with the most generous
largesse on your part, Mr President I ask you to direct his comments to the subject
before the House.
The PRESIDENT: The member is not deviating from the standing orders any more than
is Hon Ross Lightfoot, the Minister for Education and the Minister for Health by
constantly interecting, even though I asked them to stop. The members I refenedl to are
defying me, yet Hon Ross Lightfoot has raised a point of order when the member was
only reacting to die inseijections which were illegally made. Members cannot have it
both ways. If government members want me to keep Hon Tonm Stephens in order, the
best way to help me do that is for them to keep in order. I find is ironic that a member
who raised an issue that has nothing whatsoever to do with the motion jumps up and calls
a point of order when the member on his feet reacts so is. I do not know what some
members expect of me as the President Anyway, I will plough on and when I am not
doing my job sufficiently well, members have a solution.

Debate Resumed
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I hoped this Minister would resign so it would have been
unnecessary for the Opposition to proceed with this motion.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [8.17 pm]: I have
listened carefully to Hon Kim Chance, Hon John Halden, Hon Mark Nevill, Hon Tom
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Helm and Hon Tom Stephens and have heard nothing that oftens any substance to support
die motion before the Chair.
I also listened to Hon Reg Davies who at least had the grace to say that his interpretation
of the words uttered the other day, and indeed the motion before the House, appeared to
be no more than a difference of interpretation of words. I hope that I have correctly
interpreted what the member said.
Hon Reg Davies: It is verbatim.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am glad I wrote it down correctly.
The fact is that at 2.30 this afternoon this House commenced sitting and it is now nearly
8.20 and this debate has turned into nothing more than a comedy by the actions of
members opposite. The truth is the Opposition wanted to frustrate the Government's
business in this House today.
Hon Kim Chance: That is not true.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Members opposite found it convenient to come in here and say
anything at all so long as they could waste the time allocated to them by either the Leader
of the Opposition or the leader of opposition business in this House. Most of them
carried out their duty. They raved on about nothing.

Point of Order
Hon TOM HELM: The Leader of the House has misrepresented the truth on this matter.
I did intend to go further than I did, but I was asked by the Leader of the Opposition to
keep my remarks to a minimum.
The PRESIDENT: What is the point of order?
Hon TOM HELM: The Leader of the House is misrepresenting the truth of this matter.
The PRESIDENT: That is not a point of order.

Debate Resumed
Hon GEORGE CASH: I appreciate Hon Tom Helm's comments. I guess it is up to me
to either accept or reject his comments, but at least he was good enough to offer that
comment to me.
In earlier debate Hon Mark Nevill suggested that the Minister for Transport had shown
no regret or remorse for various matters. Why should he? He did nothing wrong. The
claims made today have no substance. In fact, today's debate indicates that the Minister
for Transport, far from misleading the House, has consulted widely with the taxi industry.
Hon Kim Chance: With whom?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will read that out in a moment.
Hon Kim Chance: This is a load of rubbish!
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will read out a letter I have received in a moment.
Hon Kim Chance: There is a limit to what you can do to protect that Minister!
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not need to protect anyone.
Hon Kim Chance: When will the embarrassment catch up with you?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I was in the House when the statements in question were made,
and I have sat in the House for most of the debate today - in fact, I have been here longer
than some other members who were obviously called away on parliamentary business! I
have at least listened intently to what has been said. Having done so, I formed the view
that the Minister for Transport has consulted widely.
Hon Kim Chance: I thought you would at least blush when saying that!
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Minister for Transport has not been able to satif a small
group of people, -
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Hon John Halden: Eighty per cent of the industry.
Hon GEORGE CASH: - who were here the other day. The Taxi Council claims co
reprsent a considerable number of people in the industry. However, not all members of
the taxi industry support the actions of the Taxi Council executive and what they have
been doing over the past week or so.
Hon Kim Chance: They might not.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I can assure the member that I have spoken to one chap who
clearly indicated that he did not support what Mr Weeks is doing. After spending
30 minutes talking -

Hon Kim Chance: Was that Kevin Clark?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No, it was not Kevin Clark. However, [ formed the view that the
Minister has consulted widely. Interestingly, 1, as I am sure did other members, received
a letter from Black and White Taxis. This was faxed to me yesterday, although I
received it today. This was a memorandum to all Ministers and members of Parliament
regarding the new taxi legislation. It reads -

Black & Whit Taxis re-confirm. their support for the content of the draft
legislation.
Facts:- 1. The Taxi Council doesnox represent the industry.

The memorandum then indicates that the Western Australian Taxi Owners and Operators
Association, the Taxi Industry Federation and the Black and White Taxis do not support
the rally held to oppose the Bill. Also, they do not support a vote of no confidence in the
Minister or in the draft legislation. fact No 2 in the memo reads -

The Taxi Council like all of the above have had ample opportunity to express
their views.

Fact 3 reads -

Membership & committee of the Taxi Council are Swan Taxis. The majority of
the existing TCB are Swan Taxis and have been fully informed of the proposed
legislation.

Fact 4 reads -

The existing TCB that is the official industry body has not opposed the
legislation.

Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GEORGE CASH: The memo is signed by Brian Griffin.
Hon Kim Chance: The TCB is a regulatory, not a lobby, body! What are you on about?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Obviously Hon Kim Chance does not appreciate the fact that I
should read this letter to the House fronm Black and White Taxis.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Alannah MacTiernan is defying me. She should cease
doing so or she may have an early night.
Hon GEORGE CASH: As I said earlier, I will not spend much time on this matter so that
Hon Kim Chance can wind up the debate. I reiterate that if members had listened
carefully to what was said by Opposition members in this debate, it is obvious that this
motion is no more than a political stunt to waste the time of the House. In that regard the
Opposition has succeeded. It is now 8.25 pm. and we have not even reached orders of the
day. Therefore, in a few moments -

Hon John Maiden: You can thank the Minister for that. He should tell the truth in this
place!
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Hon GEORGE CASH: - I will move a motion for the sitting to extend past 11.00 pmn and
we will start on orders of the day. Members opposite can move another motion
tomorrow morning if they wish.
Hon John Halden: We are always happy to sit; we will happily oblige.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I amn pleased to hear that.
Hon John Halden: Be it 6.00 am or 7.00 am, we will be here.
Hon GEORGE CASH: What has taken until 8.25 pmn could have been dealt with in
25 minutes. Nevertheless, that is how we stand. I urge members to reject the motion
before the House.
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [8.25 pm): It must be a wonderful thing to have
the numbers! If a member opposite does something wrong -

Hon John Halden: For the fourth time.
Hon KIM CHANCE: - what happens to that person? It is not even necessary to put up a
defence; it is not necessary to say that an untruth was told, as members opposite need
speak only about the legislation, as the Minister did. The Minister's speech was
extremely inctersting. He made a great speech, but he did not address the fact that he
was accused of misleading the Parliament.
Hon Peter Foss: You did not make out a case for that.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Leader of the House had the nerve to claim, without blushing -
I thought better of him - that the Opposition's argument had no substance. Did he not
hear what the Minister for Transport said in his defence? The first words spoken by the
Minister for Transport, in what passed for a defence - although I suspect that somebody
wrote the speech for him, and gave headings in the Minister's speech notes -
Hon E.J. Chariton: Listen, booflieatt I do not have speech notes!

Withdrawal of Remark
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have a feeling that the term "boorhead" is unparliamentary.
Hon Kim Chance: Did he call me that?
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Will the member come to the point.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I thought that this place had some decorum. Boofhead is
unparliamentary language and I ask that it be withdrawn.
The PRESIDENT: Who used that word?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister for Transport.
The PRESIDENT: Did the Minister use that term?
Hon E.L. CHARLTON: Yes I did use that term, and I withdraw it.
The PRESIDENT: The Leader of the Opposition was doing the same thing that
Government members were doing a moment ago.
Hon John Halden: It is unparliamentary.
The PRESIDENT: [ know. I am speaking and I have asked the Minister to withdraw,
which he has done. However, I find it strange that the Leader of the Opposition uses as
justification for his request that this place should have some decorum.
Hon John Halden: I believe that.
The PRESIDENT: I would like to see some demonstration of that decorum occasionally,
not only by the Leader of the Opposition but also by other members.

Debate Resumed
Hon KCIM CHANCE: In making his so-called defence, the first words used by the
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Minister - which I suspect were written by somebody else who provided headings to his
speech - were that the Opposition had failed to address the components of the allegation,
or words to that effect. The Minister then went on to totally ignore the components of the
allegation that he had misled the Parliament.
The specific allegation arose after he left a meeting with the Taxi Council in his office
and entered this House. At that dine he knew full well that the Taxi Council was
extremely unhappy with the Bill. Knowing that well, the Minister told this House that I
had misled it and claimed that the Taxi Council was not unhappy with any parts of the
Bill. The Minister made these claims despite the evidence I have shown, which dates
back 12 months. I referred to the communication between the Taxi Council and the
Minister of 26 September, three days before he made the statement to the House. That
letter from the Taxi Council enumerated 16 items about which it was unhappy. What
does it take for members opposite to see the light? Three days earlier, it had been
telephoning the Minister and the Premier all day to try to get to see the Minister. Why
would it have done that if it was not unhappy? Of course it was unhappy. How thick
does the Minister have to be?
Hon ElJ. Chariton: About as thick as you.
Hon KIM CHANCE: If the Minister and his leader can accept, and if any member on
that back bench can accept, with all of that evidence, that the Minister can rightly come
into this place and say there is nothing in the Bill with which the Taxi Council is
unhappy, this Government has gone. This Government was elected on a promise of
openness and accountability.
Hon N.F. Moore: You are about minus 30 per cent in the polls.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Leave aside the polls and leave aside whether people in the
community have the vaguest understanding of how incompetent the Minister for
Transport is and how prepared the Minister for Education, the Leader of the House and
other members of the Government are to be counted in the numbers in the face of that
knowledge - the letter 12 months ago, and the letter three days before, which enumerated
16 items about which the Taxi Council was unhappy. Why did the Taxi Council want to
see the Minister in such a hurry? Why did it pass letters to me through the Deputy Whip,
and why did it telephone me on the Whip's phone - and I told the Minister this at the
time - saying, "Please stop the Bill. We are unhappy with it"? The Minister condemned
himself tonight with his own words. The Minister said that the first words which the
Taxi Council addressed to him - I may have got this wrong, but tomorrow Hansard will
bear me out - were, "We have got problems with this Bill." The Minister said that, not I.
Hon E.J. Chariton: What else did I say? I-ow about having a bit of a go at telling the
truth?
The PRESIDENT: Order! Minister, come to order. You have had your opportunity to
speak. I keep having to tell you that you do not have to like what he says, you do not
have to believe it, but you do have to listen to it.
Hon Sam Pianiadosi interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Inteijecting while I amn speaking is sailing dangerously close
to the wind. I suggest that this hour of the night, at this stage of this serious charge that is
being levelled against the Minister, is not the time to start to challenge my authority in
this Chair. Interjecting while I am speaking I take as a challenge to my authority, and I
suggest you cease.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Mr President, I interjected after you had finished speaking, not
during your remarks.
The PRESIODENT: Order! There is no opportunity for you to make any explanation,
except to stand up and move to disagree with what I am saying. If you want to do that,!I
will accommodate you to do it; but when I suggest to you that you are defying me, I
recommend that you cease doing it. It is not only you - you are only one of them - but
you happen to be the one who spoke at the wrong time. I am getting fed up with
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members who come into this place and think that they can make a contribution by
constantly interjecting on members who are legitimately addressing the Chair, and make
no other contribution to die debate. To move a motion of no confidence in a Minister is a
serious thing indeed. I know Hon Kim Chance understands that and has not taken the
step lightly. Whether the House agres with him will be determined in a few moments,
but at least give him the opportunity of responding to the comments that have been made
about the motion which he introduced. If you do not like what I am doing, put someone
else here. It is a simple procedure. While I am here, you will obey the rules of this
House, and that applies to everybody on both sides of this Chamber.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Minister came into this House and said today in his defence,
or what passed for a defence, that the Taxi Council had told him that it had problems with
this Bill. The Minister then said by interjection -I do not ask him to repeat the
interjection - "Tell the rest of it." To the best of my recollection, the Minister then said,
'Then I asked the Taxi Council why it was heme; what was the problem; specifically what
clauses were the problem." The Taxi Council said, as reported by the Minister, "We just
want the Bill to go to the Legislation Committee because we have problems with it We
have not had time to look at it." The first thing it said - this is from the Minister's mouth
today - is, "We have got problems with the Bill." How can it have problems with the Bill
and still be happy with the Bill? One seems to be mutually exclusive of the other. I do
not know what happened at that meeting because I was not there. I can presume only that
what it told the Minister when the meeting began at 4.30 pm is about the same as what it
told me when my meeting with it finished at 11.30 pm, but I cannot prove that and it is
difficult for me to allege that. However, what I do know is that it was not happy. It is
beyond me to understand how the Minister could sit in an office with those people for the
best part of three-quarters of an hour and not get the message that they were deeply
unhappy. I cannot believe it. My comment on 29 September when I was told of this was
simply, "I find that incredible." I mean that literally. I did not believe the Minister but I
had to accept what the Minister was saying. All of us had to accept what the Minister
was saying because he is the Minister and he is supposed to tell us the truth.
Hon John Halden: And he had come from the meeting.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Yes. He had come direct from the meeting so his information was
supposedly more accurate than mine. I had to believe the Minister and the House had to
believe the Minister. The House then went on to make a decision which, as I have said, it
otherwise would not have made. That is a corruption of the political process. To say
something to this House that one knows to be untrue and to thereby influence what this
House does when it makes a decision is to corrupt the process of Parliament. If that is
not serious enough to keep this House going from 2.30 pm until now, the Leader of the
House must think again, because if we cannot run this Parliament in the manner in which
it was intended to run, it would not matter if we never sat. We could close up this place.
There is no point having a Legislative Council of the Parliament of Western Australia if
we do not have some processes upon which all of us can rely, because if we cannot rely
on those processes, how can the public rely on them? How can we expect the public to
believe anything that comes out of this place if we must sit here and doubt everything
that we hear from the Minister for Transport? The Minister for Health said the same
things about us and I believed most of what he said. The Minister for Health is a credible
Minister. He gave us a hard time when we were in government. We accepted that, and I
think now that most of us have learnit that lesson, but we will not stand here and cop is
from the other side. Unless she Government does something about the Minister for
Transport this sort of thing will happen again. The Leader of the House will become
accustomed to sitting here for several hours before starting the business of the day
because we will continue in this vein. If the Minister for Transport ever again attacks my
integrity either in public or in this place - and we have become used to his doing that - I
will go on and on. The Minister started this -

Hon E.J. Charlton: Is that a threat?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I do not need to make threats-
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The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon John Halden: I can make a promise. The Minister will continue to attempt these
character assassinations.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The Leader of the Opposition should be setting an example
for his members. He is doing exactly the same thing for which I chastised another
mnember a moment ago. He is continuing to interject while I am speaking. His colleague
is talking about the integrity of this place but the Leader of the Opposition is
embarrassing him.
Hon John Halden: I thought dhe Minister was embarrassing this House.
The PRESIDENT: It is all about what I think.
Hon John Halden: I understand, and I apologise to you, Mr President, not to the
Minister.
Hon KIM CHANCE: We should look at the extent to which this Minister will go. He
dragged into this House a letter which he admits fell off the back of a truck. The letter
was between the general secretary of a trade union and the Leader of the State
Parliamentary Labor Party, which is having a shot at me. I will tell members about my
relationship with the general secretary of the Loomotive Engine Drivens, Firemen and
Cleaners Union. Mr Des McPolin and I have a relationship of about two or three years
which is one of robust mutual criticism. I hold nothing against Des for writing this letter.
but I have real doubts about this Minister of the Crown who somehow found this letter -
he probably rummaged through Jim McGinty's rubbish bin - and brought it into this
House to make a great deal of play about the fact that the general secretary of the
locomotive union said that my shortsighted. narrow-minded position would bring about
the total demise not only of engine drivers' positions in Merredin but those throughout
the entire Westrail system.
I raised these issues in both cases with the Commissioner for Railways, not the Minister,
at the behest of the locomotive enginemen and union members in Merredin in the centre
of my electorate - and what is more, in my home town. I am not about to do the wrong
thing by the locomotive enginemnen in my home town. When I first heard from the
Leader of the State Parliamentary Labor Party's personal secretary that Jim McGinty had
received a letter which was critical of me, and that it was about the locomotive
enginenien in Merredin, [ did not believe it. Not thinking that it was from the general
secretary, I assumed it was from the local branch. I thought it was from Des Robinson
arnd those other guys, but if I upset them they would not write to the Leader of the
Parliamentary Labor Party; they would come around and punch me on the nose - because
we are old friends. We do not write letters about each other. Then it dawned on me that
the letter was from Des McPolin. I think he has written in a similar vein to the Leader of
the Opposition. This is Des' style and I do not criticise him for it; but for a Minister of
the Crown to do such a thing is a different story. What Des McPolin said would threaten
die whole railway structure in Australia - and probably around the world - revolved
around a letter which the Minister found offensive. I will not read the entire letter but I
can do so if members wish. This is part of my letter to my electors in my home town.
This is the part of the letter to which the general secretary of the locomotive union
objected. This is the part of the letter that represents a threat to the entire Australian
railway system. It reads -

I have put to the Commissioner for Railways chat a number of specific tasks
which are presently crewed partly from Perth can be operated with Merredin
based employees. Thc.e tasks include grain haulage, a job that is created here,
and should not be "exported" to Perth. If the coalition Government has any
regard at all for Merredin people it will adopt my suggestion, even though
Chariton probably won't thank me for it.

That is the statement that Des McPolin said will bring down the Western Australian
railways. During question time I asked the Minister if he agreed with the statement that
my attitude will bring down Wesnrail. Tlhe problem for the Minister was that he was
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answering a levter that I had written to the commissioner. There were several letters, one
of which was dated 23 September, which I quoted in the question. In each case, the
answer from the Minister was positive. He stated that my suggestion would provide
input to the process of detrnining the solutions that would ultimately be found. There
was no suggestion that we could not accept the suggestions because it would destroy
Wesirail, but in question time I asked the Minister to confirm that he thought my
suggestions would destroy the railway system, but he said no. Apparently that was just a
little fun for die Minister and a little attempt at character assassination, but it will not
work. The Minister will have to ry a lot harder because he cannot hurt me.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You have already hurt yourself.
Hon KIMv CHANCE: The Minister can try as hard as he likes but be cannot hurt me.
Hon E.J. Charlton: We will see about that. I like a challenge.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Minister's problems began a little while ago and this is yet
another nail in his coffin.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Bigger people than you have had a go.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Minister can make his choice because in an hour's dine I will
be in the same cooperative frame of mind as I usually arn. The Minister should revert to
his nice self, and I will too, and the whole place will be more peaceful; but the Minister
should not try this again.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You will be your usual two-faced self.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Minister should not try this again because it will get worse.
He can bet on that.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You are a fraud.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Minister will not learn. Now he is calling me a fraud. Since
coming to this House, one thing I have never done is ask for a single word against me to
be withdrawn, because I do nor care what members say or what they think about me
either here or outside. However, the Minister has upset me because he and his dirty party
took out a full page advertisement in The Countryman which is a widely circulated rural
newspaper. The publication goes to all of my electorate. Plastered across the top of the
article are the words "Chariton slams Chance" in letters about one and a half inches high.
The advertisement is devoted largely to calling me a liar. That is why I said to the
Minister that if he attacks my integrity in that way again, life will be difficult for him.
A Government member: I bet he is shivering in his boots.
Hon KIM CH4ANCE: The comment was not meant to intimidate -

The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us return to the motion. Unfortunately. I have not been in
the Chair during dhe entire debate. I ant astounded to hear some of the things the member
suggested were said during the debate. I take it they were said and therefore I am
allowing the member to respond to them. However, I suggest that the comments he is
making now are getting away from the point.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Thank you Mr President; I take your point. I did in fact only raise
what had been raised in the debate. Nonetheless, I appreciate that the Westrail issue was
certainly irrelevant to the motion. I remind members of the three fundamental facts of
this case. There is immutable evidence that the Minister canmt into this place knowing
full well he had an unhappy Taxi Council, but he said that the Taxi Council said it was
not unhappy with the Bill. I think there is at least circumstantial evidence that the
Minister did that deliberately.
It is possible he made an innocent mistake, but the possibilities are so slim it would be
difficult for them to stand up in any court. What I cannot concede, and what I cannot
believe, is thar the Minister truly believed char the Taxi Council was nor unhappy with
any part of the Bill. I suppose we must allow for the possibility that his choice of words
was poor and what he meant to say was that he could not name a specific clause or that
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the Taxi Council had not named die specifics of the problem. Had he said that it would
have been understandable, but he made no attempt to convey that or to say that the Tai
Council does have problems, but it needs some time to hammer out the specifics. He did
not try to say that; rather, he said in here there was not a single clause of the Bill with
which the Taxi Council was unhappy. Why do that unless he intended to mislead the
House or unless he genuinely believed they were happy with it? I cannot see bow any
person in this House who has heard all die evidence can possibly believe that. To top it
off, the Minister told die House that I was die liar - he did not use those words, of
course - and that I not only misled the taxi industry but also the House during this debate.
Things get said in this place in the course of robust debate that sometimes we regret.
However, I believe that was done deliberately and with malice in order to discredit rme
and my case, and, more importantly, to affect the vote on that motion. I do not know
why he wanted to do that. I guess he had made a commitment to himself that no way on
earth was this Bill to go to dhe Standing Committee on Legislation. It was not until a
demonstration of taxi drivens occurred outside this place that the Minister finally decided
the Tax Council had some problems.
I have examined - admittedly very quicly - the amendments that resulted from that
meeting on that day and they are an improvement. I forecast there will still be
difficulties. However, it was not fair nor was it right for a member - I think it was the
Leader of the House - to say the opposition to this Bill has been confined to a specific
group. In fact, die two principal amendments the Opposition brought into this House
were raised with me by the Western Australian Taxi Operators Association, not the Taxi
Council. I had not met the Taxi Council until 29 September and I had already had my
amendments drafted that morning. I should not say any more now because it has all been
said, but regarding the comments by the Leader of the House about time wasting on this
matter, I can sincerely assure him that it was not our intention to waste time. He was told
by the Leader of the Opposition that debate on the motion would take until at least
6.00 pm. However, it took a little longer-
In closing, I have some genuine sympathy for the Minister in one area of this Bill. When
the Minister and I first spoke about the need to bring on the Bill I told him I had meetings
organised and I preferred he wait until the next week. I think in hindsight we both wish
that had happened. He said that he could not wait because the Government was
desperately short of legislation. That was the week of 27 to 29 September. Now the
Leder of the House is telling us that after sitting until 2.30 this morning we will sit
beyond 11.00 pmn again because legislation is, if not piling up, getting urgent. Where was
this urgent legislation in the last sitting week before the break?
Hon John Halden: We put through five pieces of legislation yesterday.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I do not know what the Leader of the House wants from us.
Hon George Cash: I want to get onto orders of the day if that is not unreasonable to ask.
Hon KIM CHANCE: We will do that very shortly.
Hon George Cash: I thought I might have to extend past 11.00 pmn just to rmkih the
motion!
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Leader of thefHouse will get his way if he wants to get onto
business, but not until we see some demonstration of a little more honesty from his own
front bench.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (13)
Han Kimn Chance Hon John HaIen Hon Bob Thenas
Hon L.A. Cow/deil Hon AJOG. Macrem Hon Dowg Wan
Hon Chteryl Davenport Hon Mart Nevin Ron Tom Helm (Teller)
Hon Grahamn Edwards Hon Sam Piadosi
Han N.D. Guifliahs Hon Tomn Stephens
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Noes (17)
Hon George Cash Hon Peter Foss Hon NY. Moore
Hon El. Chariton Hon Barry House Han M.D. Nixon
Hon MJ. Criddie Hon P.R. Lightfoot Hon B.M. Scott
Hon Reg Davies Hon R.H. Lnckyer Hon W.N. Stietc
Hon B.K. Donaldson Hon L.D. Macdean Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Max Evans Hon Murray Monignaey

Question thus negatived.

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE.- EXTENDED AFTER 11.00 PM
Wednesday, 19 October

On motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the House); resolved-
That the House continue to sit beyond 11.00 pm.

COMPANIES (CO-OPERATIVE) AMENDMENT BIELL
Second Reading

Resumed from 13 September.
HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [9.02 pm]: This Bill has come
forward as a result of Rural Traders Co-Operative Limited approaching the Government
in September 1993 for a change in the cooperative legislation. Rural Traders Co-
operative Limited is a company that wishes to expand its commercial activities, for which
it needs to be in a position to raise capital, and to raise capital it needs to be a public
company under the Corporations Law. The Australian Securities Commission has ruled
it is not possible under the existing legislative regime for a company formed under the
Companies (Co-operative) Act 1943 to successfully seek incorporation under the
Corporations Law. This Hill is designed to make such a transfiguration to incorporation
possible.
The Opposition has some concerns about this legislation and particularly concerns for the
protection of the interests of the minority shareholders in the co-operative. I note in his
second reading speech the Minister says -

... the Bill provides that the members of the new body shall not face any greater
obligations or be deprived of any rights which they had when the body was a
cooperative.

That is not quite accurate. Indeed, the Bill provides that a member of a reformed
company will not be deprived of any preferential rights with respect to dividends and
capital. Under the cooperative system company members have important rights that
cannot be characterised as either rights of dividend or capital: They are rights of rebate.
As rural members will be await, cooperatives have traditionally had two types of
members - wets and dries. It is a bit like the Liberal Party, although it mainly has dries
and not too many wets. The wets have been hung out to dry in the backwater of
deselection.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: How can they be hung out to dry in the backwater?
Hon A.G. MacTIERNAN: I am glad the member is listening. I indulge in the
occasional tricky metaphor to make sure he is listening.
Hon George Cash: Your worry is that Hon Ross Lighufoot came in to listen to you.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I am always grateful for an audience. The wets are
basically people who do business with the cooperative and receive rebates from the
cooperative in respect of their trading. As I understand it, the availability of these rebates
has been a powerful recruitment force for farmers and other rural based people to sign up
with the cooperative. Under this system whereby these cooperatives will become formal
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companies there will be no formal rebate system of the type enshrined in the Companies
(Co-operative) Act As I say, we have to consider the situation of those minority
shareholders, particularly those wets whose rights will be reduced under the transformed
structure under this legislation. The Opposition has considered these concerns, and we
would be interested in the Minister commencing on how he sees that they may be
addressed.
In considering the case in hand of Rural Traders Co-operative, I understand it is one of
the few large wading cooperatives still in existence. The other surviving cooperative
companies are of a much smaller nature and not likely now to want to take advantage of
these amendments and the capacity that this legislation will offer cooperatives. In respect
of Rural Traders Co-operative and its approach to the Government which led to this
legislation, I understand char when the matter was put to a special resolution 83 per cent
of the members voted in favour of transferring to a public company structure. The 83 per
cent is not based on share value but on the actual number of members. That has given us
some comfort, because we understand that within that 83 per cent of members who voted
in favour of this transformation of the company many were wets. Presumably they
decided that the overall benefits that will accrue to diem from this transformation,
notwithstanding the fact that they will lose their rebates, make it worthwhile for them to
support the transformation of their cooperative into a public company. 1 guess the sheer
weight of numbers and the fact that those members must to a large extent represent the
interests of what can be described as wets has lent us comfort. I ask die Minister to
comment on what may indeed be problems for these minority shareholders, bearing in
mind that these minority shareholders entered into the cooperative when it appeared nor
to be in a position to form itself into a public company. Arguably, perhaps they saw
themselves entering into a system where their rights would be protected forever more.
We also take some heart in supporting this legislation, notwithstanding our concerns,
from the fact that a similar capacity exists in legislation in South Australia, New South
Wales and possibly Victoria. Without further ado we will support this legislation, but we
would like the Minister to turn his mind to the question of the minority shareholders who
will be losing their rebates and whose interests are arguably not properly protected in this
transfer.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) [9.10 pm]:
Hon Alannak Macflernan is correct in identifying the change that occurs when a
company ceases to be a cooperative company and becomes a company limited by shares.
Whenever a change is made in registration under the Corporations Law of Western
Australia, as proposed in this case, there will be fundamental changes in the way a
company operates. That is implicit. otherwise the changes would not be made. It is nor
beyond possibility for the company to offer some rebate to shareholders - I believe some
public limited companies have done so - but that arises not from the memorandum of
articles but front the fact that the board has made a policy and gives effect to it. If that
were to continue, it could happen only as part of the decision of that company to do so.
The member is correct in saying the protection is there, in that a special resolution is
requird on notice with 75 per cent of the people supporting it. The protection for
companies is the basic matter to which she referred.
The interesting things in companies, which have always been fundamental with any form
of limited liability, are the two matters referred to; firstly, not imposing on members of a
cooperative company when it becomes a new body any greater or different liability to
contribute to the assets of the new body than the liability to which they are subject
When a company moves from being an NL company to being a limited company, such a
change occurs because the requirements to contribute change. This is one area in which
there are no such changes. I do not believe one can see too many opportunities for an
increase in such a liability. The other one is depriving members of the cooperative
company when it becomes a new body of any preferential rights with regard to dividend
or capital to which the members are entitled. It is very much a matter of classes of shares
rather than anything else. They are dividend and capital rights rather than any other
incidental rights. It is a direct interpretation, but it is inherent in the change from a
cooperative company to a company with limited shares.
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Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: We are saying in chat process there will obviously be a
percentage of people whose rights are diminished.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member is correct in saying their rights are diminished, but
there is a countervailing reason for doing that. When changing from being a cooperative
company, essentially the company is wanting to be a different kind of company and is
looking to extrnal equity rather than returns, such as rebates.
The other point made by Hon Alannah MacTiernan is correct; that is, the real protection
is that unless the shareholders are a very small minority, they are protected because of the
substantial amount of the vote required. It is a change in the law to make a fundamental
change to the nature of the company, and it provides certain capacities to raise money. It
is a matter of wrading one against the other.
Question put and passed&
Bill read a second time.

Comirree
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Barry House) in the Chain; Hon Peter Foss (Minister
for Health) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Obviously the sort of benefit I suppose the shareholders,
particularly those described as wet shareholders of cooperatives, have seen is the
potential for the company to expand and for the value of their transformed shares to
increase. That is obviously the wrade-off those wet members believed would accrue from
this wransformation of the company. A further consideration in terms of the rights of
those minorities that do not want to transfer is that, given the high threshold required for
the special resolution to take effect, the best interests of most members will be served by
this provision. To do otherwise would perhaps allow a situation in which the minority
could impose its will on the majority. It is an issue of which we must be aware. It is
probably unlikely that too many other cooperatives will seek to take advantage of this
provision, but some vigilance is required.
Hon PETER FOSS: The provision that is obviously important is in section 173 of the
Companies (Co-operative) Act which is part of the essence of a company cooperative,
Section 173 states -

A company, society or association applying for registration as a company under
this Part of this Act and having in its name or tidle the word "Co-operative" or any
other word importing a similar meaning shall contain in its memorandum and
articles of association the provisions -

(b) that all surplus profits in any year in which a dividend for such
year shall be declared, after setting aside to the credit of any
reserve fund as may from time to time be authorised by the
memorandum or articles of association of the company, shall be
distributed by way of bonus either in cash or bonus shares or
dlebentures, in proportion to the business done by shareholders
with the company or to profits earned by the company on such
shareholders' business. Provided that the company may at any
time elect to treat the amount of the accretion to the reserve fund in
any year as being surplus profits for such year available for
distribution by way of bonus under this paragraph;

That is included because paragraph (a) states that the rate of dividend on the shares is not
in any year to exceed an amount which is 5 per cent in excess of the Commonwealth
Bank rate of interest for the time being on fixed deposits for two years. It always makes
that split There is a fixed rate of dividend which is the maximum. The company can
take it all away in dividends which would be in proportion to the shares held or, if it went
above 5 per cent of the Commonwealth rate, it must go into bonuses.
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Hon A.J.G. Macflernan: You encourage active membership.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is entrenched because it is part of the essence of a cooperative
company. It is not dependent on the articles, but on the provisions of the Act itself. It
would be impossible to keep this and say it is no longer a cooperative company. The
alternative is to have a higher majority, but that would become disadvantageous to the
majority if it could not take advantage of things such as this, when the company reaches
the stage at which an infusion of capital is important to allow it to grow. It is a matter of
drawing the balance between looking after the minority and the majority. In this case the
balance has been drawn at 75 per cent. That is probably an appropriate place for it to be
drawn.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: I concur with the Minister's comments.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 to 5 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for Health), and passed.

COLLIE COAL (WESTERN COLLIERIES) AGREEMENT AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading
Resumed from 27 September.
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [9.22 pm]: The Opposition supports the
Bill. The purpose of this Bill is to remove the obligation from Western Collieries to
produce underground coal, and from the State Energy Commission of Western Australia
to take up that underground coal. As members will be aware, Collie has two major coal
companies, Griffin Coal ining Co Pty Ltd and Western Collieries Ltd. Western
Collieries has been the producer of underground coal for a number of years. With the
passing of this Bill the obligation to produce underground coal will cease. That has
resulted in the loss of some 240 jobs from Collie and will remove from that town a
significant skills base, as underground mining is certainly a very different process from
open pit mining. The previous Government had hoped that Western Collieries would be
able to introdiuce a fairly advanced form of underground long wall mining that would
make that operation more effective and at least phase out the underground mining at a
slower rate than that which happened when this Government came to power.
T'he Bil also removes an obligation on Worsley Alumina Pry Ltd to purchase some
80 000 tonnes of underground coal a year. It will generally improve the economics of
coal in terms of its price and the purchasers having to remove the more costly
underground coal. That was originally mined to extend the life of the field, but since that
time coal reserves have increased to large levels and there is no prospect in the
foreseeable future of Collie coal being exhausted. The Bill also requires that a certain
amount of the coal be made available to strategic industries. I am flat sure that allocating
those reserves is necessary as there seems to be ample coal.
Hon George Cash: It is a belt and braces job.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Coal would be available to a potential steel industry or a future
power station. It would appear there is not a great deal of point in allocating coal to
strategic industries. I am sure that either of the companies could increase production to
meet any requirements of a power station or secondary processing of steel.
The Bill also covens the mining of lease boundaries where the two coal companies hold
adjacent leases, so that the common ground can be mined and obviate the need to leave a
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pillar between the two pits. This affects Muja. There will be problems in years to come
when one company is mining a higher seam than the other, but at least this amendment
Bill will help facilitate recovery of coal that would otherwise be left in the ground as a
pillar. The Bill also allows for land to be excised front mining tenements for the purpose
of building conveyors to carry coal. I am not sure whether those conveyors will
ultimately belong to the State Energy Commission of Western Australia or a private
company. That will depend on how the new power station is structured, however, that
seems to be a fairly sr-aigbtforward process. I wonder whether creating easements over
mining tenements needs an agreement AcL. Thbis Bill is an amendment to an agreement
Act, so it cannot be amended. It must be accepted as is, or rejected.
Another provision in the Bill allows the companies to sell water from the mines to bodies
other than the Government, perhaps to a private power station. Anyone who has visited
the open cut mines in Collie will know they contain immense volumes of water. The
Opposition spokesman on resources is in another place and the Bill was dealt with in
more detail there. The maior points in the Bill were outlined in the Minister's second
reading speech and the Bin h as the support of the Opposition.
HON DOUG WENN (South West) [9.28 pm]: The Opposition supports this Bill, but
that support is tinged with a great deal of sadness. The closure of underground mining in
Collie is the end of an era. The underground mines in Collie have operated for a long
time. Underground mining has been the backbone of the coal industry. The men felt the
impact of that mine closing down. The previous Government was working towards a
phasing out of underground mining.
We were working on a four year program and had the support of those in the mine to
retrain them to enable them to seek other fortunes, hopefully in the open-cut area in
Collie. It is very unfortunate that at that time the company had decided to close down the
mine. The men were treated rather shabbily. The company had the idea that it could say,
'We are closing down the mine; here is a great deal of money; you can all go away now.'t
The company did not realise that the workers believed in their job and in what they were
doing. Some did take the redundancy package and moved on very quickly. Many people
have felt the impact of that decision very strongly, as has the town of Collie. The
upheaval felt by a number of families was stronger than many people believed possible,
although, as I said, many families moved on. They realised that only a certain number of
people would be able to find work in the open-cut mine and other jobs in the industries in
and around Collie. They had to pack up and take their families away and try to find work
to support their families. Hon Mark Nevill covered all of the other areas concerning
Western Collieries Ltd and its plan for the future. I would like to know who will own the
conveyor belt. Will it be owned privately or by the Government?
It is a great shame. that when the Government came to power it was determined to have a
300 megawatt power house instead of a 600 MW power house. The plan was to phase
out underground mining over four years. The responsible Minister stated that he would
support only a 300 MW power station and that gave the company the incentive to take
the action that it did.
As I said earlier, the men were treated very shabbily. Along with the then Loader of the
Opposition, Ian Taylor, a number of other members who were Ministers in the previous
Government were involved in the discussions about the power house and coalmine. We
wanted to see how we could support not only the men but also the company. We were
quite taken aback by the company because we got the impression that it did not know
what it was doing. At Ian Taylor's instigation, we put forward a number of ideas to
which the men would be receptive. We then went to the shire council. By the time we
returned to the meeting with the men, Ian Taylor's ideas were being discussed. The
company accepted them and put those ideas to the men at the meeting and they were
receptive to the points that were put forward. It was a very sad day for Collie and a very
sad day for the south west overall when the mine closed and we lost a large number of
people from the industry.
RON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral [9.33 pm]: It is incumbent on me to pay
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tribute to those who will lose their employment. The area of England from where 1 come
had quite a number of deep pit underground coalmines. I have been down a pit a couple
of times. Hon Mark Nevill said that he had worked in them for six years. I have nothing
but the highest regard for people like Hon Mark Nevill who earn their living from
digging coal from underground. It is unfortunate when people lose their livelihood due
to circumstances beyond their control. However, we cannot just allow this Bill to come
before dhe House and be passed without the whole House paying some tribute and
showing regard to the miners and their families who suffered and paid such a high price
to get these resources out of the pround.
The Collie coalminers' union has been one of the most progressive in this State. T'he iron
ore industry took a major step when it instituted die iron ore consultative council and
used the example set by the Collie coal mining council when deciding how its council
should be set up so that employees and employers could have a say in how future
operations progressed, so that it would be a successful enterprise and not have to go
through industrial disputation and confrontation. The Collie coalmining council is an
example of the way in which the operation can be conducted in a consultative manner.
No-one can do anything when some resources are not as viable as others. We in this
State are in a fortunate position of being able to look at alternatives and to produce our
resources more cheaply. I do not think we can let this opportunity go without paying
tribute to those people who were the backbone of our resource development section
during our early history. The contribution of the coalminers during both World Wars,
particularly the Second World War, is well known. The work the miners did during
those conflicts to enable energy to be produced at a local level reduced the need for
collieries to bring in coal from overseas. I support the Bill.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Minister for Mines) [9.37 pm]: I thank
members for their support of this Bill. As has been outlined, this is an amendment to an
agreement Act and it has in general tenms four niain.issues. The first and perhaps most
important is the deletion of a requirement under the existing agreement Act for die
company to mine underground coal from its deposits in the Collie area; the second is to
facilitate the efficient mining of coal at the common boundaries between those coal
leases that are owned by Western Collieries Ltd and by Griffin Coal Mining Co Pry Ltd-,
the third is to replace the current specific allocation of coal reserves that are required to
be set aside for the State Energy Commission of Western Australia with a much broader
reservation. Hon Mark Nevill described that broader reservation as one for strategic
purposes. When we are taling about strategic purposes, that could be interpreted as
widely as we wanted it to be.
'Me fourth item is to allow certain land to be excised from the current lease area for the
purpose of constructing and operating coal conveyors. It is intended that the corridor
should be excised from the existing mining leases and leased area to enable conveyors to
be built in due course. Hon Doug Wenn asked whether the conveyers would be owned
privately or publicly. That has not been determined yet. It can be either way. It is to
enable security to be given to whoever operates.
Hon Doug Wean: Are you saying either way, but not necessarily jointly?
Hon GEORGE CASH: In my discussions it was an either/or situation; either private or
public. However, that does not preclude joint ownership. It could be more than one
conveyer, because we are talking about the excision of a corridor to provide for
conveyers to be built for the efficient transportation of coal. It is intended that section 19
of the Mining Act should apply to that area so that no-one can peg the area that is to be
excised for the corridors. That will sterilise the conveyer corridors. That is the way it
should be. The Bill also provides for the company to supply water from its mine de-
watering operations to parties other than the State. As Hon Mark Nevill said, many years
ago underground mining was included in the original agreement Act because at that time
it was thought that the Collie coal deposits were limited. The deposits have since been
proved up. It is now said that there is in excess of 800 million tonnes of open cut coal
available - enough for at least 130 years at current rates of extrction. The company has
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been mining by the underground method for many years. As Hon Tonm Helm said, it was
a tradition within Collie. Many families went from father to son working in the mines.
No doubt three generations have worked at the mines in Collie. When the decision was
made by the company to cease mining operations, it was traumatic for the people of
Collie. When underground operations ceased in Collie, 239 jobs went. Although there
was a fair bit of emotion - understandably so - 197 of those 239 were negotiated
voluntary redundancy packages. The question was asked on a number of occasions, just
how voluntary was the voluntary? Hon Doug Wena alluded to that in his comments. I
am, not in a position to say. Hon Doug Wenn knows that area much better than 1, and he
would bnow the answer to that more than I would. However, it is fair to say that when
there is a closure in a place that has been mining by the underground method for as many
years as Collie, it causes great trauma for the town. Advice to me is that the company
worked closely with those who sought redundancy. Clearly, the company believes that it
owed that to those who had worked with the company for so long.
Hon Tom Helm mentioned the coalininers' union in Colle. For many years the member
for Collie in the Legislative Assembly was Hon Tom Jones, a well known former
secretary of the Collie coalminers' union. In the Legislative Assembly he represented
well the interests of those who belonged to that union for some years before he retired in
1989. 1 also mention Gary Wood, the current secretary of the Collie coalminers' union. I
have had an opportunity to work with Gary on a number of occasions on various Pieces
of mining legislation and on mining matters generally. He also represents his union
members particularly diligently. More than that, he is able to work with the Government,
no matter what colour, to see that any changes to legislation, policy or practices that have
an effect on the members of his union are negotiated so that his members are not left out
and their position is well represented all the way. I acknowledge the work of Gary
Wood. He has worked particularly hard in that area for a long time. Without wanting to
put the kybosh on him, at some stage we might see Gary follow in the footsteps of Tom
Jones. He seems to be the type of person who may one day be a representative for the
people in that area. I am not suggesting he may be a representative as the member for the
seat of Colle. That seat is clearly held well by Hilda Turnbull; however, there are other
opportunities.
Hon Tom Helm: Did you say temporarily held?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No, it is strongly held. I thank members for their support of the
Bill.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon George Cash (Minister for Mines), and passed.

RESERVES BILL (No 2)
Second Reading

Resumed from 13 September.
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [9.48 pm]. The Opposition is pleased, as always
with Reserves Bills, to support the Bill. There are one or two clauses on which we will
raise an issue or two. Ilam also pleased that there is nosingle clause whicb the
Opposition will oppose. Although Reserves Bills may sometimes be regarded as
somewhat dry subjects, there are always one or two in which one can find a little interest.
This Reserves Bill has not let us down. I am sure we can thank the Minister for Lands
for drawing out of the file interesting reserves possibilities to put into this Bill to liven it
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up a little. This Bill involves a little history which we will get to at dhe appropriate time,
which is particularly relevant to this place. It also involves a remarkable collage in thac it
includes a place in the south eastern corner of the Shire of Broome in the Great Sandy
Desert in the Canning Basin as a permanent soak at a place called Dragon Tree Well.
Members who read the ecology pages of The West Australian may recall a story on
Dragon Tree Soak two weeks ago. Apparently it is a remarkable place.
Hon Tom Stephens: I always thought a permanent soak was somebody who spent too
long in the bar.
Hon KIM CHANCE: We will not name names and make this a controversial Bill,
As normal, the debate on a Reserves Bill revolves around its clauses. There is very little
more for me to say other than to announce that the Opposition will support the Bill.
HON DOUG WENN (South West) [9.52 pm]: I too support this Bill. I particularly
want to discuss the clause dealing with Bunbury reserve No 9997 in the City of Bunbury.
Hon Kim Chance has been in contact with the Bunbury City Council and it has given its
approval for the amendmnent to this reserve. It is a cilass A reserve set apart for parklands
and recreation. It is to be amended by excising an area of 3240 square metres. Hon Kim
Chance has a map to show members where it is, You, Mr Deputy President (Hon Barry
House), and I know exactly where it is.
Hon Tom Helm: I don't care where it is.
Hon DOUG WENN: The member will.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! This is a very important reserve.
Hon DOUG WENN: Thank you for that protection, Mr Deputy President. I feel I
deserve it considering the interjection came from a comrade.
A huge tourism industry for Bunbury will operate on this reserve. It overlooks the back
beach or, as people who have lived in Bunbury for many years call it, the pavilion area.
The amendment will allow for extensions to a restaurant. It is ironic that the restaurant is
called Extensions because that is what the owner has been doing since he moved there.
This amecndmnent is long overdue. That area of our coastline could become one of the
best tourist areas in Western Australia if properly developed. I know most of the
Bunbury city councillors personally and they ame not taking this matter lightly. It is long
overdue. Thte people developing the restaurant will give Bunbury something that is
unique. It will be well serviced and will be a springboard for many future enterprises in
that same area.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Minister for Lands) [9.54 pm]: I
appreciate the support for the Bill indicated by Hon Kim Chance and Hon Doug Wenn.
As Hon Kinm Chance said, most of the debate on a reserves Bill occurs during the
Committee stage. We will shortly go into Committee on this Bill.
The mamter to which Hon Doug Wena referred relates to clause 20 of the Bill. It is
intended to excise an area from class A reserve No 9997, which is currently set apart for
parklands and recreation and vested in the Bunbury City Council with the power to lease.
The reserve is situated on and around Ocean Drive and Geographe Bay and is 5.099
hectares in area. As Hon Doug Wenn said, the Ocean Drive beach area has been a tourist
-re historically but is used mainly by local people. There is tremendous potential in that

area and the excision of this piece of land will enable the current kiosk to continue to be
extended as I know the owner desperately wants to do. However, more than that, it will
provide an opportunity for additional commercial facilities to be built in that area. It is
long overdue and I am pleased that it is part of this Reserves Bill.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Commifttee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon W.N. Stretch) in the Chain, Hon George Cash
(Minister for Lands) in charge of the Bill.
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Clauses 1 to 5 put and passed.
Clause 6: Reserve No. 35918 in the Shire of Droone -
Hon KIM CHANCE: Thbis reserve is the one I referred to briefly in my speech in die
second reading debate as die Dragon Tree Soak. The alteration involves a relatively
small northwards inclusion of what has been vacant Crown land. The purpose of its
northward relocation. is that all the wetlands of Dragon Tree Soak can be included in the
reserve. The Opposition is very keen to support this acquisition. I wonder whether any
significance is attached to why the initial conservation area did no: include the whole of
die soak.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will outline the history of this location, which will include the
reasons why it was not included previously. In July 1978 the then department of fisheries
and wildlife recommended that an area of vacant Crown land comprising approximately
10 700 ha centred upon Dragon Tree Soak be declared as a class A reserve for
conservation of flora and fauna. The soak is a permanent freshwater swamp situated in
the central region of the Great Sandy Desert and is a focus for wildlife in the area. The
intent is to conserve a unique and ecologically important microcosm dependent on one of
thre few sites with permanent fresh water available in this desert.
In March. 1979 Jannura location 1, containing an area of 14 182 ha, was proclaimed as a
class A conservation of flora and fauna reserve. The reserve number is 35918. Vesting
was in favour of the then Western Australian Wildlife Authority. However, due to the
area north of the soak being subject to a petroleum exploration permit, this area, now
described as Jarrnura location 2, was excluded from the original proclamation or
reservation. 'The result of this action was that the soak was undesirably close to the
northern boundary of reserve No 35918.
The Department of Minerals and Energy has no objection to Jarmura location 2 as
depicted on reserve diagram No 5 18 being included in class A reserve 359 18. The Shire
of Broome also supports this action. The Departmnent of Conservation and Land
Management staff have contacted Aboriginal groups in the area and the Aboriginal
Affairs Planning Authority has cleared the way for a reservation pursuant to the Land
(Titles and Traditional Usage) Act. In view of the A classification over reserve
No 35918, Reserves Bill action is necessary to include Jarmura location 2 - containing an
area of 3 547 ha - in the reserve.
The short answer to die member's question is that previously it was subject to a
petroleum exploration permit.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I listened with interest to the Minister's explanation. I was
trying to find the precise location of this reserve on the map provided with the clause
notes. Is it on the south east corner of the Shire of Broome? Is the boundary that is
depicted on the map to the right of that reserve the eastern most boundary of the Shire of
Broome? if that is the case, with which Aboriginal groups did the Department of
Conservation and Land Management consult? That location is far removed from any
Aboriginal community I can think of in that area. I am interested to know which groups
were consulted in an effort to ascertain whether a problem is associated with moving for
this reservation.
I note that the Minister said that the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority cleared the
way for reservation pursuant to the Land (Tdes and Traditional Usage) Act. The
Minster would no doubt appreciate that the provisions of that legislation pertaining to
clearing the way for reservations of this kind did not find favour with the Opposition
when the legislation was passed. I am keen to know whether any Aboriginal group
objected to this proposal, despite this reservation having been cleared pursuant to that
legislation.
Hon GEORGE CASH: This reserve is located to the north west of the southern boundary
of the Shire of Broome where it abuts the Shirt of East Pilbara Does that explain the
situation?
Hon Tom Stephens: Is that line a tropic?
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Hon GEORGE CASH: No, it appears to be the southern boundary of the Kimberley
division. On the plan the member has before him he will see some trig points, but it may
be of assistance to him if I provide him with a larger scale plan which actually shows die
boundaries of die Shire of East Pilbama and Shim of Broome.

Hon Tom Stephens: Is that point the southern boundary of the West Kimberley Shire?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, it is. I will provide the lurger map because it has the three
shires on it.
The Aboriginal communities which were consulted are Loomna and Bidyadanga and there
was no objection from diem.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Will the Minister advise whether there was any reason that the
Noonkanbah community was not consulted about this reservation? I think that
community would be the closest community to this land. Is that correct?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Looma and Bidyadanga communities were consulted by the
Department of Conservation and Land Management. I do not have any correspondence
from the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority which indicates with which communities
it consulted. It may have consulted the Noonkanbah community and I will endeavour to
find out that infornation for the member. Irrespective of which groups were consulted
on this issue, if we were talking about a potential land claim in that area and were trying
to determine which group might have an entitlement, obviously it would be a matter for
the various communities to work out between them. The Reserves Bill is simply
transferring another area into an A class reserve and it does not impact on the rights or
otherwise of groups in that area.
Clause put and passed.
Clause?7: Reserve No. 393"9 in the Shire of Broomnehill -
Hon KIM CHANCE: I have received advice from the Shires of Broomehill and
Busselton so I shall refer to clauses 7 and 8 together. These excisions are supported. In
the vast bulk of cases upon which I have sought advice of the shimes on specific clauses,
they were able to reply virtually Within one day; that was extremely pleasing. I thought
at that stage that the Bill may have been handled a little earlier than it has been.
Clause put and passed.
Clams 8 put and passed.
Clause 9: Reserve No. 21629 in the Shire of Busselton -

Hon KIM CHANCE: This clause relates to a more complex situation than some with
which we have dealt. It involves land in the Shire of Busselton in an area known as
Meelup conservation and recreation reserve at Dunsborough, and as such it is sensitive
and extremely valuable land. This change should not slip through without comment.
Simply, I understand through the notes provided that the point of the clause is to bring
together nmaler reserves into a large reserve; is that correct?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I confirm that that is the case. The local members, Mr Barry
Blailde and Mr David Smith, when he was Minister for Lands, were keen to have this
area established. Without decrying what we are doing at the moment, it is fair to say we
are continuing to tie some loose ends not finalised within other Reserves Bills.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 10: Reserve No. 27004 (Kalbani National Park) -

Hon KIM CHANCE: I enthusiastically support this clause. This matter has been close to
my hear for some time. However, I could have sworn we dealt with it last year.
Hon George Cash: Itjust felt that way. Perhaps you were being hopeful!
Hon KIM CHANCE: It has taken a long time for this amendment to arrive and it has
involved the cooperation of the former and present Governments. It has involved
Ministers for Environment and Lands, the Northampton Shire Council and the local
Aboriginal community at Barrell Well.
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Hon B.K Donaldson: And the Minister for Planning.
Hon KIMl CHANCE: Let us never forget the Minister for Planning; we always save the
best for last! I do not want to leave people out; the Department of Conservation and
Land Management was closely involved also. This has been a long and involved process
in making an excision from the national park to provide an area for commercial and
community use. It involves a considerable inclusion in the national park of a large piece
of land on the other side of Eudardy Station. That land will come into the Kalbarri
national putk. The national park will be the winner, along with the people of Kalbarri,
Northampton and all Wester Australians who are familiar with the mid-west coast.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The clause notes indicate that this amendment involves land
which falls within the electoral districts of Greenough and Northern Rivers. Is the
Murchison River the boundary between the two electorates?
Hon George Cash: I understand that it is between Greenough and Northern Rivers.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Therefore, the Murchison River will remain as the boundary.
Hon George Cash: Certainly at the mouth of the river. I do not know how far it extends.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The plan is not to put the town boundary into the seat of
Northern Rivers or my electorate, is it? I am puzzled why the clause notes refer to the
other electorates; or is this because of the land to go into the reserve as compensation for
land to be taken out; which will be included within the Northern Rivers electorate? That
appears to be what Mr Chance is saying, and the Minister is nodding his head.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Regarding the area to be added, it will be a nature reserve and
not part of the national park.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I presume that the nature reserve will be the subject of a clause
in a future Reserves Bill once the consultation is complete.
Hon George Cash: Yes.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 11 and 12 put and passed.
Clause 13: Reserve No. 1669 in the City oftNedlands -

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I spotted in the clause notes the reference to the urgent
requirement to establish a mobile telephone base in the Nedlands area! it seems that an
excision of land on what appears to be the Nedlands Golf Course is required to locate a
mobile telephone station. Will the golf course suffer an adverse impact from the urgent
needs of Telecom? I can appreciate that most of those who use the Nedlands Golf
Course have mobile telephones - I am envious of people who are able to afford such
implements. However, is the rush to look after the interests of mobile telephone users
about to cause some discomfort to the users of the golf course?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Telecom has obtained the consent of Nedlands City Council and
Nedlands Golf Club Inc to erect its facilities. They will be erected in a well timbered
location intended to achieve minimal visual impact. The Department of Planning and
Urban Development also agrees in principle to the proposal. I amn further advised that the
facilities will be erected next to an existing golf club shudL Therefore, not only will they
be aesthetically pleasing in the area but also they will ensure that golfers who use their
mobile phones while golfing have the best possible reception.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 14 to 16 put and passed.
Clause 17: Reserve No. 39897 (Purnululn National Park) -

Hon KIM CHANCE: This is not an excision as such. Indeed, it deals with the expansion
of the national par in the Shire of Halls Creek, which we may know more commonly as
Bungle Bungle national park but which now has the correct name of Purnululu national
park. The area to the south and west of the boundary of Purnululu national park is
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currently a C class reserve. It is proposed that a roughly crescent shaped piece of land
which wil wrap around the south west corner of Pumululu national park will be added to
that national park. When I called the Shire of Halls Creek to inquire about the change in
status fromn C class reserve to A class reserve in order to allow for this increase to
Purnululu national park, I did not expect for one moment that it would create any
problems. I was advised to speak to the shire president, who informed me after some
discussion that it could create a few problems, not because of the change proposed in this
Bill but because the land involved is at the boundary of land held under Aboriginal tribal
law and not State law. That land is held by the Djaru people to the north and the Gidja
people to the south west. When I got to that stage in the negotiations, I did what I
thought was the wisest thing and called upon Hon Tom Stephens to give me a hand. This
is an area with which Hon Tom Stephens is thoroughly familiar. He knows the shire
president personally, as he knows every shire president in that part of the world. He is
known and loved by shire clerks and presidents thiroughout the Kimberley.
Hon P.H. Lockyer I am sure they all know him. He works within his ability.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I spoke to an officer of the Department of Land Administration,
who advised me that any difficulties that might be created in regard to the requirement
for consultation, particularly if it involved an area that might be in dispute between
Aboriginal groups, amt largely in respect of the Dragon Tree Soak area, as the Minister
has already said, and it is largely the role of CALM to carry out that consultation.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I appreciated being alerted to this clause of the Bill by my
friend and colleague Hon Kim Chance and the fact that he had started the process of
consulting with the Shire of Halls Creek. While I was in his office, he took the
opportunity of putting me on the telephone to speak with the President of the Shire of
Halls Creek, Mr Malcolm Edwards, and I was able to pick up quickly a matter of which I
was reasonably well aware; namely, that there is a variety of Aboriginal interests in this
area because it is situated at the boundary of tribal lands. The words that were used by
Hon Kim Chance should have been juxtaposed, because the Djaru lands are more to the
south west and the Gidja lands are more to the north east, but nonetheless that area is at
the boundary of the lands of those two language groups.
I know that country extremely well. I have worked with the Aboriginal people of that
area and have made close friendships. I lived for a number of years just up the track at
Turkey Creek and I occasionally visited Mrends at Osborne Valley, the neighbouring
station owned at that time by Jack Green, an Aboriginal man from a distinguished
Aboriginal family which is related to my wife's family. That Aboriginal family comes
from the Skeahans, the Skeahans being Aboriginal relatives of the Duracks, who camne to
that area at the turn of the century.
Hon Kim Chance: They are also relatives of the shire president's wife.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Indeed. Shire president Edwards' wife Bonnie is from that
same family, and Bonnie, along with the rest of her family - people like Ribnga, Jack
Green's son, and his other children - has maintained a close interest in what has been
happening in regard to this area of land.
This area is associated with Purnululu national park, which is in turn associated with the
rock massif known as Bungle Bungle. That geographical feature has been discovered by
the wider world in more recent times. Of course, Aboriginal people and others of us who
were aware of it used to marvel at its beauty, and I guess it is always a fascinating
experience when others discover something that one has become used to and it suddenly
becomes a particularly significant discovery and is placed on the national beat for visiting
tourists. The Bungle Bungle ranges have become a major attraction for tourists into the
Kimberley region of Western Australia and the top end. This clause provides the
opportunity fbrthat area of land to beextended to aboundary that is mom suited to the
need to look after that national part.
The dispute of which I am aware relates to the Purnululu Aboriginal community which is
just north of the Osmond Range. This is one of the outstations of the Purnululu
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community of which Raymond Wallaby is part of the extended family. They rely on the
traditional country and because it is border country between two language groups a
consistent source of discussion has been who has the real say about the future and current
uses of the land.
Recently with United States Ambassador Perkins from Canberra I met with Raymond
Wallaby at another outstation associated with the community, at Frog Hollow just across
the border. The community spoke to the ambassador with great enthusiasm about plans
to ensure that the development of the national park continue to bring great benefits to the
people of the Kimberley, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. Raymond Wallaby and
other members of the community expressed to the ambassador the interests they have in
ensuring that everyone associated with the traditional landholdings is involved in the
process. He did not appear to hold any view of exclusivity as to who should benefit from
the use of die Purnululu national park as a tourist destination. There has been
considerable controversy about the national park as people have endeavoured to structure
a management plan that accommodates the interests of the tourism industry and the wider
community, and the requirements and needs of the traditional landowners in the area. A
balance has not always been struck in the way sought by the Aboriginal community.
Immediately following discussions with shire president Edwards I cook the opportunity to
refer this clause note and map details to the neighbouring Aboriginal conmmwnity at
Turkey Creek. There. are many Djaru and Gidja speakers in the community. There does
not appear to be any opposition to the clause or the proposals contained in it from either
the groups to the south or those immediately to the north west, but there is a strong desire
particularly on the part of the Djaru speakers from the south that they be included in
consultation undertaken by the Government regarding the proposals for the development
of the Purnululu national park. I am sure that there is a desire to be included in those
discussions and negotiations which are warmly welcomed by Raymond Wallaby and the
members of his extended family who have formed the Purnululu National Park
Corporation.
in that context, I do not have any problems with the. clause being included in the
Reserves Bill. Ther does not seem to be anything that hinges on the fact that there awe
two groups who have not always felt they have been adequately consulted. Even now
that the clause has been drawn to their attention they do not have any problem with it.
Clause put and pasised.
Clause 18 put and passed.
Clause 19: Reserve No. 23339 in the Shire of Westonia -

Hon KIM CHANCE: Reserve 23339 is one with which I am familiar, having fanned in
the Westonia Shire for some years. Anyone who has a map of the area will be struck by
the fact that the reserve sits in a page full of square blocks. That is literally what the
country is like. We are sometimes critical of the early surveyors and, more particularly,
the legislators and the pioneer farmers for the manner in which they cleared the land in
square blocks. This is very open, plains country, originally lightly forested, and easily
cleared. It is not scrub country hut plains, forest countr with approximately 25 trees
15 to 20 feet high to the acre. The areas that have been left behind are of immense value
because they are more or less virgin area apart from some invasion of weeds.
The other reason I bring this matter to the attention of the Chamber is that it is a unique
area and one we hear about almost every time we hear a weather report, because about
three kilometres south of resere 23339 is a road called Elsewhere Road. The road name
comes directly from weather forecasts where after rain is forecast in one part of the world
and fog in another, it is always fin elsewhere. This area is reputed to be so dry that once
a person is on it he is on the way to the place where it is continually fine, hence the name
Elsewhere Road.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 20 put and passed.
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Clause 21: Albany Lot 833 in the Town of Albany -
Hon KIM CHANCE: This site was originally set aside for a trades hail and was held in
trust for that purpose. The information I have from Albany is that there is no objection
now to the proposal in this clause. In a number of major towns, sites are set aside for this
purpose which have never been developed for this purpose.
Hon George Cash: Thien is one in Geraldton.
Hon KIM CHANCE: There is, and if I did not raise this matter now my electorate officer
would not talk to me for a month. Future sites set aside for this purpose will niot be as
negotiable as the Albany situation has been. I am assured by Hon Bob Thomas that this
is a proper and appropriate procedure and the Opposition is happy to support it. I am told
that a long history is involved, but we will not go into that.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I am pleased to support the proposal. It is nice to see a proposal
in which the department has contacted the owners of the lease or the area vested in a
Crown grant, and that it has received their cooperation in assigning the land. Now it will
return to the Government. It is a pleasure to support that process, in contrast with
previous occasions when the department has managed to bring resumptions to this
Chamber and have them passed without even a word to the owner, who held the leases
over many years. Despite maintaining 20 years of correspondence about one block with
Perth Trades Hall, the department could not find the address to tell us that it was going to
Parliament to take it from us. I am pleased these changes do not mirror that procedure.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 22: Bedfordale Lot 56 in the Town of Bedrordale -

Hon KIM CHANCE: The second paragraph concerns me a little. Advice has been
received that the Armadale Christian Education Association, which holds the land in trust
as a school site, is in provisional liquidation and the first mortgagee, BankWest, would
like to sell the buildings and transfer the land to the Swan Christian Education Centre. It
seems as though we have Crown land which has buildings on it which BankWest has
used as security for a loan. That seems a very strange set of circumstances. Why would
BankWest have allowed buildings to be used as security when there was no way of ever
realising on that security without this clause being passed in a Reserves Bill?
Hon GEORGE CASH: This land is a Crown grant in trust. If the mortgagee wishes to
take security over such land, that is permissible under the Land Act. The Armadale
Christian Education Association has run into financial difficulties. It is currently in debt
to BankWest and the Land Act makes provision for the mortgagee, in this case
BankWest, to take certain action to sell the land. The Crown grant will have to be lifted
to create the land as freehold and the mortgagee will do whatever he wishes with the
land. I do not want to pre-enmpt what will happen to it, but the balance of the land will be
transfenred to the Swan Christian Education Centre. The buildings will be sold to satisfy
debt.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 23 put and passed.
New clause 24 -
Hon GEORGE CASH: I move -

After clause 23 to insert the following new clause -

Reserves Nos. 28330 and 24876 in the City of Perth
24. (1) Perth Lot 792. described in Certificate of Tide Volume 1998
Folio 172, held for an estate in fee simple by Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth the Second to be used and held solely for the purpose of the
requirements of the Commissioners of the Rural and Industries Bank of
Western Australia, is by this subsection -

(a) freed and discharged from that intent;
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(b) revested in Her Majesty as of Her former estate;
(c) removed from the operation of the Transfer of Land Act

1893; and
(d) constituted Crown land within the meaning of that

expression in the Land Act 1933.
(2) Perth Lot 837, described in Certificate of Title Volume 1316 Polio

891, held for an estate in fee simple by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the
Second to be used and held solely for the purpose of the requirements of
the Commissioners of the Rural and Industries Bank of Western Australia,
is by this subsection -

(a) freed and discharged from that intent;
(b) revested in Her Majesty as of Her former estate;
(c) removed from the operation of the Transfer of Land Act

1893; and
(d) constituted Crown land within the meaning of that

expression in the Land Act 1933.
(3) Path Lot 845, described in Certificate of Title Volume 1721 Folio

977, held for an estate in fee simple by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the
Second, is by this subsection -

(a) revested in Her Majesty as of Her former estate;
(b) removed from the operation of the Transfer of Land Act

1893; and
(c) constituted Crown land within the meaning of that

expression in the Land Act 1933.
(4) Reserve No. 28330, classified as of Class A, containing 63 square

metres, set apart for "Use and Requirements of R & I Bank' is cancelled.
(5) Reserve No. 24876, classified as of Class A, containing 1619 square

metres, set apart for "Use and Requirements of R & I Bank" is amended
by including the land described in subsections (2) and (3) so that the
reserve contains an area 1697 square metres being Perth Lot 1065.

(6) The purpose of Reserve No. 24876, as amended by subsection (5) is
changed from "Use and Requirements of R & I Bank" to "Historic
Precinct, Public Pur~poses, Community Use and Ancillary and Beneficial
Commercial Purposes".

Members are no doubt aware that one of this Government's initiatives, as part of the plan
to reinvigorate the City of Perth, is the establishment of the historic precinct in part
involving the old Town Hall, central government buildings and the old Rural and
Industries Bank buildings in Barrack Street. On 30 June 1994 the Government purchased
the bank properties which involved three land parcels comprising Perth lots 792 and 837
set aside as class A reserve Nos 24876 and 28330 respectively, both for the purpose of
"ouse and benefit of the Commissioner of the R & I Bank".
The remaining property being Perth lot 845 is a small lot of only 15 square metres which
was held in fee simple of the bank which was the subject of neither a class A reserve nor
a mist. The purchase was effected pursuant to agreements negotiated between
BankWest, the Heritage Council of WA, the Perth City Council and the Government
Property Office. The agreements include requirements for the R & I Bank buildings to
be demolished as part of the historic precinct proposal and for part of the plot ratio
relevant to the land in question to be transferred to the BankWest rower at the corner of
William Street and St George's Terrace, pursuant to a heritage agreement.
The Government Property Office, following settlement of the purchase and with the
agreement of the Heritage Council, has requested that lots 792, 837 and 845 be
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amalgamated and set apart as one class A reserve for historic precinct, public purposes,
community use and ancillary and beneficial community purposes. New clause 24
therefore provides for formal discharge of the trust surrendered by BankWest as part of
die sale contract, removal of the land from the operations of die freehold land system and
consolidation as a single class A reserve under the Land Act. The consolidated reserve
will, however, continue to be subject to the reduced plot ratio consistent with the heritage
agreement that formed part of the purchase agreement by the Crown, and any possible
future development on this land must take this into consideration. I commend new clause
24 and seek leave to table a plan showing the affected lands.
Leave granted. [See paper No 415.]
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Opposition supports the clause and enthusiastically supports
the principle of this proposed land use. During the second reading debate I said that there
was something in this Bill which was of particular interest to members of this House. I
thank the Minister's officer, Mr Tim H-illiard, who passed the information to me in the
rapid briefing we had about a quarter of an hour before this Bill came into the Chamber.
One of die components of the land - that is, Perth location 837 - is the site of the former
Legislative Council of Western Australia, and very likely the site of the frst form of
government in this State approximately 160 years ago. The purpose of the combination
of these lots is to form a heritage precinct. The Opposition, and I hope most certainly
Hon John Cowdell, joins in my enthusiasm in supporting the clause.
New clause put and passed.
Title put and passed.
Dill ftported, with an amendment.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (SUPERANNUATION) LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Resumed from 28 September.
HON AJ.G. MacflERNAN (East Metropolitan) [10.50 pm]: The basic purpose of the
Bill is to enable the City of Perth superannuation scheme to comply with the provisions
of the Commonwealth Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993. This
amendment to the Local Governent Act will enable the scheme board to establish a
corporate trustee as required under the Commonwealth Act. Thie Opposition is very
supportive of the Commonwealth legislation, and hence it will support the Bill in its
endeavour to achieve compliance with the Commonwealth legislation, just as earlier this
year the Opposition supported similar legislation in respect of the Western Australian
local government industry fund.
We are concerned about a few matters, the first of which I hope the Minister will be able
to clarify for us. Prom the correspondence we have received in relation to this matter I
understand that the requirement of the Commonwealth Act is that these rust provisions
should be put in place by I July 1994. This Bill however was not introduced into the
Legislative Assembly until 16 June 1994. We now find ourselves moving towards the
end of October 1994. It would appear that the City of Perth scheme has been in breach of
the Commonwealth requirements for some four to five months. I hope the Minister will
explain to us what interim arrangements, if necessary, have been put in place to ensure
that the board of the City of Perth scheme has not been placed in a difficult position and
in breach of the Commonwealth legislation or. indeed, that any of the beneficiaries of the
scheme have been disadvantaged by the fact the scheme has failed to comply with the
Comnmonwealth legislation during that period.
The second and more substantial matter we want to raise is that of the scope of the
scheme under the new structure in which the City of Perth finds itself. The Bill makes
some minor amendments to the qualifications for those eligible to participate in the
scheme. Ile scheme was originally set up in 1937 for the municipality known as the
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City of Perth. It continued until the carve up of the City of Perth in 1993. The City of
Perth Restructuring Act dealt with the question of who from that time on would be
eligible to join this scheme. It defined it in two ways: All City of Perth employees in the
newly defined and massively scaled down City of Perth could continue to participate in
the scheme, and those persons who were transferred from the City of Perth to the new
tiny towns and who were at the time of the transfer contributors to the City of Perth
scheme could continue to participate in that scheme. It was made clear that the newly
recruited employees of the new towns carved out of the former municipality of Perth
were not to be given the opportunity to elect to join the City of Perth scheme.
The amendment in the legislation substitutes the word "member" for "contributor", and in
that way broadens that class of eligible people among those who have transferred from
the City of Perh to one of the new towns. The use of the word "contributor basically
confined that group to those white collar workers who contributed to the scheme. That
excluded some 400 wages staff who were members of the City of Perth scheme but not
contributors; that is, they were involved with the scheme arising out of the federal
occupational superannuation requirements. This amendment would allow another 400
persons, a percentage of whom may be transferring to the new towns, to maintain their
eligibility to join the City of Perth scheme. Of course, we support this broadening of the
range of persons eligible to join the scheme. This amendment has clearly been
introduced to correc an unintended consequence that arose out of a drafting peculiarity.
The real point is that these amendments do not go far enough. They are not sufficient to
reverse the eventual destruction of the financial viability of what can only be described as
a highly successful superannuation scheme. T'he essential problem is that the new
miniature City of Perth, or as we in the area prefer to call it the Shire of Perth, will not
have sufficient employees to provide a long term base for the scheme. We cannot talk
bard figures here, because the commissioners in their wisdom have not yet given us very
much guidance as to how many persons will be employed in the restructured City of
Perth. It stands to reason that there will be considerably fewer than those in the original
municipality. Theme were some 86 000 residents in the City of Perth before the carve up
and there will be somewhere between 5000O and 9 000 in the new City of Perth. It is
evident therefore that we will see a massive reduction in the Perth scheme, probably
moving down from something in excess of 1 000 to somewhere in the order of
200 employees. Our view and that of the organisations involved is that that will not be a
big enough base for recruitment for this scheme.
Our second objection is that these amendments fail to address the need for a broader base
for the continuity of the scheme. The proposal contained in the City of Perth
Restructuring Act which precludes all employees of new towns from sharing in this
scheme has the effect that new towns are excluded from the advantage that they as
municipalities might gain from being able to offer this scheme to their employees. As I
have said, the City of Perth scheme is highly lucrative and very attractive to potential
employees, and the new towns certainly should be able to have the benefit of
participating in that scheme, thereby assisting their recruitment endeavours and capacity
to retain staff. It is said that the scheme has operated since 1961 in competition with the
local government industry scheme. The scheme has two different complexions. With
respect to those who made contributions, it is a defined benefit scheme and, as such, it is
generous by any standards. It also operates as an accumulation scheme with respect to
occupational superannuation. Again, it has shown well above average returns on
investments. At the moment the accumulation scheme fund is showing a net crediting
rate of 7 per cent. The asset base of the scheme is extremely strong, with a value of
approximately $35m. Its liabilities amount to $31m, which means it has a net asset
position of $4m. This sanguine view of the performance of the City of Perth scheme is
obviously shared by the employees of the City of Perth and the eligible employees of the
new towns, as the overwhelmingly majority have elected to join the scheme in preference
to the WA local government scheme.
I will elaborate slightly on what I said previously about the threat to the viability of the
scheme by the paring of the number of persons eligible to join the scheme. I want to
ensure this is understood by those members sitting riveted to this debate!
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[Quorum fonmed.]
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: The threat to the viability of the scheme is chat over time the
number of people eligible to join this scheme will be vastly reduced. At the moment
more than 1 000 employees of die City of Perth are eligible to join. The restructuring
Bill has allowed those who transfer from the City of Perch to one of the new towns by
June 1996 to retain their eligibility, but it precludes the new employees of the new towns
from participating. Over time the pool of eligible people to join this scheme will be
reduced to between 200 and 300. The board of the City of Perth scheme is extremely
concerned about this and has written to the Minister for Local Government expressing
great concern about the Government's refusal to allow all employees to participate in the
new scheme. The board wrote -

Actuarial assumptions for Defined Benefit Funds are predicated on the influx of
new (and in particular, younger members), as the cost of providing benefits to
older members is far higher than for younger members. Economy of scale is ao
a factor in the administration of any fund. Your proposal is therefore detrimental
to dhe future viability of the Fund as the Fund will be precluded from obtaining
any new members in those Towns. Local Government functions on the
movement of staff between councils to gain experience and promotion and
therefore within the foreseeable future there will be very few members of the City
of Perth Superannuation Fund in those new towns.

The Opposition urges the Government to reconsider this matter. It is quite clear that the
restriction on the membership of the scheme to those who are working or have worked
for the City of Perth, and die refusal by the Government at this point to allow all
employees to join the scheme, will result in its falling below that critical mass and
collapsing in on itself. It is difficult to understand the Government's logic; the scheme is
in healthy surplus, it is no burden on the ratepayers, and it provides attractive
superannuation benefits to staff. It was developed by the City of Perth in its original
formation, which included those areas now in the new towns. We believe the availability
of such a scheme provides a benefit to the authorities, as it is an attractive inducement
and provides strong incentive for staff to stay within an authority that can participate in
the scheme. It is grossly unfair that the new towns should be denied the opportunity to
offer their employees the benefits of this scheme, given that the ratepayers of the new
towns have contributed to the formation of the scheme, as much as the ratepayers in the
newly formed City of Perth. It is another example of the assets of the old municipality
being redirected exclusively to die 9 per cent of the old municipality's ratepayers who
remain within the redefined City of Perth.
To avoid any confusion, I place on record that the Opposition supports the employees of
die City of Perth and the new towns retaining the right to join the WA local government
industry scheme. We note that from time to time the board of the City of Perth scheme
has floated the idea of exclusive coverage over the employees of the City of Perth and the
new towns. We recognise and understand that most employees, if given the choice, will
select the City of Perth scheme. Therefore, this exclusive coverage is not necessary to
maintain the scheme's critical mass. However, it is clear that certain people - perhaps
because they do not plan to stay with the municipality for very long - prefer to join the
wider industry scheme which will give coverage no matter which local government
authority they move to. That right should remain.
The Opposition also congratulates the current board of the local government scheme for
its success in turning around the fortunes of that fund. Like many other funds, it went
through a very difficult patch in the lawe 1980s and suffered major losses. A change of
management and implementation of disciplined and prudent management practices, has
allowed the board to extinguish the debt of the fund and return it to a situation of surplus.
It has a market value of approximately $l.Sm. This was achieved without ever recording
a debit rating against the members' fund and while adopting the conservative position of
placing all investments in capital guaranteed funds.
Thke prime concern the Opposition wants to highlight in this debate is the need to extend
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the potential membership base of the City of Perth scheme to include all employees of
the new towns. To that end I have proposed an amendment which appears on the
Supplementary Notice Paper and which I will speak to in detail during the Committee
stage of the debate. It is important to understand a few basic principles. The City of
Perth scheme was developed by the old City of Perth. From 1937 the ratepayer
contributions to that scheme during its formative years, when high levels of ratepayer
contributions were required, were made equally by the ratepayers of those new towns as
they were by the ratepayers of the newly formed City of Perth. There is no rationale for
confining the benefit of that scheme to the employees of the City of Perth. Just as equity
demands that all the assets of the City of Perth - that includes the reserves, and the
Mindarie tip site and dhe valuable areas of real estate that surround it - should be shared
equally among all the new municipalities that have been carved out of the old city, so
must this scheme continue to remain available to employees of those new towns. That
will benefit the towns. It will certainly be an excellent inducement in the recruitment of
staff. Perhaps even more important than that is that we have now a successful scheme.
However, it will collapse in upon itself within the space of five years if it fails to sustain
a critical mass. No logical explanation has been given by the Government for its failure
to extend this scheme to the new towns. I look forward to the Minister addressing these
questions in some detail.
HON E.J. CHARLTON (Agricultural - Minister for Transport) [11.12 pm]: As has
been demonstrted on previous occasions, Hon Alannali MacTieman is an authority on
anything to do with local government, in particular the Perth City Council. Her
comments tonight have centred on the City of Perth superannuation scheme and die
benefits of carrying that scheme over to ongoing employees of the City of Perth. The
member has indicated her support for that, and her disapproval that the scheme will not
be open to employees of the new towns. I am sure the member is aware of the
Government's position as indicated in the other place, so we will deal with that during
Committee. The member's comments on the success of the scheme are endorsed, but
other arguments suggest that that scheme should not be extended to cover other towns.
Deregulation will result in the option being available to local government employees to
be part of whatever superannuation scheme they want. The Opposition holds a contrary
view to that of the Government on that point and we will leave that debate until the
Committee stage.
The Bill was necessitated by Commonwealth legislative requirements, and Hon Alannah
MacTiernan mentioned that June was the deadline and it is now October. I do not have
any information on that, but I will take on board die contributions made by the member
on the variations in the schemes when the new towns come on stream. However, in the
final analysis it is a matter of whether we agree or disagree on how to deal with local
government employees' superannuation requirements. I thank the member for her
comments and commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

PEARLING AMENDMENT BILL (No 2)
PEARLING INDUSTRY PROMOTION TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT

LEVY BILL
Cognate Debate

On motion by Hon E.. Charlton (Minister for Transport), resolved -

That Orders of the flay Nos 6 and 7 be debated cognately through all stages.
Second Readings - Cognate Debate

Resumed frorn 28 September.
HON AJ.G. MecTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [11.19 pm]: I cannot speak very
broadly about pearlig, but I can point to some grave deficiencies in this legislation.
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A few of us have been to Broome, although we do not pretend to be experts. It is not
important here to talk about the pearling industry. Our concerns involve the totally
unacceptable degree of delegation of parliamentary power to the Executive Government
that is contained in this Bill. It amounts to an' abdication by Parliament of its legislative
power. If Hon Phil Lockyer and others would care to read the Bill, they would see that
the Bills permit a levy or a tax to be imposed on the owners of hatchery icences and
pennting licences for the development of a fond to be used, inter slin, for pearl promotion
and pearl industry training and management The Opposition has no problem in principle
with a levy for this purpose. We think it is totally supportable and it is the type of
legislation that traditionally Labor Governments have put in place. However, our
concern, is the way in which this levy has been expressed, or not expressed, in this
legislation.
Hon P.H. Lackyer interjected.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I have been in my portfolio for one day; the Government's
man has been in his for 18 months. Hon Phil Lockyer should give me a couple of weeks
to get on top of things.
Our concern is that the legislation gives no guidance as to how this tax will be calculated
and as to the quantum of the levy. There are express provisions within the legislation
that nrt far too broad to be described as delegation of authority and which amount to an
abdication of legislative authority. This does not make good legislative sense in itself.
As a Legislature we must be very particular about giving powers of this breadth to the
Executive. There are many instances where the striking of the precise rate of a levy is
included in delegated legislation. In this legislation there is not even an indication of the
index by which any such rate will be struck. Theme is incredible breadth permitted quite
expressly in that the regulations mnay, in respect of any licences re-ferred to in subsection
(1), prescribe an amount by way of levy in all cases, subject to specified exceptions or in
a specified class or case or prescribe - this is more important - different amounts by way
of levies in respect of different classes of case. There is no indication of what those
classes might be.
The companion legislation, the Pearling Amendment Bill, specifically provides the
Minister with the power - quite outside the notion of regulation by direct Executive
action - to provide in whole or in part exemptions from these levies on the basis of what
the Minister may perceive to be hardship. As I say, it is far too great a power to the
Executive. I am sure that Hon John Halden will expand on this and show that there is
some question that such extensive delegation may amount to a breach of the Constitution,
particularly now that we have the celebrated Stephens and others case and the celebrated
Theophanous case that have shown that those provisions which can be implied or
expressed in the Commonwealth Constitution can likewise be implied in the provisions
of the State Constitution.
HON DOUG WENN (South West) [11.25 pm]: With a great deal of annoyance I
oppose this Bill. A lot of work has gone into discussions between the Western Australian
Fishing Industry Council and others in the industry, particularly those in the pearling
industry, and the Fisheries Department. The way in which this Bill has come into this
place is very unfortunate. It is also unfortunate that yesterday we discussed the fisheries
legislation. We allowed another very similar Bill to be dealt with cognately with the
fisheries legislation. Had I been momt await - I put all of my work into the main fisheries
Bill - I would have asked that the Bills be dealt with separately and that these pearling
Bills be dealt with cognately with the fisheries Bills. The fisheries Bills that we dealt
with yesterday contained some of the same provisions that are in the pearling Bills. I
have been kicking myself all day because I was not alert enough to pick up what was
happening-
Hon John Halden: I thought that was me.
Hon DOUG WENN: It was all of us. The idea was put forward by the Western
Australian Fishing Industry Council. What is being put forward for the pearling industry
in this legislation is a great idea. However, as I read it, it is far too wide. It is so wide
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that we could almost drive a truck - or even a road train or a B-double - through it. It will
create a lot of problems. I put it to the Fisheries Department representatives earlier
today - I thank the Minister and the department for getting those people here as quickly
as they did - that I would have liked to see this Bill withdrawn;, however, the Government
was not too keen on that. My next suggestion was to adjourn the Bill so that I could have
the opportunity to talk to WAFIC and the industry and get a better understanding of the
line that would be taken.
The Leader of the House said earlier this evening that we will complete the second
reading debate and then the Bill will be adjourned. The problem with adjourning the Bill
and not withdrawing it is that we cannot make any amendments to the Bill because it is a
money Bill, a tax Bill. I spoke to some people today about puffing in some amendments,
but I understand that we cannot do that heme. It must go back to the other place for any
amendments. At the end of the day I hope the Minister will see that and will take the
opportunity to proceed down that path. When I read the Pearling Industry Promotion
Training Management and Levy Bill, I was quite aghast to think I would vote for it in this
House. Last night I spoke very strongly about the need for training within the fishing
industry, not so much in the pearling industry but in relation to deckhands in general. I
decided that one needed to read the Bill a lot moat closely. The part relating to where the
levy may be prescribed is where I started becoming concerned. Clause 4(1) of the
Penning Industry Promotion Training and Management Levy Bill states -

For the purposes of section 42F of the principal Act, the Governor may make
regulations prescribing an amount by way of levy that is to be payable in respect
of either or both of the following -

(a) hatchery licences-,
(b) pearling licences.

Hion Alannah MacTiemnan made the point about where we are going. The Bill contains
nothing to describe the levels these degrees will be. I found it concerning that with this
being such an open Bill, the hatchery part could be played against the pearling section
once it got into the field. I know I may be using a broad sword; however, the reality is
that it can be done. I am not saying that we have an unscrupulous Minister now, or that
we have had them in the past; however, we do not know what the future will bring. This
Bill gives die Minister the absolute right to administer moneys raised through the levy;
that is, through a tax. It was not the initial idea of WAFIC that the matter be handled in
that manner. Its idea was that the funds raised would go directly to it, and that it would
administer them. However, the Minister has decided otherwise. It is to be done through
the Treasury Department under -

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: The Financial Administation and Audit Act.
Hon DOUG WENN: I thank Hon Ross Lightfoot, who has come to listen to me also. I
am happy about that. I have no problem with it being administered ini that way because
the auditing would be thorough. I ant not saying that it would not be thorough with
WAFIC, but the chances of mistakes are limited under that Act. I understand chat the
levy will be set by the industry. It concerns me that the Bill contains nothing to indicate
what that levy will be, but it states that there will be a 20 per cent penalty. How does one
set a penalty when the levy has not been set? I believe strongly that we need a direction.
Hon Tom Helm: Where does it say that?
Hon DOUG WENN: Proposed section 42D)(l), penalty for non-payment, states -

If an amount of a levy remains unpaid after the day on which it becomes due for
payment, there is payable to cte Minister by way of penalty, in addition to the
amount of the levy, an amount calculated at the rare of 20% .. .

l am not alawyer. I read that to indicate that if we can go to the rime and effort of
finding a way to impose a penalty, we must be able to indicate what the levy will be. We
spoke yesterday about levies under the Fisheries Act. It is interesting that someone has
not sat down and put provisions for that together, from the hatchery to the farm, and then
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to the factory where the processing will be done. I was told today chat at the WAFIC
annual general meeting, 75 per cent of the people within the industry voted to agree to
this levy. However, was it ever discussed? To what degree did the discussions extend
beyond the fact that a levy would be put in place?
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It doesn't matter what the levy is, because the Minister will collect
it only if the industry requests him to,
Hon Tom Stephens: Where does it say that?
Hon DOUG WENN: It does say that in the second reading speech and in the Bill. The
member is dead right. However, does Hon Ross Lightfoot believe that what we are
putting together here tonight is what every member in this House is responsible for? At
the end of the day it is not the industry which will be responsible for this, but us. We are
talking about a tax. This is a Bill which we cannot amend because it bas come in as a
money Bill. Because it is so wide it cannot be sent to the Standing Committee on
Delegated Legislation or to any other committee. It is totally at the convenience of the
NMinister. The Minister can set the levy without discussions with anyone else.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: He will set it only if there is widespread acceptance in the industry
for it, and then he will collect it only if he is requested to.
Hon DOUG WENN: Once this Bill is passed the power will be in the hands of the
Minister, not the House.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: The Minister will collect it if requested.
Hon DOUG WENt!: This House wI have no further say in what happens with this Bill
once it is passed. As members of this place, we are setting a tax. Because it is so open-
ended, we cannot send it to anyone else to administer. I am not suggesting that Ministers
who we have had in the past and who we have today - I cannot discuss what will happen
in the future - will not discuss this matter with the industry or the Fisheries Department.
However, under this Bill he does not have to do that.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: He is obliged as I read it.
Hon John Halden: Where is that Ross?
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It is in the second reading speech.
Hon DOUG WENN: Where is it in the Bill?
Hon John Halden: Yes, where is it? You are talking through the top of your head.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Read the second reading speech.
Hon DOUG WENN: I have taken on board what Hon Ross Lightfoot said. It is in the
second reading speech. One of the things that I did in the past and which I stopped doing
because I was criticised for it, was to pick up the second reading speech and highlight
what I wanted to refer to and the points that I thought were worthy of discussion.
However, someone on the other side said, "Here he goes again; he has the second reading
speech and he believes everything that is in it." I thought, "Hang on, I always thought the
second reading speech was an explanation of what is in the Bill. Obviously it is not."
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It is the intent of the Bill.
Hon DOUG WENN: It is the intent of the Bill, but it is not in the Bill. We pass the Bill.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Well, the Minister has misled the House.
Hon DOUG WENN: We went through that argument earlier on. That is why we are still
sitting here discussing this Bill. Thte reality is that we pass the Bill, not the second
reading speech. I am concentrating on the Bill.
Hon Tom Stephens: Mr Wenn, is Mr Lightfoot's claim about the Bill accurate whereby
the Bill contains a provision which allows the Minister to impose a tax?
Hon DOUG WENt!: Hon Tom Stephens might want to raise that matter with the
member later.
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I have made my points. I have grave concerns about this Bill being so open-ended. I
have no doubt that the chairman of the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated
Legislation will tell me that I was wrong when I said that it could not go to that
committee because it is so wide open. I think that the Minister must seriously consider
my comments.
The Minister said that we will continue with this Bill until the end of the second reading
debate and then the Bill will be adjourned until the next sitting of the House. [ hope,
however, that the Minister gives me a little more time although I understand that WAFIC
and the industry want this to happen. I also understand that the funds will be used only
for the good of the industry. However. I am concerned that the legislation is so wide
open that it will be used incorrectly. If I really used a broad brush, the legislation could
be used to do away with opposition by some major companies. That may be pie in the
sky scuff. However, members should not think that it will not happen. It can happen
with the way this Bill has been drafted. It is possible in relation to the hatchery and
pearling licences. If one is pitted against the other, a truly good lobby group could ask
the Minister not to give the other side any money because it is not good for the industry
or for some other reason. Yet, that body could be the one that tul~y needs funding to
continue in existence.
My real wish for this Bill is that it be totally withdrawn from this place and sent back to
the lower House for it to amend. All I ant asking for is for a figure to be included in the
Bill which sets the levy. It should be a percentage, not necessarily a certain amount of
money, in those grades to which I referred earlier, that is, hatcheries, fanning, processing,
marketing or whatever. At the end of the day, the industry will pay for that. All I want
to see is a nice even playing field so that everyone comes out equally and no-one benefits
more than others. I hope the Minister cakes that on board. Again I ask for a couple of
days to allow me to have meetings with WAFIC, the Fisheries Department, and the
industry.
HON JOHN iiALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) 1 11.43 pm]: It
is not my usual practice to become involved in primary industry matters. However, I
should on more occasions. I took the opportunity when I first arrived at Parliament
House today of perusing these Bills and I was somewhat surprised by their content. They
go to the role of this place and the role of the Government. If we believe that this place is
a 1-ouse of Review and that Parliament has certain obligations, it is incumbent on us to
consider in the passage of these Bills whether we will uphold some well established
principles and rights held by the community. The first principle to which we should give
consideration in relation to this Bill is whether people are entitled to know their liability
to be taxed. As Hon Doug Wenn suggested, this Bill does not provide that opportunity.
What it does do is leave the amount of tax to be fixed by the Executive rather than by
Parliament.
It was said earlier tonight chat when members opposite sat over here, they often bleated
about certain matters. I can remember specifically that one of those matters related to the
supremacy of this place. vis a via the Executive. I do not know how many times we were
pleasured by Hon Peter Foss and Hon Derrick Tomlinson providing us with dissertations
about the supremacy of this place over the Executive.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: They are silent now.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: They are always silent these days.
Hon ND. Griffiths: They won't say a word right now.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: They will not, indeed. This Bill does exactly what those
members lectured us about. It reverses the supremacy of Parliament and the Executive.
For the enlightenment of the Minister, if he has the slightest doubt that the levy imposed
by this Bill is not a tax, I suggest he read the High Court decision relating to the Northern
Suburbs Cemetery case, a case that involved the same sort of levy for the same purpose.
The High Court said that the levy was a tax.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Primary industry has levies across the board. Do you call those
taxes?
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: This levy for the purposes of the Bill is a tax. A number of the
levies referred to by the Minister may be taxes. However, I would want to see what the
levies are for. They may not be levies, but fees.
Hon ElJ Charlton interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The difficulty with die Minister is that when one tries to put a
rational argument to him all we get is naivety and stupidity. To be honest, we am getting
a bit sick of it. If we take the responsibility of this place seriously and try to make good
legislation and to make constructive comments, we are not imbued -

Hon E.I. Chariton: I gave my view. Do you want to have rational comments. You said
the problem is that it is a tax. However, it is what the industry wants.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am saying it is a tax. However, I can see light at the end of the
tunnel. We are not opposing this Bill to knock out this levy. We are proposing good
legislation that protects the rights of people and guarantees the supremacy of this
Parliament over the Executive on issues of taxation. That is all we are trying to do. If
someone suggests to the Minister that a levy is not a tax, he should refer that person to
the High Court decision on the Northern Suburbs Cemnetery case in which it said that the
levy for the same purpose as this Bill, a training levy, is a tax.
Clause 6 of the Pearling Amendment Bill (No 2) should give this House concern. It
provides that the Minister may waive the levy if it causes a person undue hardship. I
understand why that is in the Bill. However, when that is added to the provision in the
No 2 Bill which allows for a differential taxing regime and we allow for the total regime
to be brought down by regulation, at the end of the day the Executive will control this
form of taxation, not the Parliament. The question we have to ask is whether this is the
sort of public policy that we as politicians consider desirable. I suggest that it is not. I
think it is an erosion of the Parliament's rights to fix taxation.
I guess one could ask why it is necessary for the Parliament to fix a tax &r establish a tax
formula. 'The answer to that is that it gives greater scrutiny to this place rather than
having the matter decided by regulation. I will refer to the regulation issue later.
Members know that state revenue is a two-way process. It is about taxation on the one
hand and appropriation on the other. This Bill clearly states that the Government can tax,
but it does not have to appropriate because that will be done by way of regulation. That
is not the sort of financial regime members want in this State. The Minister is looking
uncomfortable and I advise him that I am not suggesting the levy is a bad idea. If I
continue with the analogy of the double-sided ledger, the Opposition's opinion is that this
legislation provides the opportunity for the Government to have blank cheques. It can
collect die taxation and pay it out in any way it likes and it will not be subject to
parliamentary scrutiny. I would not have thought those members who have been in this
House since 1983 would accept that. Even though members opposite have changed
sides, I suggest they would still find this proposition unacceptable.
I come back to the point that people are entitled to know their tax liability. If a tax is
imposed on a group of people, or the population generally, the actual amount of the tax
payable should be readily evident from a reading of the legislation. It is not an
outrageous proposition.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Sam Piantadosi): Order! The Minister cannot address
people in the President's Gallery from that position.
Hon E.J. Chariton: I am having a drink of water.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: If the dollar value is not stated in the legislation, the formula to
be used to create the tax should be clearly enunciated in it. Would members opposite
suggest in all honesty that we should have this sort of open-ended approach to the Land
Tax Act or the Stamp Act? I presume by their silence that the answer is no.
Hon N.D. Griffidis: Do not presume anything.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Parliament should not tolerate that son of regime. Under
this legislation die Executive wil have the power to determine the rate of tax without
reference to a statutorily prescribed formula. The Government's behaviour is strange
considering that it was elected on a mandate of accountability. This legislation erodes a
central right of people in this State to know their tax liability. It will result in the erosion
of the powers of this Parliament to oversee the rate of taxation and to determine how the
legislation will be implemented in terms of the rate of collection. I have no idea why the
regime should be changed in this instance. The proposals in this legislation could lead to
the imposition of an arbitrary and unjust tax over which the Parliament has no control.
The accountability provisions will be eroded and the only way members could possibly
ensure protection for the community is by way of the disallowance of regulations by
either House. I do not have very much faith in that provision. I have seen it work very
well for conservative Oppositions, but it has worked abysmally for Labor Oppositions.
In spite of the veracity of that argument, it has not worked impartially. The situation for
the citizens of this State may well depend on whether either House of Parliament decides
to disallow a particular regulation that has been made in regard to this Bill, particularly
the taxation provisions. Often the time between gazettal and disallowance can be
considerable, bearing in mind the sitting hours of this House. If citizens have paid the
tax, it is not recoverable upon disallowance. Under certain circumstances the-
disallowance could well be of cold comfort to the public.
The political reality is that I have no confidence in this Government. I can assure
members that from what the Opposition has observed in this place and the other place it
certainly has little confidence in the power of disallowance. It comes down to a central
principle to which I have already referred; that is, people are entitled to know their tax
liability. Surely it is a basic right that people in this State should enjoy and it should not
be eroded by government policy. [ do not have a problem with the policy of the Bill, but
I do have a problem with taking the policy and translating it into legislation. T1his
legislation is particularly dangerous. I concede that the goals of this legislation are
admirable, but that does not mean that the Opposition should tolerate the passage of poor
legislation through this place which creates a precedent and erodes baskc rights. If the
presumptions I have put forward tonight are correct, I am sure that members and the
community would not tolerate this type of control of the taxing mechanisms in the land
tax or stamp duty legislation.
Thke Opposition does not warnt to oppose this legislation; it simply wants to get it right. If
my argument is correct, a number of amendments could be moved to turn the situation
around. As Hon Doug Wenn said, the legislation cannot be amended in this place. It will
come down to die Minister responsible for the legislation in this place and the Minister
for Fisheries considering the legislation and taking the appropriate action.
Also, I considered today that it would be particularly ambitious, if not stupid, for an
Opposition to propose how to construct a rate. Bearing in mind the complexity of the
levy, and the information needed, a bureaucratic approach must be taken in determining
that rate.
In conclusion, we are often criticised in this place - as we were today - for what is
presumed to be filibuster. I pointed out to the Leader of the House earlier that we will sit
to any hour he chooses; we will be delighted to accommodate. We could be accused of
filibustering because this is a minor Bill; however, we take our job particularly Seriously.
We believe that the proposals outlined by the last three speakers in regard to this part of
the Bill should be considered sincerely. We do not talk about sincerity too much in this
place, but we should at least consider intellectual sincerity. The propositions we make
are correct. The Government should not go down this path of overriding people's rights
and the powers of this place when it comes to taxation procedures. In policy terms, we
support the Bill; in legislative terms we oppose it. That is the difficult circumstance we
face. We appreciate, as I understand the offer, that the Bill will not proceed past the
second reading until another time. On that basis, we will support the second reading - but
only just. To do less than that would be very silly of us. This situation will give the
Government a chance to look at our arguments, and these can be countered if needs be.
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If some acceptance of our suggestions arises, it is incumbent on the Government to move
the necessary motion so that we can rectify the problems. We understand that extensive
consultation has taken place on this matter, and we understand that the industry is
supportive of this proposal. The difficulty is not the policy, but the legislation. It is the
legislation which must be fixed We call on the Government to do that because in that
case we will pass far betier legislation in this place.
We support this legislation at its second reading. The Government, perhaps tomorrow or
subsequently, must be prepared to refute our arguments with clear information if our
position is wrong. If not the Government must be prepared to seriously consider dealing
again with the matter in another place. The situation will be taken seriously by the
Opposition. Our support of the second reading should not be taken as support for the
Committee stage. I would be offended if the Minister were to say that we were
filibustering. We support the Bill conditionally.
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral) [12.04 am]: The pearling industry is
one of the great industries of my electorate and this State, and I have watched the
industry with great interest, although. to my regret, too often from too great a distance. It
is an industry which has die opportunity for continued expansion. However, it needs
support. The policy initiatives outlined in the second reading speeches for these two
Bills are necessary for the continued support and expansion of this industry. Already the
pearling industry is of great economic value to the State, to the equity participants in the
industry, and to the many employees of the industry, many of whom live and work in the
coastal Kimbeuley region.
Nevertheless, I amn puzzled by the way in which the legislation has been introduced in its
endeavours to deliver the Government's policy objectives in supporting the industry in
the area of promotion, training and Management. Firstly, I am puzzled about why we
have two Bills. A simple explanation may exist which the Minister could provide. The
Bills have some technical overlaps in some aras, and the regulation provisions run the
risk of causing confusion. Hon Tonm Helm indicates that clear measons exist for the two
Bills, and I look forward to his or the Minister's explanation for that.
As a member for the Mining and Pastoral Region I have sent this Bill out to a large, and
ever expanding, number of companies and individuals involved in the pearling industry.
I have sent it to people like Tricia Parley of Roebuck Pearls who was associated with the
Pearl Producers Association in a secretarial capacty She remains a participant in the
industry. I sent the Bill to equity participants in the Blue Seas Pearing Co like Bev
Kinney, Snowy County, John Adams, Russell Chapman, and Lord McAlpine. Copies
were sent to Steve Arrow of the Arrow Pearling CD Pty Ltd, George IKailis of the M.
Kailis Group; Larry House of the Clipper Pearling Co; David Jackson of Maxima
Pearling Co; Nick Paspaley of the Paspaley Pearling Co Ltd, which is the largest
participant in the industry considering the cash value of the company's pearling licences.
He has a very strong presence in the industry by being contracted to make catches for
other participants or assisting in managing the technologies used for seeding the pearls. I
sent a copy to his manager, Russell Hannigan. Copies were also distributed to
Mr Hiroshi Hamaguchi and his wife Pearl - good friends of mine - of the Hamaguchi
Pearling Co. who, along with their sons, are strong participants in the industry.
I also sent copies to John Kelly of Broowne Pearls Pty Ltd, to Bruce Brown of Cygnet Bay
Pearls, Lindsey Brady of Cosack Pearls Pty Ltd, to Dick Morgan of Morgan Pearling Co,
to Tony Larard of Larard Pearling Co, to Mike Buckley of the WA Fishing Industry
Council, to Neville. Crane, Kim Male and to a number of other participants in the peurling
industry seeking their comments.
These two Bills have been in the House for only a couple of weeks. I sent out a copy of
the legislation in the earnest hope that I would obtain from the industry its comments on
the legislation before it was finally dealt with by this House. When we were in
government I had the opportunity to work very closely with many of those participants in
the industry on a study that I undertook for the then Minister for Fisheries, Hon Julian
Grill, who was very keen to see what could be done to promote South Sea pearls that
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were produced in the waters off the Kimberley coastline. There was a very strong desire
to ensure that the increasing volume of pearls coming out of that fishery were given the
prospect of good market opportunities. We needed to explore what could be done in
collaboration with industry chat would ensure chat those market opportunities continued
to be strengthened.
In diat study I was able to see the complexities of moves in that direction. There are the
complexities, as in any industry, of the personalities associated with it, and their attitudes
and their views about government initiatives of this sort to try to move down a particular
path. I was able to detect apprehension within the industry at that time about any effort
by government to cry to assist the industry in any way in its promotional activities. It was
recognised that there were needs but the thought of someone from government coming to
industry and saying, "We are here from the Government; we have come to help you", was
met with the same response chat is said to be typical of the response of people when
presented with the proposal that anyone from the Government has arrived to help them;
that is, with scepticism.
There was not the unanimity of support for movement coward the policy objectives that
became clear to me needed to be achieved if the industry was to get the support that it
needed to move to the next phase of its life.
Hon E.J. Chariton interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Sam Pianwadosi): Orderl The Minister for Transport
will come to order.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: In that context, it pleases me that there is now a real willingness
on the part of the industry to -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Is the Minister indicating by his actions that he is
unwilling to obey my ruling? I am asking a question.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I am not answering it.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Is the Minister defying my ruling by his movements
indicating that he is frightened about what I asked him to desist from doing?
Hon E.J. Chariton: You will have to make a judgment.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I am asking the question and the Minister obviously will
not answer me. I ask the Minister to answer my question.
Hon E.J. Chariton: What is the question?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The Minister indicated by his body movements that he was
frightened or scared about what I had asked him to do. He was defiant in what I asked
him to do. That is a reflection on the Chair.
Hon ESJ. Charlton: I am sorry that you took that as a reflection.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are you quivering in your boots?
Hon ESJ. Chariton: I do not usually quiver in my boots.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The industry seems to have moved on since then and there
seems to be some preparedness to support these policy objectives and to move down the
path of getting in place support for die training, promotion and management needs of the
industry. One of the difficulties in the promotion of South Sea pearls is the identification
of the pearling produce from our north west coastline, which although indisputably of the
finest quality and lustre compared with those from any other part of the world has for a
variety of reasons become difficult to give it a label that is necessary for generic
recognition. Too often this produce is simply lost in the anonymity of the label "South
Sea pearls" and is not fully appreciated by buyers. Often die distributors do not know
exacdly where these pearls come from; that is, the beautiful north west coastline, the
waters off Broome. When the pearls turn up in the great jewellery stores in New York,
London and Paris, there is no recognition of where they come from. Too often the
origins of the produce are lost in the chain of events that have led the pearls to the final
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stage of retail in the jewellery stores of the world, If members take the opportunity to go
into the famous jewellery stores in those cities and ask to look at fine quality pearling
produce, they will discover that the operatives on the shop floor are not aware of where
the pearls have come from and are able to tell people very little about the origin of the
pearls. That is a pity.
This produce is unique. It has not been possible to replicate its production in the same
quality in other parts of the world as yet. Indonesia is trying to do so. There is pearling
production in the South Pacific, specifically Tahiti. None of those centres has been able
to produce pearls of the size, consistent quality and lustr as those that come out of the
waters off our north west Kimberley coastline. It has been suggested that the final
product is influenced by the temperatures of the water and the nutrients in the water. No-
one really knows; but for whatever reasons, we are able to produce pearls of the finest
quality.
Indonesia is trying desperately, so far without success, to replicate the technology in its
waters to achieve the consistent quality that is available to our industry in our waters. I
am not sume that our edge will always be in place. A lot of work is being done elsewhere
in hatcheries. Sometimes I suspect participants in the industry in Western Australia are
exploring hatchery prospects in other parts of the world. They are examining what needs
to be done to replace the system of catching the shell in the wild with fanning and
hatching the shell in a domesticated industry; that is, as opposed to catching the shell in
the expensive way by using vessels which hunt and forage for the shell on the sea floor
along the north west coast A lot of work has been done by industries in regard to
hatcheries with the assistance of a variety of institutions around Australia. Related
technologies exist with similar fish stocks such as clams, and similar technologies are
being examined to assess the implications of hatcheries in those areas for the pearling
industry.
It is very important that the Western Australian pearling industry has the opportunity of
benefiting from any advance in hatchery technology. In this State, of course, for many
years a ban was placed on the introduction of technology in the pearling industry. There
was a ban on cultured pearl technology. It was illegal to culture pearls in this State, and
as a result of the Statutes at that time we remained behind technology developments
elsewhere. Eventually, our Statutes were changed to ensure that we could embrace the
technologies that camne from the work of the Japanese. Mr Kuribiashi and his colleagues
ensured that the cultured pearl technology could be introuced on the north west
coastline. The introduction of that technology has brought about a great resurgence in
the cash value and the social value of the industry to the Kimberley.
Having been cut off from cultured pearl technology, and having experienced the
significant blow that followed as we lagged behind the rest of the world, especially
Japan, it is very necessary that we learn about the problems involved in nor keeping up
with technological change or ensuring our industry is equipped with a skilled work force,
active in the industry and striving towards the highest levels of competence and skils in
working the pearling industry to the benefit of all Western Australians,
The policy objectives of the legislation go some way towards ensuring that we avoid the
mistakes that were made in this industry many years ago. However, the policy objectives
of the legislation are identified in the second reading speech: Under this legislation the
pearling industry bodies will be able to request that the Minister collect a levy firom its
members for any of the programs related to pearl promotion and pearling industry
promotion, training and management. That part of the second reading speech stares that
the pearling industry bodies will be able to request that the Minister collect a levy from
its members However, I cannot see any such provision in any clause of the Bill. So far
as I can detect, the second reading speech does not reflect the contents of the Bill. I see
no provision whereby it is only at the request of the pealing industry body that the
Minister collects the levy from its members for any of the mentioned programs. Unless I
have a defective draft of the Bill which is not in accordance with the BiUl in the hands of
the Minister, I must have missed something. I hope the Minister will explain so that, in
turn, I can allay the concerns of a couple of people in the industry who have spoken to
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me in this regard. I hope that I can allay those concerns on the basis of the Minister's
assurance before we move to the final phases of dealing with this legislation.
Other comments were made by participants in the industry. They specifically hinge on
the concerns that the Minister is left with too much discretion in the operation of the
training levy. I have here a response from George Kailis of MiJ. Kailis Exports Pty Ltd.
In his letter of 12 October he thanked me for the opportunity of giving some comments
on the Pearling Amendment Bill (No 2). He indicated that the main change brings
funding arrangements for training and promotion into line with that for the broader
industry; and although the levy is generally supported, the level of discretion for the
Minister in this disbursement is excessive. I ask the Minister to indicate in his response:
Will the Government have an opportunity to take on board the concerns expressed by
Mr Kailis, to see if the Bill can be amended to reduce the excessive discretionary power
given to the Minister for the disbursement of the training promotion levy?
Other responses from industry have indicated clearly that at least on the part of those who
have responded - and it is only a small number despite the fact that my efforts have been
to consult with everyone operating in that industry - die purposes of the Bill are
understoodL They are generally in support of the provisions outlined in the second
reading speech because the industry sees that it does not have the legal power to enforce
compliance.
In a letter signed by Russell Chapman of Blue Seas Pearling Company, it is indicated thai
it is a levy that can be made upon industry members for the stared purposes only where
industry support exists. This is because the industry does not have the legal power to
enforce compliance. The understanding leading Mr Chapman to indicate that the Bills
have dhe support of the industry, is an understanding that I do not have yet in regard to
this legislation. I would like to be reassured by the Minister that he has it right in his
second reading speech. If so, in what way does the Bill reflect the claims made in the
second reading speech?
Nick Paspaley, a good friend of mine who is the principal participant in the Paspaley
pearling company, has no comment at this stage on the Bill. I have not had the
opportunity Of speaking to Nick to find out more about his specific appreciation of the
Bill. A comment I have received from another participant is that the Bill establishes the
legal framework for the imposition of an industry levy, although the levy itself must be
struck by regulation rather than by Act of Parliament. This is a similar response to the
specific concerns raised earlier in this debate by some of my colleagues, which I will not
raise. However, I understand them and await with great interest the response of the
Government to those concerns.
It appears on the basis of their response that the Pearl Producers Association accepts the
need for a promotion levy and that this concept has been under discussion for some time
now. I am certainly aware of that. Apparently an informal levy has been agreed to
between the producers to promote Australian south sea pearls. However, this participant
who has written to me does not know whether any industry promotion has as yet been
undertaken. 1 am keen to hear from the Minister whether that informal levy, said to have
been utilised by industry until now, has been used by industry to promote itself prior to
the introduction of this legislation. Another participant desires to have a very clear
statement from the Minister for the basis of any levy and an assurance it will not be
imposed without industry support. He is clearly covering the same points I have made in
my earlier comments; that is. I cannot see how the Bill will affect that, despite the claims
made for it in the second reading speech.
I pay tribute to the promotional work done already by the Paspaley pearling companies,
particularly Nick Paspaley, in endeavouring on behalf of industry to promote the pearls
of the Australian south sea. He has made great personal effort and applied enormous
company and personal resources towards that objective. He has travelled dhe world,
painstakcingly seeking out every market opportunity for this quality product of our
coastline. He has had considerable success in bringing to Australia on at least one or two
occasions, the Pearl auctions which have assisted in bringing the major buyers closer to
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industry so that they can get caught up in the magic, mystery and fantasy associated with
pearls and their production. That has been of great value in maintaining an appropriate
price for a commodity which is not necessarily guaranteed to be rare.
In the diamond industry the only value diamonds have is that they can at present be kept
relatively rare in comparison to demand, that is, demand is maintained in the marketplace
by promoting the diamond, as does the De Beers cartel which operates the major retailers
of the diamond industries around the world.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot- They are not retailers, they are wholesalers.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am not sure how I phrased that, but at this time of the morning
members must forgive me if I slipped up. Ce Beers have maintained the promotion of
diamonds throughout the world. They have engineered the demand for diamonds.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: 'Diamonds are forever".
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Indeed, that came straight from De Been. Recently there have
been some very beautiful promotions of diamonds complemented by catchy phrases
which have increased the demand for diamonds throughout the world. Ce Beers have
moved into countries such as Japan in which 20 yenr ago there was no demand for
diamonds. Engagements were not celebrated with the diamond ring. Pearls were a much
more valued and pleasing produce worn by women as their decoration. However,
Ce Beers moved deliberately into that area and have contributed to 75 per cent of all
engagements now being celebrated by a diamond ring. That has clearly increased
demand for diamonds and has maintained their value. The De Beers cartel has been very
successful in maintaining a substantial price for diamonds that has enabled big mines
such as their own largest diamond producing mine in the world at Argyle to continue to
be economic. The high demand is achieved only by getting involved in promotion, as did
that cartel. Almost 10 years ago I had the pleasure of going inside the cartel's operation
in London and seeing the vast quantities of diamonds on display.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I think the member is straying.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Not at all; I am acknowledging that there is a need within the
pearling industry to tackle the promotion of the products in the same way as Ce Beers.
Although some might say Paspaley, in the promotion of pearls, has replicated De Beers
in the diamond industry there is still a spread of players in this industry who need to be
brought together in this way in the absence of a cartel to participate in the promotion of
Australian south sea pearls to ensure ongoing demand. This levy is important to ensure
that the work that has been pioneered by Paspaley for and on behalf of the industry and
with its complete support, achieves that goal.
One final area which will benefit from the levy is technology and the training of
technicians in Australia to do some of the jobs in this industry which have so far been
monopolised by non-Australian visitors to our shores.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Is the Mississippi clam shell still used as the artificial -

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I understand that is the case and is the basis on which the
nucleus becomes the pearl itself. The Japanes technicians are still involved in the
seeding of the pearls which produce the beautiful produce from our north west coastline.
I know my good friend and former parliamentary colleague Hon Peter Dowding, who
shared my electorate as member for North Province and who subsequently went on to be
Premier, was very keen to encourage industry to recognise the challenge and the need to
have some technology transfer whereby Australian citizens could learn and be trained of
necessity by the Japanese panacipants in this industry so that Australians could benefit
from employment opportunities associated with the technology of seeding the pearl
shells.
Currently those technicians are highly paid to undertake this extremely difficult work.
This is a sensitive question for the industry. There is no desire on the part of the industry
to insult or offend the technicians; rather, it is simply a statement on the part of the then
Premier of the day, and now myself. It comes not at the behest of the industry, but rather
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from a person representing the electorate and recagnising that although the industry may
not see the need for technology transfer where those Japanese technicians would assist in
the training of Australian technicians, it is in the best interests of our State and nation.
That needs to be stated, and we need to move in that direction. That must be done with
delicacy and sensitivity so that we do not offend the players in the industry to its
detriment; that is, neither cause them offence nor cause them to take fright and take their
technologies elsewhere and leave us without adequate technicians operating in the
seeding of the pearls.
I hope that this training levy can be utilised to assist in this much needed process of
moving technology into die hands of those Australians who are prepared to do it. We
must recognise the primitive conditions in which the technicians wait, the long hours
they work and the repetitive and boring nature of the work. It is the type of technology
which many Australians would shun. Perhaps there is something about the Japanese
temperament which makes them culturally more suited to this type of tedious work.
Japanese technicians as a national group are the most skilled and successful operators of
this technology, and are producing great results for that industry. I hope, however, that
this training levy will not be utilised just by industry for the training of those players who
are involved in it, but rather -

Hon R.H. Lockyer inteijected.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I[am not sure what Hon Phil Lockyer is saying to me.
Hon P.H. Lockyer I am saying that your colleagues are laughing at you.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Ever since I have tried to raise the concerns of this industr and
relay them to die House, Hon Phil Lockyer has tried to get me to shut up. I thought that
he, as another member of Parliament representing that area, would have expressed same
means of support for my taking the opportunity to make sure that the Minister hears what
die industry has to say, and what is said to me. If Hon Phil Lockyer has not taken the
trouble to find out what industry thinks on this legislation -

Hon R.H. Lackyer interjected.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Hon Phil Lockyer has not said a damn word yet so far, other
than to try to get me to shut up. If the Deputy President (Hon Barry House) will not get
him to shut up, at least I might take the opportunity of doing so.

Point of Order
Hon P.R. LIGHITFOOT: I do not think diat is appropriate or in relation to the Bill before
the House. I ask you, Mr Deputy President, to direct the speaker back to the Bill.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): I ask the speaker to direct his
comments towards the Bill.

Debate Resumed
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I hope that die industry will be encouraged by the Government,
not only to use the levy for the training of the limited number of people who are
participants in the industry, but to move beyond that into ensuring that the training of
others who are not yet involved in the industry are embraced. T'hose training
opportunities are countenanced by the acquisition of a bund for training so chat others can
be brought into the industry to benefit from its value as an employer in that region. A
number of people are doing very well out of that industry in that region. However, others
in that region could well do with training to become employees in the industry. This
industry could embrace training projects to ensure that Aboriginal people who are
residents of the Kimberley have the opportunity to be trained at all levels.
Historically, so many of the mixed race community in the Broome area have been
participants in the diving industry. More consistently in recent times Aboriginal people
and the mixed race community of that area have moved out of the industry and the young
members of that community have lost the opportunity for employment in it. T'he training
levy that is being introduced will provide an opportunity for industry to embrace that
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community once again and 10 give it dhe chance of picking up the skills diat would make
die people quality employees in die pearling industry as divers and deckhands and, it is
hoped, as technicians.
In recent times I have been delighted to see that those associated with pearl jeweliery
have been successful in trading. I refer in particular to local mixed race families, and
specifically to young Craig Hamaguchi who has just completed his trade certificate as a
jeweller and is now producing quality pearl jewellery with beautiful designs which is
being retailed at high value. I hope that more of that will come from the pearl jewellery
industry and out in the core pearl industry that grows and harvest the pearls, and that
through that training process there are increased job opportunities, particularly for local
people in an area of such high unemployment. I support the policy objectives of this
legislation claimed by the second reading speech. However, I have those apprehensions
which I have expressed about die way these two Bills have come before, the House. I
share the concerns that have been expressed for die legislation by my colleagues about
the taxing provisions of this Bill. I hope that some resolutions can be offered for the
problems of the legislation which have been identified by the Opposition. I look forward
to the Minister's response.
HON B.K DONALDSON (Agricultural) [12A48 am]: I was pleased to hear the
response that was given to Hon Tom Stephen when he sought the views of the industry,
because that was the impression the Government got from talldng to die Western
Australian Fishing Industry Council leading up to debate on the fishing Bills. We also
bad the opportunity to meet with Mr Kailis. He indicated that he was supportive of the
nature of what these two Bills we are debating tonight were about. One could validly ask
why die Government should raise a levy for industry. One could also ask why the
industry itself is not determining a levy and operating that within its own right. The point
is that the industry sought this method of collecting a levy. It sees it as an equitable way
where everybody contributes. It feels that in this sense it can possibly wear some of die
discretionary powers the Minister may have.
it is the old story that if the Government is to collect the money at some stage it must
have some say; if that were not so the industry would have all the say. Generally
speaking there is consultation between die industry and the Minister of the day.
Hon Doug Wenn: We acknowledge that.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I was going to add that both Hon Doug Wenn and Hon John
Halden indicated that as weli. As I said, unfortunately I was on die blind side prior to
Hon Tom Stephens' speaking. I guess he has covered most of the area I would like to
have covered.
Hon Tom Stephens: I am glad I spoke first.
Hon BR. DONALDSON: It will certainly save time because I will not be speaking as
long as he did.
Hon R.H. Lockyct. Your speech will be more significant.
H-on B.K. DONALDSON: I thank Mr Lockyer.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon B.K DONALDSON: Opposition speakers said we needed to include a figure in the
Bill.
Hon John Halden: Or a formula.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I guess a formula would probably be appropriate. With a
figure, one has the problem of amending it on a regular basis. Thai no doubt is one of the
reasns die Minister will give for not including a figure, but I am not here to take over his
job.
Hon Tom Stephens: You might need to by tomorrow.
Hon B. DONALDSON: I wanted to speak about a statement made by Hon John
HaldeN on the question of impartiality in delegated legislation where regulations apply.
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Hon John Halden: I made no aspersions about the committee. I think it does a
particularly good job.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I am a bit concerned that I have sometimes to keep reminding
the Leader of the Opposition that of course this committee happens to be Opposition
dominated, if I may use that terminology.
Hon John Halden: It is non-Government.
Hon B-K. DONALDSON: It is non-Government. That is very important. I amt pleased
to have been associated with that committee. I know that seone of my colleagues who
happen to be Ministers sometimes do not share my joy or enthusiasm for the Delegated
Legislation Committee. Ministers have been very supportive when we as a committee
have indicated that we believe that a regulation should be disallowed or not acted on. I
know the Leader of the Opposition will remember a case just before Christmas. From
that point of view I do not have any problem with the levy being set by regulation. If
explanation is needed, and if the committee feels at any time there has nor been sufficient
consultation or the industry indicates that it feels aggrieved at the level of the levy, the
committee would certainly take evidence from the industry itself and also from the
Fisheries Department, as it has on previous occasions. I do not have a problem with the
levy being set by regulation. As to whether there should be a formula, it is for the
Minister to explain why it is not in the Bill. The whole area of aquaculture is a fledgling
industry so far as fish fanning goes. It is probably at the stage now where one can thank
Fleer Street TAFE in Fremantle for the work in which it was involved in the early
establishment of fish fanning and for providing in the very near future probably the first
of the fingerlings to the Jurien fish cages. It will be the case that industry one day will be
able to supply fish stocks to those sea cages if we are to see the industry go ahead.
Hon John Halden: If the formula in the legislation was a percentage, for example, are
you suggesting the percentage could be changed by way of regulation and that it would
be acceptable? Let me make it easier. I think it is acceptable. The formula is in the
legislation so it is set, but the Executive can change the percentage. It is the second
preferred option on my part, but it is better than what there is now.
Hon B.K DONALDSON: I will let the Minister answer that, because he will be better
briefed on this subject than 1. 1 am drawing conclusions from the rural committee I am
involved with This series of Bills was looked at and questions were asked
philosophically as to why we should be doing certain things. When the industry came to
us it said quite clearly that this was the path it wished to rake. I think the Minister will
work along those lines. I felt it was important from the point of view of the back bench
of this side of the House.
Hon John Halden: Ir is so ram to hear from you.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: it is very pleasing to stand up too. I know the opportunity is
always there, but I thought this evening was an excellent opportunity to talk about the
fact that a while back I was in Broome with the coastal management review discussing
some of these aspects of the whole pearling industry in that area. It was quite interesting
to learn of the importance of that industry. Until one goes and looks at it one does not
understand the whole basis of it. I was very fortunate, and the discussions we had with
industry brought it home to me and tied it all together. One can understand better where
the industry is coming from. In view of the lateness of the hour and knowing that the
Minister wants to wind this debate up -

Hon Graham Edwards: Do you mean wind it up to get it going?
IHon B.K. DONALDSON: Yes, wind the debate up. I support the two Bills, and
although there might be some concerns over the way the levy is set or not set in the Bill, I
was pleased to understand the amount of consultation that had taken place with members
of the Opposition and related to us in this House tonight as that really vindicated the
information we had been given some few weeks ago.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [12.58 am]: I support the policy direction
that the Bills present. Because I share the same electorate as Hon Tom Stephens I am
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aware of the problems that beset die pearling industry. Because the Bills have been
promoted by and axe at the insistence of the Western Australian Fishing Industry Council,
some consultation has taken place. I am a little concerned that no indication is given of
the amount of consultation that took place with the other two organisations mentioned in
the second reading speech. Nevertheless, anything that promotes training and an industry
is good for us in the north west and something we would welcome.
I take this opportunity to promote the pearl farm at Shark Bay recently taken over by an
Australian consortium. The enterprise is struggling at the moment, but Hon Tom
Stephens will be pleased to know that we have employed Australians to seed their own
pearls. They ame in the process of expanding the enterprise at Shark Bay to employ
Aborigines on the shore to enhance the value of the pearls. There is a problem with pearl
meat It is still as beautiful as ever. Have you tried any pearl meat, Mr Deputy
President? It is one of the finest bits of seafood you can get your hands on. It is about
$40 a kilo to buy now. Most of the pearl meat produced in this State goes overseas,
probably to Japan. It is very rare to obtain pearl meat from just anywhere. It has to be
obtained from Broome. It cannot be obtained from Shark Bay now because of the red
cliff that is on the foreshore at Monkey Mia which has within it some heavy metals that
die World Health Organisation says axe above acceptable levels. T'herefore, that pearl
meat cannot be sold, although the bags in which the pearls matur have been lifted from
the sea bed so that the contamination has been reduced if not eliminated altogether.
I mention that because the training and promotion levy will help that pearl farm because
the major money making part of the enterprise is the tourists going out in glass bottom
boats to see the way the pearls axm put into pockets to grow. They can also watch the
cleaning of pearls. It is all there for them to see at a very cheap rate and I wish the people
in die industry all the best in their enterprise, particularly with the view to employing
Aboriginal people.
My concerns about these Bills are shared by the Chairman of the Joint Standing
Committee on Delegated Legislation. He has brought to our attention the role that we
play in scrutinising regulations. Both Bills are intertwined. The firt Bill provides for
the introduction of a levy and the other recognises the levy as a tax to comply with the
provisions of the Constitution and for that tax to be imposed, I recognise that the levy is
being applied at the request of the industry. However, having spent some time on the
Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation, a few alarm bells went off when I
read the Bills and the second reading speeches. I remembered that the Joint Standing
Committee on Delegated Legislation put together a report on the attempt by the last
Admninistration to impose a levy. The first mentioned in the report related to the
imposition of fees in the court system to update that system with the use of computers
and another allowed the Department of Conservation and Land Management to collect
fees for entry into national parks. Those were also taxes in our view rather than levies as
described by the Minister and his advisers.
These Bills take us down the same track. I dug out the seventh report of the Joint
Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation published in November 1991. Part I of the
report relates to fees being imposed under the Local Courts Act and the Justices Act and
part H refers to fees being imposed under the Department of Land Administration
legislation. I think I should read what the report said about levies. The committee said -

- if the levy had been deemed to be a fee and innr vires, should this type offee be
dealt with by primary legislation?
In this instance, the question is hypothetical, as members are of the opinion that
the levy is not a fee within the purposes and intents of the Acts. However, as a
matter of general principle, your Committee believes that a fee intended not to
cover the actual costs of providing clearly defined services but rather to create a
general fund to be applied to some further related "public purpos" should be
dealt with by primary legislation and receive full Parliamentary scrutiny.

The report goes on -
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- is the levy a tar rather than a fee? Two recent cases have discussed the
character of a fee. In the case of Harper v Minister for Sea Fisheries,
professional abalone fishermen in Tasmania sought to challenge a substantial
increase in licence fees on the grounds that the charge was a tax and not a fee.
The High Court held that the fee payable was not a tax but a price paid for the
right to appropriate a public natural resource.

"Its basis lies in environmental and conservational considerations which
require that exploitation of limited public natural resources be carejidly
monitored and legislatively curtailed if their existence is to be preserved."

Justices Dawson, Toohey and McHugh, however, warned that the decision did not
mean that what was otherwise a tax would be upheld merely because its purpose
was conservation.
In contrast, in the case of Air Caledonie International & Others v the
Commonwealth, the High Court was asked to rule on the validity of the
imposition of a "fee" by the Commonwealth for the provision of immigration
services on the grounds that it was a tax. After an objective analysis of the
characteristics of the imposition and its practical purposes and effects, the court
found for the plaintiff and suggested a number of principles which could be
applied in determining whether an impost was a tax:

(i) a levy could be classified as a tax if it were inter alia:
(a) compulsory.
(b) for public purposes,
(c) enforceable by law,
(d) not a payment for services rendered to the person required

to make the payment,
(e) not by way of a penalty, and
(f) not arbitrary.

(ii) the amount of the impost must bear a "discernible relationship" to
the value of what is acquired.

Applying the tests suggested in these two cases, and taking into consideration the
practical purposes and effects of the Courts Modernisation Fund levy, your
committee has reached the following conclusions:

The committee said and the House agreed that the regulation that imposed the levy
should be disallowed. The Minister, who was Hon Joe Berinson, did not agree.
However, he had to agree in the end because the House said so. If we allow this Bill to
go through in its present form, there is every possibility that the High Court will disallow
it because it is unconstitutional. Not only is it unconstitutional, but also, with the best of
intentions, it will allow the Minister or the Executive to impose a levy "to be an amount
calculated by reference to any factor or factors". I am suggesting that, by previous High
Court decisions, this levy is unconstitutional. I am also saying that the Bill allows the
Executive to make a decision taking into account any factors which it considers are
reasonable. Therefore, it does not matter if the Minister, the Executive, or the Governor-
h-Council decide to strike a levy on former pearling industry operators. If we pass this
Bill, this Chamber is saying that it supports that idea. The thrust of what we are about
and what the mob opposite were about when they sat on this side was to keep that check
on the Executive. Let us not make the same mistake. The Minister has brought into this
Chamber a good idea on behalf of the industry. Somebody in the Minister's off ice or the
Minister has received sonic good advice and has given good advice. However, it is only
part of the advice that was required. It would not need very much for us to agree that the
practical application of what the Minister proposes can not take place. It can take place if
we have regard for the High Court's decisions in these matters and we have regard for the
decisions of the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation and this Chamber.
Therefore, this Hill is contrary to what the House has allowed previously.
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I know it was done in the case of the fishing industry, and I deserve to be blamed for that
more than any other member in this place because, as a former chairman of the
committee, I should have spoken against it. The Labor Party Caucus supports these Bills
because of their broad intent. We did not scrutinise them and when the shadow Minister
for Fisheries explained the situation in Caucus, nobody argued against it. We all
recognised that it is a good idea, but we now say that we are not being consistent. We
surely cannot be convinced on the one hand that it was wrong when it happened in the
past, but it is right now. I welcome the offer from the Minister not to proceed beyond the
second reading tonight, but to reconsider the matter with a view to puffing in place
provisions to make the Bill constitutional and safe from the decisions of the High Court.
We must also protect ourselves from the unfettered powers given to the existing
Executive or any ocher Executive that may make decisions on these fees.
The Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters
recommended that government should be more accountable. During the election
campaign members on both sides of politics said that was a good idea and there would
not be a recurrence of past events. Both sides of politics said their Governments would
be more accountable and Ministers would be answerable to the Parliament. They
promised that the nasty events of the 1980s would not be repeated. However, if we
proceeded with the Bill as it now stands, the consequences would be far worse than those
in the 1980s. Although the Governor in Executive Council makes final decisions, this
Bill would give the Minister unfettered power to impose this levy.
When the Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation considers regulations, it
assesses their relationship to the Act. If this Bill were passed, the committee would be
severely limited in its ability to scrutinise the regulations because the House would have
indicated that the Minister is allowed to publish those fees in the Government Gazette
without providing any explanation. One of the major problems of the committee at the
beginning of this Administration was to convince Ministers and their staff that
explanatory memorandums were required, giving the reason the regulations had been
published in the Governmnt Gazette. We appreciate hearing the views of a wide section
of the community to help us make our decisions. We call in experts to advise us on some
regulations to make sure, on behalf of members of this House, that we comply with the
terms of reference. They include the ability to look at the powers vested in the regulation
making process, to ensure that people's rights, fireedoms or liberties are not trespassed
upon, and to consider whether the regulations contain matter which should properly be
dealt with by an Act of Parliament, and unduly make rights dependent upon
administrative, and not judicial, decisions.
If we allowed the Bill to be passed in its current form, it would be an indication that we
agreed to the Minister taking into account those factors he considered important,
regardless of the views of others. We would be indicating that the Minister is allowed to
set the fees for whatever meason he thinks proper. There would be no reason to argue
with the committee about the justice of these fees because this I-ouse would have given
the Minister the right to set those fees. It is just as well that Monty House is the Minister
because everyone miusts him. However, we are not talking about personalities; we are
talking about our role and responsibility, which is to ensure that fees, levies and charges
are imposed in an equitable manner and with good reason. I am sure it would not be
difficult to provide a reason for these fees, because the Bill is self-explanatory - it relates
to promotion, trining and management.
The final paragraph of the advice received by the committee from a constitutional
lawyer - probably the best in this State - Len Roberts-Smith QC, in connection with fees
under the Local Courts and Justices Acts and Department of Land Administration
regulations was -

Even were it thought theme was sufficient doubt about whether the Levy and the
surcharge were within power, such that they should be presumed to be inta vires,
the Committee (and the Parliament) might well take the view that imposts
intended not to cover the existing actual costs of providing specific servces but
rather to create a general fund or revenue to be applied to some further - albeit
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related - public purpose, should really be dealt with in primary legislation and so
subjected to full Parliamentary scrutiny.

That, surely, is die main problem for members on this side of the House at the moment. I
take the point made by Hon Bruce Donaldson that it would perhaps be better for the
industry to collect the fees itself. It could then distribute the fees.
Hon Graham Edwards: They wanted to do that in the first place.

Hon TOM HELM: Why not allow them to do so? If it were done with their authority
and they were solely responsible, while still complying with the provisions of the
Financial Administration and Audit Act, the money would certainly not go into the
consolidated fund. Perhaps we should consider that proposal.
Hon LIJ. Chariton: Did you consider that they might not all contribute?
Hon TOM HELM: What about student guilds? I understand that some penalty is
imposed on students who do not contribute. I think there are ways of handling that
situation. I am sure it could be done legislatively. Perhaps the Minister will respond to
that proposal.
In 1991 the committee debated this matter and at the time this Parliament supported the
committee's decision. The Attorney General in this place at the time was not impressed
with the report in 1991, and neither does the present Minister seem impressed. I had the
devil's own job to tell the Attorney General and other Ministers in Cabinet that the
committee took its role seriously at that time, as it does under the current chairman. They
did not want to change and I understand they received Crown Law advice which differed
from our advice from Len Roberts-Smith. However, the committee was steadfast in its
view, and took the advice of Len Roberts-Smith and the Crown Law Department which
was somewhat different, If we were to perform our role on behalf of the Parliament, we
felt we should not allow those levies to be imposed. Members of this House agreed that
was the case. I had to tell Ministers and Cabinet on a number of occasions that the
committee must be able to scrutinise and comment on some of the regulations put
together. Some Ministers have problems with those responsibilities. However, some
items which appeared in the Government Gazette were simple mistakes resulting from
sloppy drafting or bad instructions from the Minister or his staff. The Government would
be a laughing-stock if this legislation went before the High Court and were knocked
back.
The guys and gals opposite believe in state rights. They believe that die Federal
Government should have no say in what we do in this State. If this legislation is allowed
to pass, the Feds will feel secure that they know best and that they should make
legislation on our behalf. I do not agree with that proposition, but I do not agree with
state rights per se in the same way as members opposite. I am elected to do a job to the
best of my ability, and I would be upset if somebody chose to impose rules on me
constantly. However, if the Government demonstrates that it cannot put legislation
together properly, the Federal Government will have an excuse to impose its will.
However, I suspect that the High Court will determine the matter.
The policy and general thrust of these Bills are correct. The Minister and his staff should
be congratulated for his second reading speech. However, the legislation missed out on
one important factor; namely, the ability for elected representatives to scrutinise the
activities of the Executive in line with the recommendations of the Royal Commission
into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters.
HON EJ. CHARLTON (Agricultural. - Minister for Transport) [1.22 am]: I thank
members for their overwhelming support for the Bill. Members obviously believe that
the legislation should be before us, but they do not believe that the levy should be applied
in the way prescribed in the legislation. As I stated at the outset we will proceed only as
far as the second reading stage. I will relate the comments members have made to the
Minister to determine his reaction, and I will then make a decision about whether the
Minister intends to proceed with the suggestions. If we do not proceed, obviously the
industry will not have a training or managing fund.
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Hon John Halden: You could amend the legislation. Don't spit the dummy.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I did not say that that could not be done. I said that if the
Minister does not want to proceed -

Hon Tom Helm: Do you want us to do it for you?
Hon E.1. CHARLTON: No. I think Hon Tom Helm has probably done enough for a
while; he should rest on his laurels. I shall make the stated concerns of members known
to the Minister.
As Hon Bruce Donaldson said, the legislation was requested by the industry; it was not
initiated by the Government. The legislation represents what the pearling and fishing
industry wanted regarding a levy being put in place by Government. The only reasonable
way for the levy to be set in place by the Government is to ensure that everybody
participates. If 75 per cent of people participate, and it is an industry fund from which
everybody benefits, it is not particularly equitable. Hon Tom Helm would know about
this in the union movement because voluntary membership would not result in everyone
paying. That is why the Government responded to industry groups and proposes to use
legislative power to apply the levy.
If the action of those people who do not want this system results in a move to disallow
the regulations, or a claim that they are unconstitutional, that is the way it will be.
Hon John Halden: I do not think it is unconstitutional.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: If it is applied by the Government, and people want to take that
action, it will be a sad and sorry state of affairs from the industry's point of view if the
levy is not applied.
Hon John Halden: When you are talking to the Minister do not think that it is
unconstitutional. Do not put that argument to him. It is poor policy, but not
unconstitutional.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is not what Hon Tom Helm said.
Hon Tom Helm: I do not agree.
Hon John Halden: That is my opinion.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is fine; I will put all opinions to the Minister. I will see
whether he has considered those points of view. As Hon Tom Helm said, no opposition
was expressed to the legislation in Caucus. He advised me that the legislation would go
through in about three minutes because everyone said that they agreed with it. We will
check the situation out.
Hon Graham Edwards: flat is a mistake many Ministers have made in another place
over the years.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is right. I will not go into detail now regarding other
options for implementing the levy. That can be considered at the appropriate time.
However, it will be possible to collect the levy by putting the fee on the shell quota or the
quota under a pearling licence or a unit hatchery option. They axe a few possibilities.
Hon John Haiden: Absolutely.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The reason that this system is not outlined in the Bill is that the
Minister wanted to reserve the right to consult with industry. The industry has an
advisory committee which may want to change the system from time to time. That is
why it is intended that the matter be handled by regulation as it provides that flexibility.
If the system were prescribed in legislation and the industry wanted it changed, it would
be necessary to introduce legislation. One is unlikely to get amending legislation through
Parliament the year after the Bill's introduction.
Hon Tom Helm: The federal training guarantee fund has the ability to be changed by
regulation. This sets out what it is in the legislation. The figure is whacked in by
regulation. That cannot be done under this Bill.
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Hon E.J CHARLTON: The Bill sets alit what the fund is for - it is specific.
Hon Tom Helm: It does not say what it is.
Hon E.j. CH-ARLTON: No. I was interested in the member's comments about state
rights and that the State should not have the ability to do certain things. My first thought
was of the federal fuel excise levy. That is not a bad sont of game the Federal
Government plays. It applies the levy but would not have a clue where the money goes
or in which State it is spent. In the last year $160m was gathered in Western Australia,
yet little was spent here. That money was probably part of the arts allocation made this
week. I wonder how the transport operators paying $100 000 a month in fuel excise feel
about the money not being spent on woads. I am sure the blokes who drive those trucks
down Woodie Woodie Road would be impressed by the bulldust which took place in
Canberra about the maturity of our culture and our cultural future. It is good that people
receive handouts when they make virtually no contribution to the nation!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! We should be talking only
about pearling cultures.
Hon Graham Edwards: I thought Hon Ross Lightfoot was about to take a point of order.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Everyone seems to have established good reasons that it is
inappropriate to have this legislation. The fact is that the levy cannot be fixed as it is not
in the legislation. It is not stipulated what it will be on, how it will be applied and how
much it will be - that is the problem.
I am ensuring that there is a balanced approach, that people understand how it is all right
for some Governments to do this and not all right for others. All comments by members
were in support of the industry. Hon Tom Stephens provided a trip around the world
without too many stops. The comments of all other members were associated with
applying the levy. We will check that out with the Minister between now and whenever,
and we will then determine whether to proceed.
Question put and passed.
Bills read a second time.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE -ORDINARY
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [1.31 am]: I
move -

That the House do now adjourn.
Adjournment Debate - West Coast Bridge Club Premises

HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan) [1.32 am]: Before the House
adjourns I will draw attention to the contents of a letter I received from the West Coast
Bridge Club in City Beach. The letter is addressed to me as one of the members of the
North Metropolitan Region and it states -

The Management Committee and the members of the West Coast Bridge Club
urgently request your help in preventing the possible eviction of the Club from its
p=eiss in City Beach. The threat comes from the newly established Town of

Cabrdge and its proposed Council House.
The West Coast Bridge Club has in excess of 500 members and is the largest in
Western Australia. Many of our members are senior citizens and some are
frequent bridge players. The Club organises day time bridge sessions every day
of the week. Monday through to Sunday, and there are evening bridge sessions on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday nights. The Club is an important amenity not
just for City Beach residents but for the whole of the Perth metropolitan region.
The West Coast Bridge Club has leased its current club rooms since the mid 80s
and would be extremely inconvenienced by being uprooted even temporarily for
the Town of Cambridge.

The letter is signed on behalf of the management committee by Brian Mee. Having
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received the letter today, and in view of the plea for urgent help, I contacted Dr Mee to
ascertain further details of the situation. This club is in its twenty-seventh year of
operation. It is the biggest bridge club in Perth and its members are mostly senior
citizens, some of whom have taken up residence at a retirement village adjacent to the
club because it is the centre of their social life. It is located in the old City Beach civic
centre. The bridge club was enticed into using the centre because the building had
became a white elephant. Ten years ago the club moved in and gave the building a new
lease of life. It developed its activities around the centre. In 1994-95 the club sent off its
lease moneys, paid up-front in advance an amount of $7 500. The cheque was cashed in
August. Out of the blue the club recently had $7 500 returned to it and an invoice for six
weeks' lease fees was enclosed. No other information was conveyed to the club until a
person, acting for the Town of Cambridge, arrived and started to take internal
measurements of the ball.
Club members were astounded to learn that the Town of Cambridge was considering
using the centre as an interim administrative headquarters. Not having an elected council
representative to approach to fight their battle, club members then met with their local
member, Dr Liz Constable, to arrange a meeting planned in the immediate future with
Commissioner Lawrence. I further understand that in advance of that meeting the club
was suddenly informed - I believe yesterday - that the commissioner and his assistant did
require the centre, and the club would need to relocate but may have the centre back in 18
months or so. It has been given one month to clear out.
It is appalling to ambush senior citizens in this way and to do so is the hallmark of a
bullying administration, rather than one which has the interests of the ratepayers at heart
The Government has a responsibility to stop this eviction, to protect the senior citizens
and to tell the commissioner not only to find other premises but also to treat these people
with a little more respect and courtesy. I draw this matter to the attention of the House
and in particular to that of Government Ministers. I ask them to address this matter.
Hon George Cash: This matter was raised with me earlier today by Hon Ross Lightfoot
and both he and I have already spoken to the Minister for Local Government who hopes
to be able to provide us with more information tomorrow.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am pleased that action has been taken. I took the
opportunity to speak to Dr Constable today - she is a person for whom I have great
respect - who said that she was quite distressed about the way in which this matter had
been handled. The members of the club are preparing to dig in and fight this eviction
notice. I hope the Minister for Local Government can take some action and intervene on
behalf of these people. I will certainly be doing all I can to ensure they am given a fair
crack of the whip. It seems to me that it is a very rough handed way to treat these people:
To take their money, to cash the cheque, to lead them to think that they would be okay to
stay in their premises for another 12 months, and then to move in and ambush them in
this way is not on. I am pleased that the Minister has drawn the matter to the attention of
the Minister for Lo~cal Government and I hope it can be resolved in favour of the citizens
in the very near future.
HON P.R. LIGHTFOOT (North Metropolitan) [1.37 amn): I feel I should apologise to
the House for taking up the next few moments at this late hour. I will embellish the
comments of Hon Grahamn Edwards and provide a little more accuracy to the situation,
and bring the House up to date with what is a very serious aspect of conflict at the
moment I was contacted by Mr John Utting who is also an executive of this bridge club.
It is the biggest bridge club in Western Australia, which makes it one of the biggest in
Australia. The people concerned number over 500, as Hon Grahamn Edwards has said.
Obviously they are quite distressed at the imminent loss of their club rooms.

The new Town of Cambridge urgently needs an administrative headquarters. It has tied
all sorts of buildings to see whether they fit the standards required by local government
employees. It would appear that, notwithstanding the many buildings in the
municipality, the only building that is suitable is the one occupied exclusively by the
bridge club. Its value is about $3m, for which the club pays $7 500 a year, to which Hon
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Graham Edwards has also just alluded. One thing that has inconvenienced them greatly
is the fact that the club has had its monthly tenancy terminated Previously it was a year
to year tenancy. Most of die people, not all, live in close proximity to the club house.
When I contacted the commissioner of the Town of Cambridge, I was told that the
Leederville Town Hall had been offered. I pressed them to make sume that if it were
acceptable there would be no cost to the members of the bridge club, and that involved
no shifting costs. It involved repainting and air conditioning, and maing die area
accessible to the people who may be infirn. However, the problem is that it is still not
close to where the predominant number of people in the club live.
Hon Graham Edwards: Particularly elderly people.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Yes. I am not sure how to handle the matter. I had the utmost
cooperation from Mr Graham Partridge, one of the interim administrators of the Town of
Cambridge. I intend to go back to these people tomorrow because the situation is causing
an immense amount of distress. I met with Hon George Cash, the Leader of the House,
late this afternoon, and we discussed the situation. I briefed him fully on the situation,
and I have a series of questions for the Minister for Local Government, Paul Omodei -

Hon A.J.G. MacTieman: More than 500 people were concerned and distressed by the
appoinonent of the city commissioners. I did not see you get up in this place then.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Surely, there is a time in this House when we can drop our
adversarial roles and cooperate in a bipartisan fashion. The other side should not use
500-odd people as political pawns. It is disgraceful.
Hon Graham Edwards: I beg your pardon!
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I except Hon Graham Edwards. I did not find anything
adversarial in what he said. We can get sonic cooperation from some people.
Hon AJI.G. MacTieman: You are extraordinarily selective in your concern and your
feelings.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: T1hank you, Mr Deputy President. That was rather mucous of
Hon Alannab MacTienian.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! The member should address
the Chair.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: We can solve the problem quickly between us. However, I
want to ensure that the House knows that steps have been taken. We have taken every
possible step in the shortest time possible, given the constraints of the time in which we
were notified. The Leader of the House knows about it. The Minister for Local
Government is aware of it now. Obviously all members of this House are aware of it as
well. The Commissioners of the City of Perth are aware also. The administrator, Mr
Graham Partridge, is aware, and I have been in touch with several of the executives of the
bridge club to see what we can do. If we can have bipartisan support here and stop trying
to win political points, I am sure we can resolve the issue. While it may not please all the
sections that are being drawn together, I am sure that at the end of the day we will resolve
the issue and the West Coast Bridge Club will have a home which is very important to
the members, most of whom are relatively elderly.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at) 1.44 am (Thursday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
WESTRAEL - LO)COMOTIVE., DIESEL ELECTRIC, PURCHASE

754. Hon BOB THOMAS to dhe Minister for Transport:
(1) Is it correct that Wesnrail has purchased one of the diesel electric

locomotives from Comalco at Weipa?
(2) If so, when was ibis decision taken by Wesnril?
(3) (a) What was the total price of the unit;

(b) what was the cost of shifting the locomotive from Weipa to
Newcastle by special heavy lift ship; and

(c) was this voyage exclusively for the purpose of the pick up of the
locomotive?

(4) What is the condition of the locomotive and what is irs anticipated
working life?

(5) Does the locomotive need a major refit to bring it up to the standard of
operating order to work on the Westrail network?

(6) Will it be equipped for multiple operation and have dynamic braking fitted
to make it compatible with the Westrail L class?

(7) Why was a unit built in 1967 chosen when more economical fourth
generation-type EM]) locomotives such as the ANR DL and AN classes
would have been a better investment as a new purchase?

(8) If the locomotive needs a refit, what firm will do it and where?
(9) What is the anticipated cost of such a major refit if needed?
(10) Would this work have normally been done at the Midland Workshops?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) 8 July 1994.
(3) (a) $100000.

(b) The locomotive was not shifted from Weipa. to Newcastle. It was
shifted from Weipa to Fremantle.

(c) No, the vessel was diverted to Frem antic from its scheduled
voyage to South East Asia.

(4) The locomotive is in relatively good condition and has no limit placed on
its working life.

(5) No.
(6) The locomotive is compatible to operate in multiple connection with L

class locomotives but will not be fitted with dynamic braking.
(7) Purchase of the Weipa locomotive was the best cost and delivery lead time

option for the short term requirement for a compatible locomnotive.

(M-010)
The locomotive does not require a refit.

WESTRAIL - QUALITY ASSURANCE
773. Hon N.D. GRIFFIThiS to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Who is now doing Westrail's quality assurance?
(2) When did the person commence to do it?
(3) At what raze is the person being paid?
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(4) Before die Midland Workshops were closed who did Wescril's quality
assurance?

(5) At what raze was that quality assurance charged?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Wesnrail's corporate quality manager is Mr C. Weaire. Mr Weaire is

assisted by four full time employees and a contractor.
(2) Mr Weaire commenced in this position an 8 March 1994.
(3) 565 943 per annum.
(4) I assume the member is referring to quality assurance at the Midland

Workshops before their closure. The quality assurance team was headed
by Mr C. Weaire who was assisted by four full time employees. The teanm
was disbanded when quality assurance certification was achieved on
28 June 1993.

(5) Quality assurance was part of Westrail's total costs.
MIDLAND WORKSHOPS - CLOSURE, HELENA BY-ELECTION RESULT

824. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Transport:
(1) With respect to the Helena by-election result, was the Minister reported

correctly on page 10 of The West Australian on Monday, 12 September
1994 as saying, '"The result justified his move to close the Midland
Workshops"?

(2) If not, what did the Minister say?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.

MINING INDUSTRY - TENEMENTS
Wardens' Recommendauions not Followed by Minister

834. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:
(1) in what proportion of cases have recommendations by wardens in regard

to granting of tenements and exemptions from expenditure conditions and
forfeiture not been followed by the Minister?

(2) In respect of (1), would the Minister advise in those cases where the
warden's recommendation has not been followed by the Minister-
(a) the tenement number-
(b) the location of the tenement;
(c) the name of the tenement holder;
(d) the decision not foliowed; and
(e) the date of the decision?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(2)

The information requested by the member is contained in files kept by the
Department of Minerals and Energy. However, to extrct the derails
requested would require the examination of some 86 579 mining tenement
files which have been created in respect of applications received since the
commencement of the Mining Act 1978 on 1 January 1982. I consider it
would be an inappropriate use of our limited resources to undertake such a
tast. If the member has a more specific question, I would be pleased to
respond.
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COMPACT STEEL MT LTD - GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
839. Hon l.A. SCOTT to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Resources Development:
(1) Is die Minister for Resources Development aware that Compact Steel

claims significant ownership by overseas investors, yet a search of the
Australian Securities Commission database on the company make up
shows no trace of any major financial involvement?

(2) What amount of money has the State budgeted to assist the proponents of
Compact Steel and Enviropower?

(3) Does the Government keep track of expenditure of public moneys
provided to private companies?

(4) If so, since 9 June 1994, have any payments been made to Compact Steel
over and above the $250 000 identified in the Budget?

(5) What is the breakdown of expenditure to date of this money between -

(a) salaries;
(b) advertising;
(c) public relations; and
(d) employment of consultants
by name?

(6) Is any review being carried out of fiscal allocation to this project in light
of the current shareholding of the various companies involved?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Resources Development has provided the following
response -

(1) As of 28 September 1994, the issued shareholding for each
company, as a percentage, listed with the Australian Securities
Commission, reference No 009 388 210 Compact Steel Pty Ltd is -

Company%
TSI Unit Trust 47.8
Clough Engineering 8.2
Acociaierie E Fenriere Lombarde Faick 22.0
Voest - Alpine Industrieaulagenban. GmbH 13.7
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 8.2

Funding for the cost of die feasibility study was contributed by die
shareholders in proportion to the number of shares held in the
company. It is understood chat shares have recently been issued to
Itochu under the same terms and conditions as the other
shareholders.

(2) The Department of Resources Development has not budgeted any
additional funding for Compact Steel beyond the $lm already
provided to the company by the State Government in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the loan agreement.

(3) The Department of Resources Development does keep track of the
public moneys for which it has direct responsibility. In the case of
Compact Steel, the company's acicounts are audited by an
independent auditor on a six monthly basis and a confidential
auditor's report provided to the Government.

(4) No additional payments have been made to Compact Steel Pty Ltd
over and above those payments required to satisfy the conditions
of the loan agrnent.
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(5) Compact Steel Pry Ltd is not a public company and the
Government is not at liberty to disclose derails of the company's
accounts. The accounts are audited and the money provided by the
Government must be expended in strict compliance with the terms
and conditions of the loan agreement.

(6) No.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS', FIREMEN'S AND CLEANERS' UNION -
CHANCE, HON KIM

503. Hon M.J. CUIDDLE to the Minister for Trmnspont:
Is he aware of certain correspondence from the Locomotive Engine
Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union -

Hon John Halden: Murray to the rescue!
Hon E.J. Charlton: Too smart for you!
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon Mi. CRIDDLE: - which criticises the former opposition transport

spokesman. Hon Kim Chance, over his letter to the residents of Merredin
on the Westrail train crewing issue?

Several members irneijected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon John Halden: My goodness! We know you have a letter and everything

required to character assassinate Hon Kim Chance.
Several members interected.
Hon E.J CHARLTON replied:

I am await of correspondence referred to by Hon Murray Criddle - it is
funny that he should ask the question! The letter is dated 12 October
1994. I will not read the entire letter, although I would like to.

Hon NJ). Griffiths: Selective quoting!
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon N.F. Moore: Read the lot. They will say that you are being selective if you

don't.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: All tight. The letter is addressed to the leader of the WA

Parliamentary Labor Parry at Parliament House. It reads -

DearSir
It has become necessary for the West Australian Locomotive
Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union ... to raise
serious concerns relating to the recent action of your (was) Shadow
Minster for Transport Mr Hon Kim Chance, in distributing
specific correspondence from his office to the residents of
Mewredin. This is seen, in the main, as a form of point scoring
(political gain) at the expense of the interest of our Members
currendy stationed at Merredin and their immediate families.
Mr Chance has taken it upon himself to write to the Residents of
Merredin in response to attacks against him by the Minister for
Transport and at the samne time raised questions and issues in
relation to the work that should be either retained or placed into
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Merredin by Wescrail so as to ensure there is work and therefore
continued employment for Enginenien in Merredin who are
Members of this Union.
Whilst to a lay-person it may appear that Mr Chance's actions
should be commended, from this Union's position such action can
only be seen as 'short-sighted' and not in the long term interest of
Westrail Lo~comotive Enginemen.

Point of Order
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I would have thought that it was an abuse of question

time to read a two page letter in answer to a question.
The PRESIDENT: There is no point of order. The member may be right, but

there is no point of order. When a member asks a question, he runs the
risk of getting answers like this.

Hon John Halden: We did not ask the question.
Hon Tom Stephens: It is a dorothy dixer from the Nat, Dot Criddle.
Hon N.F. Moore: If he had quoted parts of it he would have been accused of

being selective. You cannot have it both ways.
The PRESIDENT: Order! When I give a member the call during question time I

do not call a Labor, Liberal, National, Independent or Green member I
call a member of the Legislative Council. All members run the same risk.
The Minister will come to the point of his answer.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: I will be very happy to pick out certain points from the

letter, but I was challenged to read it all. It continues -

Current negotiations between Westrail and this Union have already
established an agreed procedure not only to deal with the overall
question of the NRC impact, but importantly to involve the local
Branch Officers of die Union at Merdin in discussions regarding
their future.
Already such a meeting has been held in Merredin on Tuesday,
27 September 1994.
A similar meeting was held with the Fontestfield Branch Officers
on Thursday, 29 September 1994.
An agreed procedure was adopted and is currently being worked
through by Weutrail and this Union.
Whilst Mr Chance took the opportunity to write to this Union
under date of 27 September 1994, advising of his new-found
responsibilities, he failed to raise with the union his intended
course of action which now places this Union in a very difficult
position for future dealings with the Parliamentary Labour Party in
Western Australia.
This Union and Members will continue to fight for the continued
employment of Locomotive Enginemen throughout Westrail and
will not adopt a short-sighted, narrow-minded position as that of
Mr Chance whose opinion will only bring about the total demise of
not only Enginemen's positions in Merredin but also of those
dhroughout the entire Westrail system.
Whilst the General Officers raised the Union's objections to the
way Members of your Party have elected to ignore normal
procedure (whereby the Union is contacted and advised of issues
being raised effecting Locomotive Engineman in Wesnrail) it now
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appears that in the end those objections have been totally ignored
by you and your Party. It is necessary therefore to relay the
current impasse to the Membership.
One can only hope that with the new Leadership changes to the
Parliamentary Labour Party announced today, there may be some
light at the end of the tunnel.

It is signed by die general secretary of the union.
LOCOMO7TVE ENGINE DRIVERS ', FIREMEN'S AND CLEANERS' UNION -

CHANCE, HON KIM
504. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:

Does the Minister concur with the view of the General Secretary of the
Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union,
Mr Des McPolin, that my actions will bring about the demise of
enginemen's positions, not only at Merredin, but also in Westrail
generally?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Yes. I met with the Forrestfield branch and the senior executive of the
union last week, and they imparted to me their concerns about the actions
taken. I told the group of opportunities to be presented at Westrail.
because of the Government's actions which have resulted in greater use of
rail in this State. I also said that if they could demonstrate better
efficiency than the National Rail Corporation, they could look forward to
running east-west across this nation; such an opportunity was denied them
by the labor Government. Also, I met with the federal Minister in
Adelaide last week and put the proposition to him. He said that such an
opportunity should be available to these enginemen as well. Union
members have done their homework and realise that the Government, not
Hon Kim Chance, will produce benefits for their future.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS', FIREMEN'S AND CLEANERS' UNION -
CHANCE, IBON KIM

505. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:
My question follows the Minister's answer in which he concurs with the
union that my actions will bring about the demise of the enginenien's
positions. In view of those letters written to me by the Minister for
Transport specifically addressing my actions on this matter, does the
Minister now say that his earlier comments were wrong? The Minister
has indicated in letters that -

Westrail has examined its grain operations and it is possible that
some work curiendly cantied out by Forrestfield crews on grain
trains could be allocated to Meredin.

This was my specified view. The letter further stated -
The proposal would have operational impacts which require closer
examination. Nevertheless, this option will be examined.

It later reads -

The review will encompass the issue that you have raised and
because of the nature of the agreement the impacts are staged and
unclear at this stage.

In a letter of 12 October the Minister wrote -

With respect to the suggestions you have made, I have asked
Westrail to include these in its examination of measures to address
the impact of National Rail.
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Does die Minister now withdraw the answer to his earlier statement?
Hon John Halden: The Minister is misleading the House. He cannot help

himself!
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon E.J CHARLTON replied:

No!
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS', FIREMEN'S AND CLEANERS' UNION -

QUESTION OUT OF ORDER
506. Hon P.R. LIOHTFOOT to die Minister for Transport:

Will the Minister seek leave to table the corrspondence which he
previously quoted?

Hon Kim Chance: I will give you a copy.
The PRESIDENT: Order! That question is out of order.

SCHOOLS - RATIONALISATION
507. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

We will go through this process again shortly. Will the Minister re-
confirm to the House that under the school rationalisation process no
school will be coerced into closing or amalgamating with another school
on the threat that the school will have its physical or human resources
reduced, sold off or leased?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
That is certainly the direction given by me to the Education Department.
If any examples have arisen where that policy is being applied, I will be
pleased to hear about it. If it is not happening, I will take action to ensure
that it is.
Nevertheless, the last time the member raised that allegation, everyone in
die community involved was astounded by it; they totally rejected it. The
person within the Education Department who was handling that was very
offended indeed at the allegation made by Hon John Halden in the House;
he was simply carrying out his duties in a proper way. It is a pity diat
some people use cowards' castle to make allegations which have not been
substantiated against public servants who are doing their job properly.

Hon John Halden: That is outrgeous because I told you behind the Chair who it
was.

Hon NEF. MOORE The Leader of the Opposition did not tell me.
Hon John Halden: Yes I did. The Minister has a memory like a sieve.
The PRESIDENT: Order! You have all got memories like a sieve when it comes

to remembering the rules of this place. The rules are you do not enter into
a private argument across the Chamber. Has the Minister finished die
answer?

Hon NEF MOORE: No, Mr President. I want to make die point that the Leader
of the Opposition raised an issue similar to the one he is obviously about
to raise now about a school in the northern wheatbelt, and it was
regrettable that he did that because all the evidence provided to me by die
people involved was that he was die only person who thought that was
happening.

Hon John Halden: I will not be provoked by the Minister any more. Obviously
he does not know anything.
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SCHOOLS - COMPETITIVE TENDER PROPOSAL
508. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

Will the Minister categorically rule out the possibility that the
administration of any government school in Western Australia will be
placed under competitive tender arrangements as proposed by Perth-based
education consultant, Mr Dean Ashenden, in the National Industry
Education Forum report on the future of Australian schooling?

Hon NY, MOORE replied:
I have no intention of following the recommendations of that report. I
have not read it. I have seen reports in the newspaper. Mr Dean
Ashenden was a consultant employed by my predecessors and was
believed to be a person who might write the sort of material that would be
appropriate to the previous Government. I know nothing of his
proposition, other than what was in the newspaper. I have no desire or
intention to privatise the education system. However, I will read his
report and if any recommendations can be found to improve the quality of
education in our schools, I will take them on board.

STIRLING RANGE NATIONAL PARK - LOCK-UP AREA, DIEBACK
509. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for

the Environment:
I refer to the lock-up of 30 000 to 40 000 hectares of the Stirling Range
national park referred to by Dr Shea in the Estimates Committee -

(a) How much of this area is affected by dieback?
(b) How much of the affected or non-affected area/s has been treated

by phosphonate?
(c) What quantity of phosphonate has been used in the Stirling Range

national park?
(d) What are the various methods of distribution used in applying

phosphonate in the Stirling Range national park?
(e) What are the quantities used in association with each distribution

method?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:

I thank the member for some notice of the question. However, as the
information sought requires considerable research, it is requested that this
question be put on notice.

BUNBURY REGIONAL PRISON
PRISONS - BUNBURY REGIONAL

Sex Offender Trealtment Program
510. Hon DOUG WENN to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney

General :
Some notice of this question has been given. I refer to an article in the
South Western Times of 13 October 1994 headed "Prison in line for new
sex program o -

(I) Can the Attorney clarify whether the planned extension of the
treatment program for sex offenders means there will be an
increase in the number of sex offenders located at Bunbury
Regional Prison?

(2) What exactly is meant by the "next stage of an overall treatment
program"?
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(3) If the tatmient program includes the transfer of sex offenders
from Perth to Bunbury Regional Prison, can the Attorney explain
how this is a "bonus for the people of the south west"?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The Attorney is obviously unable to explain it in this House, but on behalf
of the Attorney, I will give my answer.
(1) Yes.
(2) As part of our law and order policy commitment at the last

election, plans are in place to deliver sex offender treatment
programs at a range of prisons throughout the State. This includes
programs for particular groups such as Aboriginal offenders. Ile
Bunbury program allows for intensive treatment of sex offenders
as part of the overall scheme.

(3) As a program which will reduce the risk of reoffending after
release and protect the community.

PRISONS - BUNBURY REGIONAL
Prisoners; Sex Offenders

511. Hon DOUG WENN to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney
General:

(1) Have any sentenced sex offenders been transferred to Bunbury
Regional Prison from Perth prisons since January 1994?

(2) If yes, how many in each month since January 1994?
(3) What is the total number of prisoners currently located at Bunbury

Regional Prison?
(4) How many of these prisoners are serving sentences related to sex

of fences?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:

I thank the member for some notice of the question.
(1) Yes.
(2) January 2 June 3

February 2 July 3
March 4 August 17
April 1 September 16
May 2 October 1

(3) 170.
(4) 62.

DURACK PAPERS - SALE
512. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for the Arts:

(1) Did the Minister or any of his officers advise the Premier that the Durack
papers had been offered for sae overseas?

(2) Was this the basis on which the Minister defended to the Premier the
actions of the Library Board in serving a writ on Dame Mary Durack
Miller?

(3) Is the Minister aware that Dame Mary has issued a statement today that,
"There is no basis in truth to Mr Court's assertion that my papers have
been offered for sale overseas"?

(4) Is the Minister aware that Dame Mary describes these claims as
slanderous and personally offensive, and that they are not supported by a
shred of evidence?
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(5) Is the Minister awart that despite the Government's crushing attack on
her, Dame Mary says she will not give up the papers in her lifetime?

(6) will the Minister now apologist to Dame Mary and her family for this
callous and unprincipled attack on her and advise die Library Board
before its meeting tomorrow morning, at which this matter will be
discussed, that its actions no longer have the support of the Minister or the
Government?

(7) Is the Minister aware that die Premier claimed in the Legislative
Assembly today that die Durack papers are for sale and this matter will
now be dealt with by the relevant government department and agencies on
that basis?

(8) Did die Minister or any of his officers advise the Premier that these papers
were for sale?

(9) If yes, on what basis did the Minister give that advice?
(10) If the Government is proposing to offer to purchase the papers, will the

Minister advise the Library Board of its intentions in this regard and urge
the hoard to desist from taking any further legal action against Dame Mary
in any attempt to shake loose private papers int her possession?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(0-00O)

I will answer tenuously, and I think I indicated this in yesterday's debate.
Firstly, the papers are for sale. I have read Dame Mary's statement, which
states quite plainly that she believes that her heirs are entitled to some
benefit from her work. We have no quarrel with that whatsoever. it has
been accepted all along that Dame Mary is entitled to benefit from the sale
of her private papers. In fact, in recognition of that and in order to keep
her private papers together with the papers that have already been donated
to the Battye Library, the library offered to Mr Megaw, acting on behalf of
Dame Mary, the sum of $80 000. I think I mentioned that yesterday too.
One of the reasons that offer was rejected by Mr Megaw was that it was
considered to be an inadequate amount. Obviously, Mr Megaw is entitled
to that opinion. We do know that the papers have been offered for sale
and we are concerned that once they are sold, there is always the
possibility that they will go overseas.
I do not believe that the positions taken by the Library Board and by
Dame Mary are all that different. There are two lots of papers - Dame
Mary's persnal papers and the Durack papers - and she reasonably takes
the view that her work should entitle her heirs to some benefit. We have
no quarrel with that and that is the reason that the Library Board made that
offer. The Premier has asked me to attend the meeting of the Library
Board tomorrow. It is intended not that the Government should buy those
papers but that, as has always been the case, the Library Board should buy
them, because it is appropriate that the Library Board should acquire those
papers-
We have received a further communication frm Mr Megaw which does
seem to indicate that a financial settlement is possible. If ther were a
financial settlement and the matter were resolved, we would be happy that
those papers should stay in Dame Mary's possession for her lifetime.
However, we arn concerned that while the papers are being offered for
sale and are on the market, they may be sold to any buyer. Those papers
belong to the Baxtyc Library, and it has an obligation to ensure that,
having handed the papers to her on loan, they are, not disposed of.

Several members interjected.
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Hon PETER FOSS: I did not learn about this dispute until after the board had
made its finding. The matter has been going on since 1991, and the board
has been tryinig over that time to resolve the situation. The board tried to
purchase the papers for $60 000 when the Labor Party was in government.
The board has tried to ensure that the documents are preserved properly,
and that they are not sold. The board is very concerned, for instance, chat
the Durack papers and Dame Mary's personal papers may be separated&
That would be a pity. T'hey should be kept together because they go
together naturally. We accept that Dame Mary's papers are her own and
that she can sell them to whom she likes. She is entitled to do that.
However, we are keen to ensure that dhe two sets of papers are kept
together.
Even though the valuation put on Dame Mary's papers was, $61 000, the
Library Board made an offer of $80 000 - which is meant to say that that
was the valuation put on die papers by the National Library Board but we
were offering another $19 000 in the hope of resolving the matter.
However, the Library Board maintains, as do the three siblings of Dame
Mary, that the Battyc/Durack papers belong to the library. We have taken
a consistent view.
Dame Mary's statement today makes it clear that the papers are not for
sale. She makes it clear that regarding the personal paper, she and her
heirs are entitled to benefit. We have no quarrel with that, nor does the
Library Board. I hope to discuss with the board tomorrow how it intends
to resolve the matter. I stress that a further approach has been made, and
we believe that a financial settlement can be arrived at which would be
satisfactory to everyone. The board has indicated that in the light of the
circumstances, provided we can settle this question, ic would have no
objection to the papers remaining in Dame Mary's possession during her
lifetime.

DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORKPLACE - INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
REFORM ACT, STATE CHALLENGE

513. Hon TOM HELM to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney General:
Some notice has been given of this question, and I should say that I direct
it to the Minister who wants to be the Attorney General. In regard to the
Minister's answer co question without notice 476 on 29 September in
which he replied that the Attorney was waiting for a report on
discrimination in the workplace against gays and lesbians -

(1) Is the Attorney General aware that discrimination in the workplace
is specifically addressed in the federal Industril Relations Reform
Act 1993?

(2) Is she aware chat the Western Australian Government is in the
process of appealing this Act in the High Court?

(3) If yes to (1) and (2), does this appeal mean thiat the Western
Australian Government condones discrimination against gays and
lesbians in the workplace?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question. I do not have any
wish to be the Attorney General.
(04-2) The provisions of the Industrial Relations Reform Act 1993 of the

Commonwealth sought to legislate with respect to discrimination
in the workplace. The Commonwealth Government sought to base
its legislative authority to make laws in that regard on the external
affairs power.
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A significant pant of this State's challenge to many of the
provisions introduced into the Industrial Relations Act 1988 of the
Commonwealth by the Industrial Relations Reform Act 1993 of
the Commonwealth, relies upon the misuse of the external affairs
power. The Western Australian Government has brought its
challenge against the offending provisions of t Commonwealth
[ndustrial Relations Act because of the misuse of the power given
in the Constitution to the Commonwealth. That indicates our
reason for doing so is based purely on any infringement of this
State's powers. I hope we would have the endorsement of
members opposite that an infringement of this State's powers
should be resisted. The member may have a different view.

(3) The Commissioner for Equal Opportunity recently presented to the
Attorney General a report on sexuality which includes equal
opportunity in the workplace. The Attorney General has indicated
that there is now a period for public comment on the report and
that the Government will wait for that period to end before any
decisions are made regarding the report's recommendations.
There is a diverse range of views within Western Australia and it is
important that they be all heard. After the period of public
comment, the Government will be better placed to assess
community opinion when considering the recommendations.

DIEBACK - PREVENTION PROGRAMS
Astralian Nature Conservation Agency, Funding

514. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
the Environment:
(1) Has the Australian Nature Conservation Agency contributed funding to

the Department of Conservation and Land Management dieback
prevention programs? If so -

(a) how much;
(b,) which programs;, and
(c) when was this donated?

(2) Has the Walpole-Nomnalup National Parks Association donated funds to
dieback prevention programs. If so -
(a) how much;
(b) which programs; and
(c) when was this donated?

Hon NEF. MOORE replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question. As the information
sought requires considerable research, it is requested that this question be
put on notice.

MIT (METROPOLITAN TRANSPORT TRUST) - PUBLIC TRANSPORT
UNION, AGREEMVENT

515. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:
Does the Minister support negotiations between the MiT and the Public
Transport Union being conducted on an enterprise bargaining basis?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
I supported the MIT in the Greenflelds agreement between management
and the union. As we all know, some drivers have rejected that
agreementL I now support MIT management in whatever action is taken
to bring about reforms in the MITT.
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MTU (METROPOLITAN TRANSPORT TRUST) - PUBLIC TRANSPORT
UNION, AGREEMENT

516. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:
How does the Minister propose that the Mfl will provide benefits to the
drivers who voted in favour of the proposed amendments to the M'TT bus
operators' award of 1990 but were defeated?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
As I have said on a couple of occasions, some people value their position
with theMlTTand want the reforms to succeed. I feel very sorry for those
people because as a result of the actions of others they will be denied the
reforms. Therefore, the MTT will not be as competitive as it would have
been had the drivers supported the agreement reached between the
management and the union. I want to ensure that the MT does whatever
it can to ensure a good future for the organisation so that it can provide the
benefits to the people who have indicated that they want to remain with
the organisation in the long term.

ROAD TRAINS - PERMITS, OVER-HEIGHT
517. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Has the Main Roads Department issued pertnits which allow road
trains to carry steel stacked edge-on to a height of 4.70 metres?

(2) Is it normal practice to issue over-height permits for moad train
operation ocher than stock crates?

(3) What testing and/or monitoring did the Main Roads Department
carry out prior to or since the granting of permits for over-height
steel to determine the safety and stability of loads subject to this
type of permit?

(4) Has the Minister been advised that in some circumstances trailer
wheels have been observed to lift off the road while carrying over-
height steel stacked on edge?

(5) Have any accidents occurred involving trucks loaded in the
configuration allowed by this permit?

(6) Will the M inister undertake to order an investigation of the
suitability of this particular permit?

Hon ELJ CHARLTON replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question.
(1) No. Permits have been issued only for loads to a height of 4.6

metres.
(2) Yes, to 4.6 m high.
(3) None. The calculated centre of gravity of 4.6 m high loads is low

and stability is not considered an issue.
(4) No such reports have been received.
(5) No accidents have been reported.
(6) I would need more specific information about the issue to enable

me to respond further to the member's concerns.
KALGOORLIE BUILDING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES - INSOLVENT

518. Hon M4ARK NEVILL to the Minister for Fair Trading:
(1) What action has the Minister taken following the collapse of Kalgoorlie

Building and Management Services, which involved about 13 homes and
34 subcontractors and creditors.
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(2) If none, will the Minister take urgent action to extend the coverage by the
Builders Registration Board to Kalgoorlie-Boulder and other country areas
not already covered?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2)

1 do not believe there is anything we can do about insolvency of
companies. I have already taken action to extend die Builders
Registration Board to Kalgoorlie on the basis of its being within the
municipal rather than the non-municipal areas around it. I intend to do
that to all town areas throughout the State. There are difficulties with
extending the Builders' Registration Board Act provisions to farming or
pastoral areas because of the difficulties for people in those areas wanting
to use non-registered builders. The important thing to remember is that
people throughout the State have always had access to die provisions of
the Home Building Contracts Act, which is more important when
honouring obligations for residential premises. It is only when dealing
with non-residential premises that people move out of the reach of that
legislation.
The Building Disputes Committee had jurisdiction in Kalgoorlie even
before that extension took place. I am not sure whether it has happened,
but I have certainly offered, and had an indication back accepting
extension of the Builders' Registration Board Act. That approach will
lead to a greater acceptance throughout the State of the Builders'
Registration Board Act, which, together with the Painters' Registration
Act, has seen resistance until now because people have seen them as
intrusions into the way things ame carried out in the country.
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